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PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The writer of this paper found herself, after many years 
~ -· u 
of eighth-grade teaching, faced with the afu~inistra~ive problem 
. - . . 
of providing instruction in beginning reading for children in 
. . . .. ·•· . ~ . . . -. " ~. ' 
pre-primary. and primary grad~s_.. (This study :was undertaken ~n 
order to classify the various aspects of the readiness period.\ 
Since :much has been wri t+.en on the subject of reading.;;;.-
readiness, an overlapping o~ terms ~ound in the research gave 
the impression that the authorities were contradicting each 
-- .. . . . . 
other. It was most confusing. ( It was necessary to compare 
the contributions o~ authorities in the field and seek out 
•.... --
scienti~ic evidence in the literature to clarify the subject. 
The result was a study relating to research in Reading-Readi-
ness.} 
\II 
CHAPTER l. 
~STIFICATION FOR A PROGRAM OF 
READING-READINESS 
' 
-1 .• -<·'<!' .y>-·.•··i· . 
.. ,~ 
. I 
CHAPTER 1 
~STIFICATION FOR A PROGRAM OF READING-READINESS 
Introduction.-- Before painting a picture of the subject 
of Reading-Readiness, it is well to pause, by way of intro-
duction, to think of the importance not of readiness for 
reading but reading itself. 
For the child in the first g~ade, readi~g is 
y ..... 
"(1) recognizing most of the words; (2) guessing or sounding 
out the others; and. (3) getting meaning as a result." y- . 
Storm and Smith say: 
"The process of--learning to read is the most 
complex of all school activities and the ability to 
read is the most important of all school arts. 
This ability is the master-key which unlocks the gate-
way to every other school subject and to life itself. 11 
·- y ... 
Adams, Gray, and Reese think the same. They think 
that apparently a very large share of what the child is 
supposed to learn in his study of the social science, the 
1JE. W. Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading, The Garrand Press, 
Champaign, Illinois, 1941, p. 2. 
g/ Grace E. Stor.m and Nila E. Smith, Reading·ActivTties in 
the Primary·Grades, Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 
1930, p. 106 
£/Fay Adams, Lil1::ian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children 
to Read, The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1949, p. 36 
j 
' 
pure science, and all content subjects is to be acquired by 
means of intelligent reading. In like manner, much to be 
gained through acquaintance with music, art, and literature 
~· ~ ·-· 
will necessarily come through reading. One uses it in the 
~ - •.. ... 
tool subjects such as arithmetic, language, and spelling. 
"Indeed, there is reason tc believe that in terms 
of actual practice, reading is the most widely used by 
the school to introduce the child to the social heritage 
which it seeks to teach. Thus in terms of school work, 
reading is a tool by which +he pupil is enabled to learn 
much the,t the school· has to offer." y· 
On the same subject Witty writes: 
"Obviously, the teaching of reading constitutes one 
·of the most crucial responsibilities of the elementary 
school. The child must be ··taught to read so that he 
can live intelligently and with :pleasure in our complex 
civilization, and so that he can learn whatever the 
school tries to teach through the medium of reading. 
He needs to use reading as a means of extending' his 
experiences, of following his interests, of keeping 
abreast of the times, of getting information on his 
questions, and of obtaining fun and recreation. He 
must read in order to come to grips with much of the 
social studies, science, arithmetic, health, and other 
subjects which the school attempts to teach." 
. y' 
It is written that the schools face two genuine problems 
namely, to train all :pupils to read effectively end to estab-
lish strong motiv~s for, and permanent interests in, reading. 
1/Paul Witty, Reading- in Modern Education __ , D. c. Heath and 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts,_Pref~ce, 1949. 
g/The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of EducationL Bloomington, Illinois, Public School 
Publishing Company, 1925. 
..~--,.-~ ..... 
The process of reading is divided by MCKee into three 
-parts, as follows: "(l)Identifying and recognizing :printed 
.. ....... . . .. ~ -~· 
words quickly a..nd accurately; (2) arriving at an ad~qu~te 
understanding of the meaning intended by the writer; (3) making 
-. . 
use of the meaning arrived at." 
A vast amount of research has been done on the subject of 
Reading-Readiness or Getting Ready to Read. 
:pages give evidence of the fact. 
The ,following 
Introducing Reading Instruction.-.- Before l92o, the year 
that introduced us to the expression ttReading-Readiness, it was 
thought that a certain chronological age, :perhaps 5t or six 
~_/'" 
ye~rs, gave the child the right to enter school, and readfng 
began forthwith. Now, the ne~d for a program of Reading-
Readiness is no longer controversial, but the age at which 
reading should begin is much questioned. · 
. ~------ - --- y 
It is the belief of Adams and Reese that: 
"J"ust as a normal child learns to walk and talk when 
he reaches _the :proper develoJllilent for these acti viti es, 
so he arrives at readiness for reading in his own time. . 
Some teachers still feel guilty unless all their children 
begin to read from :pre-primers soon after school opens in 
the Fall. However, the well-informed teacher realizes 
that such hot-house forcing of reading by overzealous 
teachers will accomplish little good. and may do much 
harm. The results of too much :pressure in the initial 
reading period may be so serious that time cannot heal 
the scars. 11 
JjPaul McKee, The Teaching of Reading ln the Elementary·-school, 
Hiughton Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1948, p. 12. 
-- -
g/Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, o:p. cit. 
3 
v 
They speak of the mistake of' plunging children into read-
ing before they are capable of dealing_ :Wi_t~ it successfully. 
Investigators have found that the mental age of the child is 
. - - .. . .. . .. '~ 
far more accurate indication of readiness for reading than 
.. . .. " - .. ~. 
the Chronological e.ge. 
. -. 
:MarJy· reading specialists have 
. -·' - . 
accepted the ment?.l age of six and one half years. as the 
. . -
§1-~~·::- ~.e(Y.;elr_·!/h.e;n~r;e.ading _c_ould most successfully b_e introduced. 
Ye~ _it has been demonstrat~d _ re:peated_Iy that delayi?g r~ading 
instruction until the child's mental age ~s si?C_ yea_rs, six 
months will not insure· successful reading. Harm can be done 
by forc~ng children inf:o reading t0o early. 
. .. . . ' -
The evidence is th~\t wi t:h resrect to chronological age, 
children should be at least six years before attempting to read. 
. y' . 
A study by Thomson extending over ~ :period ?f fou! ye~rs, 
!supplied clear evidence_that children under six years did not 
~evelop a. liking for reading or make as rapid progress e.s 
!children ·who averaged somewhat older. 
y 
In a study of bri$ht and ay-erage children~ Davidson ../ 
~e::orted.. success in +.eaching reading to children four years 
oentally. 
bfibid. p. 109 
~~- J"ennie :B. Thomson, tt:Big Gains· from Postponed Reading 11 , 
fournal of Education, 1934, 11?; 445-446 • 
., ··~ 
VHelen P .. Davidson, "An Experim·ental Study of Bright, Average, 
~nd Dull Children at the Four-year Mental 'Level. II 'Genetic 
s:vchology Jl[onographs, Vol. lX (1931), pp. 119-289. 
y· 
Raguse came to the conclusion that a mental age of 
five years was sufficient for success. 
- -
Many studies indicate clearly that the postponement of 
introductory rea~ing ?Ut~l materials can be gra~ped re~~il~. 
and assimils:ted in meaningful units leads to superiol;' mastery 
and sustained interest. Some such studies are those of y Y· . y. . 
J:,{eria.m , Tippett , and BigeloYv 
-- y - .. 
Upshall compared the reading test scores in grades one, 
four, and six of one group of pupils_who were taught to read 
immediately upon entering the first grad~ and of another group 
which was not given direct reading instructions until about 
November first. '!'he conclusion was the.t the delayed reading 
. 
groups were not handicapped by their later start in learning 
to read. 
1JR. w. Ragus·e, "q,ualitative and Q,uantitative Achievement-
in First Grade Reading", Teachers College Record_, February 
1931, pp. 424-426. 
g/J'; L. Meriam, "Avoiding· Difficulties in Learning to Read", 
Educational Method, Vol. lX (1930),_ ~P· 413-419. _ 
0'J'. S: Tippett- and others, Curriculum Melcing in an 
Elementary_School, Bos~on_, Ginn and Comp_any, 192'7. 
~· ]3. Bi-gelow~ Scho"ol" :Progress of Under-Ag·e· Children, 
Elementary Schcol Jo~-na~, Vol. XXXV (1934) pp. 186~192. 
yc. c. Upshall; Influence of DelaYed Reading Progre..:rn on· 
Reading Ability, Bellingham, Western College of Educe,tion, 
1939, 8p. ms. 
5 
. .: 
y 
Merrill studying special class children found that those 
hB.ving mentaJ. ages helow six did not profit much by reading 
instruction~ 
gj 
Hegge in the Wayne County Training School for Boys, in 
llfichigan, carried on extenfji ve st_11dies to di~cover_ a way of 
teaching mentally defe_ctive children to _read. lie announced 
gratifyirg results in ree,ding and y,ersonality dev~lopment by· 
rostr'o!ling ree,ding until_ the_ e.ge !Sf ten or eleven. :By then 
6 
they had acquired rich backgrounds of experience. ' y . - .. 
Bigelow feels that unless beginning-grade-one pupils who 
are under six years have Bn I.Q, .. cf 110 or over, there is littl 
hope for them to succeed in learning the three R's. 
It is evident that whether children should be taught to 
read in grade one or a,t a later time, is becoming an important 
issue. 
y :,L, A .. Herrillt nrr~he Relation of. Intelligence to Ability· 
in Three R t s in the· :ee.se of Retarded· Children", Pedagogical 
Seminary, V?~· X:X:Vlll (1921), PP• _249-274. _ 
gjT. G .. Hegge, -"The ::Problem· of Reading Defi'ci ency ih the 
Mentally Handicapped.ll, Journal of Exceptional Child..ren 1 
V:ol•- lV (1938) pp. 121- 125. 
~lizabeth Bigelow~ ns·chool· Progress of Under-Age Children II' 
Elementary School ~ournal, 35: 186-192, November 1934. 
y 
Leary writes th?.t: 
"It has been fo'lll1.d that an- adult can r·ead in less 
tha..n two hours a~ll the books read ln ~he class periods 
in ~:J.e fj_r:=;t three grades. - Sol~e educators believe 
it could be delayed unt.i 1 Grade lV. 
. . . 
· O':pro:r1emts say that· through a radical change of 
materials and ·:m·ethods of-- instruction and in relFt'tea: · 
activities, equal success could come before Grade 1. 11 · 
. . .. - .. ... .. . . . gj . 
As to when children a.re ready for reading, Murphy has 
this to say: 
·
11Ufmy childr'en c·ome to· school ·ready· to lea.rn to·· 
read and others m·ay need r·eading-r·eadiness activities 
for ah entire year before an attempt to teach them 
fo:rmE~.l reading is made. 11 
. '§./ •· . 
l[axwell concludes that t.he firs+.-grade +.eacher must 
know the rnen+.al, ~hysice.l, social, and emotional ch8.rac-•·eristics 
~ - .. 
of +.he first-grae.e children and that a testin~ progr~ sh_o_uld 
be conducted so that the mC~.turation of the individual child 
can be determined. 
1 Bernice E. LearY, 11 Curreht Issues Relatin·g to Basic 
Ihstruc·ti on In Reading", necen·t 'l'r~nds in Reading,· - University 
of Chicevgo Press, Illinois, Vol. 1, :!:To. 49, 1939, J?P• 29-44. 
~- . ·- - . - - . 
2 Helen A. 1rm~rhy, · "Skills- Instruction in· 'Prlv.:12ry Reacli:flgil, 
.T? t.ional ];Je:tneritEtrY :FT1nci:pal· 2 f9: · December l9·t.m ~ · .::aulletin-
of t1~e Departmen·t of· :Wleraen+.e.ry School Irincipals, \,as hint., ton, 
District Col~mb!a, :pp. 7-8 
. - ' . 
3 .Tewell T. litaxwell, Pre];iarat1on fDr Prima.ry Reading, Master's 
1940, East Texas State Teachers College, 113 P• ms. 
A study of the :progress of first-grade children o:f 
different chronologicFl a11d mental ages in vocabulEr;y r::astery, 
' . - . . . .. . -
cre,l ree,ding, and general reading was m·ade by JI:Ccrrhett and 
-· y· ... . .... 
Washburn , and they concluded that a mental age of 6~ years 
is the best. They did find, however, that some pupils be-
---... .. .. 
tween the mental age of six and 61!-' years made satisfactory 
progress. y 
In 1936 Witty ~d Kopel _analyz~d critically ninety-three 
scientific studies, ~rticles, and reports on this subject. 
They impli~d in their findings that reading should be p_o~t­
poned for most children until eight or nine years of age. 
-. -
"Until chil-aren' s backgro1..1.nd of experience and 
mental growth enable them to find-meaning in ·the tasks 
presented to ·them; ahd unti"l the process of maturation 
in which reversals a.re few and perception of words and 
other meaningf~ units i3 possi )Jle ·II 
They did admit that some children will •••• nturn spontan-
.... ... . 
eously, joyfully, and successfully to reading in Grade one." 
- .. . . .... y - . 
_ On delaying beginnin_g; reading, Gates showed that the 
:pupils who had the advantage of a half term of pre-reading 
•• •• • .. • •• " ¥ 
schooling reveal_ed a superiority at mi~-year which became 
more pronounced at· the end of the year. 
j7.M: :Morphett and E. Washbu~, 0 \Tfuen Should Children begin 
to Read? 11 , Elementary School 'Journal,. 31: March 1931, pp. 496-
503. 
YP • A. Witty and David Kopel,- npreventing Reading Disability", 
"The Reading-Readiness Factors 11 , Ed. Adm. and Sup. 22, 1936, 
P· 413. 
'YGates and D. Russell, "The Effects of JJelaying Beginning 
Reading a Half Year in the Case of Under:privilegedn, Pupils 
with I.Q. 1 s ?5-95, Journal of Educational Research-32,321,328, 
anuary 
8 
) 
After a detailed study Gates and Bond~ concluded that 
Reading-Rea.di~ess _is n_ot determ_in~d un~formly by the :pr~s_ence 
of certain attitudes or attainments but is the result mf a 
. . 
combination of factors.· These factors differ in individuals. 
-g; .. 
According to Reed reading may be introduced in the 
- - .. ~ . . -· 
kindergarten, first grade or second grade, the cri ter_ion for 
:placement being readiness to read, that is, the social, :physical 
... - - . . - , 
intelle~tual, emotional, and mental readiness of the child, 
to read. 
An experiment carried in at the Edgewood School, a pro-
gressive school in Greenwich, ·Connecticut, seemed to show the>t 
~ . . ~- . -
there was an advantage in delaying formal work in reading even 
. ····y· - .· 
to the age of eight. Lan~ely believes that a ~hild of seven 
or eight who has not had formal work in reading----"but ·who 
he.s inacinative and constru.ctive l)lay, has been ec.ucated in a 
sounder a11d :mere fc:rvi2rd lool':ing :r1e11ncT t.hc:m a child ~rho has 
had tvro years of formal work in reading. 11 
yGates and G. Bond, "Reading R13adiness, A Study of Factors 
Determining Success an·d ·Failure in· Beginning· Reading", 
Tee,chers College Record, 3?:679-685, l,!ay 1936. 
. .. -
E/J'Jrary J'..[. Reed, "An Invest iga t.i on of Fracti ces In li'irst GrEcle 
Admission and Promotionn, Contributions to Education, 
Number 290, Columbia. 
~lizaoeth Langely·, · "When Sball We Learn to Read"? Child Study 
Vol. 8- ~anuary 193fu, :p. 136 
9 
She maintains that there is an advantage in d~l~ying 
formal reading work until the child has· a rich background of 
experience. l) 
estimc=~,ting In readiness for reading, according to ·;li +ty . • 
"The first responsibility of the teacher is to make 
an appraisal of each child's status. ·· Deficiencies · 
stJ.~uJ:.d- be cor·rected and help should be given as needed. 
Systematic reading instructihi offered before such steps 
are taken may lead to ·irreparable harm. Pe~rents as well 
as first grade teachers should give serious attention to 
the problem o-f readiness. Home and school should work 
together to prepare the child for successful reading. 
'This endeavor should include activitie·s which ~"Till d"eepen 
cmcr enrich experien·ces; cultivate expr·es'sion 9 stimulate 
vocabulary growth, and foster desirable attitudes." 
To many people who ask how long the readiness period would 
-g 
be, Betts replies: 
"In the early 19th century childr·en were aa.rili tted to 
learn to read and· ·spell ·at the age of 'five years. .. -
Because the numbers were large the entrance age was raised 
to six years, at the beginning o:r the twentieth century. 
Dewey and Pat-rick criticized p·eopTe v'lho disrege.rded the 
motives and capa-city of the "learner by 'forcing six-year 
olds into the learning-to-read process." 
1/Paul Witty,- Reading· in ·Modern Education , ~ n: C. ReElth and 
Company! Boston, Massa.ch:use~ts, 1949_. ~· 6~ •. 
E/Jllimnett A. Betts·,- Foundations· of· Reading Instvuotion. 
American Book Company, 1946, p~ 17. 
1.0 
In speaking of a lack of understanding of Reading Readi-17 ' . . - . - . . . -
ness he speaks of scho_ols where all children must read pre-
primer and primers in grade one, of schools which use no pre-
primers in grade one, and of schools where a.ll first grades 
have to spend a required m~mber of weeks on reading work-books 
before the r~~uired pre-primers, primers, etc. 
·Y 
And he also asserts that: 
"Readiness does not come packaged as that something 
th1=1t is here today but not present yesterday. The attain 
ment of a given chronological or mental age (such as six 
and one half years·) does not insure success with reading 
activities. And again, a rich background of experiences 
coupled with a reasonable facility with language may not 
be brought into play in the reading situation, because of 
an emotional blockage or some type of physical handicap. 
Teachers are given years of preparation for their tasks 
because many learning factors are elusize and require ex-
pertness if dealt with successfully ••••.••••• Reading-read-
iness factors are the keystone for a preventive program. 
A child is ready for systematic reading instruction when 
he can engage in such activities with success and with 
real satisfaction to himself." 
1/ Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. 
g/ Ibid. P.P. 10? and 112. 
11 
Recogpi tion of Individual Differences.-- :rerhe,J_:Js the 
&reatest ;problem 6f the modern school grows out of the range 
of individual differences within classes. The modern neading 
programs stress first the pupil and his development. 11 . . . 
· · · nIt· is now rec6gni zed that learning to re·ad· is a 
process of growth; henc·e readiness cannot be sharply · 
detennined as to time or grad·e·. Since the firs·t year 
is ·the period when th·e ·child receives initial formal· 
instruction, it is imperative to make sure that he· has 
the · pr-eparation and backgr·ound ne·cessary for success 
whenever ·r·eading materials are presented.--- Since the 
first grade·; however, ···is-- the period when most children 
begin to read, ·the extent ·of the problem 'is then of 
greater magnitude than at any other time." 
. .. .... . . y 
Much the same viewpoint is tru<en by Betts • 
"Teaching is the practical recognl tion of differences. 
Until di:fference"s e:riiong the :piJ.pi_ls OI a t;iven class· are 
recognized, i:fi.struc"tibn cannot be on a sound systemati"c 
basis;. ·A significant :Part of tne d"ilemm·a modern education 
is in, ·has been bi'ought abo1It by a failure +.0 ·ad.'Y"Ji t dif:f- · 
erences-by the treating of alT childr-en alike.-·-- Not· until 
differences are seen is the ·teache-r ready to teach, because 
learning t"~->.e child tnus:t pr~?_ede teaching him. 
DifferentiatJi.on· of instruction· is me.1cing §,"strong~ b"id 
to su:r,)ersed·e the remedial r·eading ol'· the 193'0' s. Differ-
entiated instruction is a way ·of ·evaluating· aild living· wi tb 
a group of individuals in a classroom that results in a 
maximum of development of each-individual iri terms of his 
interests, needs, and capaci+ies." 
yPaul Witty, 
g/Emmett Betts, 
op. cit.· p.55. 
-<> - •• 
op. cit. p. 3. 
12 
··-y 
Betts shows need for schools to be learner nentered, 
rather than grade and calendar centered. With the introduction 
of differentiated i.nstruction reading difficulties ca..n be re-
duced to a minimum because prevention is emphasized instead of 
correeti on. 
rn·one classroom there will be, according to the srume y 
author : 
(1) Those who have developed some ability to read. 
(2) Those who have not learned to read but have 
readiness for it. 
(3) Those wro have :personality handicaps. 
( 4) Those with normal lP.nguage development but 
physical limi ta_:tion~.· 
(5) Those wit_?. certain lan151:1age defi_cien_ci_es. 
( 6) Those ch~re.c_te:i_z~_d b_Y genera~ mental retardation. 
(7) Those ~ith ~anguage_handieaps. 
(8) Those adm:ttted below six years. 
(9) Those who have no nrtions about reading. 
!JEmmet~ L. Betts, op. cit. 
gj Ibid. 
13 
. ·.v 
Storer has concluded that the best way to meet the 
problem of w~en to_~egin reading is the reorganization of 
the curriculum to provide fnr individue,l differences, and 
the use of tests to determine those differences, especia,lly 
in the field of reading-readiness. 
- .. y .. 
Sister Steinbach conducted an experiment with 147 boys 
and 153 girls who entered :parochial schools in Milwaulcee 
and three smaller suburban cities, coming from homes of var-
ious levels of socio-economic status. She found that many 
first grade entrants have a meagre informational backgrouns, 
... . ~ -
are deficient in knowledge of word meanings and _in the sk_ills 
of auditory and visual discriminati?~' th~t a larse nmnber 
failed to achieve success in reading; that there _is a wide 
range of individual differences in the rate of reading pro-
. . . 
gress, :thB.t :rnor_e boy_s a_re retarded than __ g_ir_ls i!l r~a~Hng_, 
that the c~onol_ogi cal age is not an important f~_ctor :fr·~ 
success or failure in reading, that speech defects seem to be 
. . 
significantly related to reading achievement. 
1/Elizabeth Storer, A Stlid·y of Test·s· f'or ::Frediction of Res,ding 
Succe·ss ·and Reading _FailurE?s ·on P~imary· Level. tTn:published 
~ster's Thesis, Boston University, 1931. 
. -
g/Sistei' Mary lTil'a Steinbach·, An Jl)xperimehtal· Study o:f Progress 
in First·Grad·e Reading.· Doctor's-19"40, ·cathoTic University,· 
Washington, Washington Catholic Education·al Pres·s, 1940, ·j;i.l1"t" 
Catholic University of America, ;ltducational Research I,ionographs, 
IJol. 12, No. 2. 
14 
I.,;.:. ~' 
11 Hildreth telle how a tYPical class may vary i?. I.Q. 
from 60 to 130, a difference of 70 points. She adds: 
llThose at the lower end of the distribution in 
ment8.J level may be driven to· disturbing behavior and 
eventual failure through sheer.lack of sufficient 
mental ability to achieve what is expected of them." 
The problem should be how to develop the child within his 
capa.ci ty rather than how to bring all children to reach a y 
given standard, comments Smith • 
'§./ 
Witty and Kopel write as follows: 
"The assumption that effective reading may be 
achieved by phonetic drills·, eye exercises·; o·r otner 
part-devices neglects the fact that interest and need 
should be determinants of method, and that uniform 
and inflexible procedures are indefensible because 
large·· and var"ied individual differences lead· to many 
levels of understanding and many and diverse meeds for 
new reading experience. 11 
jJ Gertrude Hildreth, Readiness -for School Be-ginners, 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1950, p. 20. 
gj Charles A. Smith and ·l.ryrtle R ... J"ensen, "Educational 
Psychological and Physiological Factors in Ree.d.ing Ree.diness 1'1 , 
Elementary School J"ourna1, Vol. 36, No. 8. April, May .1936, 
PP• 583-594, 682-691. . 
y Paul Witty and David K9pel, Reading··and the Educative· 
Process , Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1939, p. 18. 
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The most striking facts brought out in readiness survey 
··- v-· 
of school e?trants, according to Hildreth are : (1) the e:x:-
trem~ly wi~~)ran~e of maturity found in any typical entering 
group; (2) the relative immaturity of a large :pro:por~~on of 
the entering :population for the conventional first grade :pro-
gram. 
-g;-
Betts feels that :prime.ry classes should be relatively 
small and that, in order to meet individual needs, there should 
be some form of' grouping. The grouping should be flexible 
to :provide for individual variations in growth. In first 
grade, children are grouped in terms of reading-readiness needs, 
and from two·- to four groups are usually formed. 
-y 
Durrell shows his belief in the importance of individual 
instruction: 
11Ada:pting instruction to inclividual differences and 
needs of DU:Pils is a :problem so new to education that we 
have hardly made a beginning in so7ving it. 
· Adaptation of instruction to different levels of 
abilities, to diff.erent rates of' learning, and to varied 
pupil needs is still widely ignored. 
There is no simr.,le solution of the· problem of' :pro-
vi-ding fo"r ind"ividual differehces in reading ability. We 
e.re ignorant of t·oo many important factors.·· We dcf not yet 
know exactly the abilities essential for reading-readiness 
at the first grade leve1. 11 
i/Gertrude Hildreth, op. cit. p. 20. 
E/Emmett Betts, op. cit. p. 3 • 
.Q/Donald D. Durrell, Improvement G>f Basis Reading Abilities; 
World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1941. Preface. :PP• 1-2. 
i6 
Maladjustments Resulting from Reading Failures;---1/ . . ... 
Gates declare~ that failure in reading is the cause of approxi-
m8.tely ninety :per cent of the failures in the first grade. y . 
Clark and Shank after making a study of first grade fail-
ures concluded that: 
(~) Children learned to read more quickly when 
reading was taught as a thought-getting-thought-
giving proc.ess. 
(b) Children ready to read-succeeded, regardless of 
method. 
(c) Children not ready to read failed to do so, re-
gardiess of method, so failure of first grade 
children is not caused by method. 
9.1 
Adams, Gray, and Reese write: 
"Now, more-· than ever before, educators are emphasizing 
The relationship between reading, mental hygiene-;- and :per-
sonality. Surveys, tests, and experiments have indicated 
that the inability to cope wi tn rea-ding·, results in infer-
iority complexes and in other war~ affects the individual's 
adjustment. As Arthur I. GatesYputs it in forceful terms 
11Failure in reading is as serious in its consequences to 
children as financial or marital failure is to adults." 
i/Arthur I .. Gates, "New Ways of Tea-ching ·Readingn, Parents 
Magazine, Vol. V1, April 1931, pp. 18-20. 
. . 
g/Hazel and-Spencer Shank, "Supervising a Reading Readiness 
Program 11 ~ Departm·en'f of Elementary School Principals ,__yo_=!-_• X, 
PP• 460-475, April 1931. 
2/Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, Teaching Children 
to Read, The Ronald P:ess, New York , 1949, pp. 76 and 84. 
!/Arthur I. Gates, op. cit. 
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They show how fai;ures in reading cause personal maladjust-
ment and that serious personality disturbances are b_?un·d to 
develop when the child, already conscious of his failure, must 
also bear up under the abuse of his fellows and the reproach of 
his teachers. 
y' 
They note that teachers should be increasingly aware that 
the child w±th readingdifficulties quite ge~e:ally has ~i~f~-
culty in his social relationships. Reading trouble reaches 
out into the child's life. y--
They add: 
The following list of constructive measures re~resent 
a pooling of the stipulations of leading authorities in 
the field of mental P,ygiene and reading. 
(1) Avoid rushing child into reading before he is 
ready (
3
2) Avoid making the child feel that he is a failure. 
( ) Find something he can do, since a feeling of 
~ersonal worth is a "must" if mental health is 
to be ~reserved.· r 
(4) Make sim~le, relatively easy reading assignments, 
es~ecially when develo:ping new ski-lls·.· 
! 5~·l Make· reading an interesting e:x:p-er1ence. Resist the tendency to ·e:x:ert ~ressure on the chile • Avoid making comparisons with ~regress of other 
children. 
!8) Establish s:YIDpathetic·rapport wi·th the child-. 9) Choose· b·ooks ap~ropriate to his age and interests lO)Develop a background of meaningful. concepts tbrou~jh 
first-hand ex~eriences. (ll)Make use both-of a good ap~roach and an efficient 
follow-tlirough. --
(12)Allow the child to see evidence of his own im~roVE!ment 
(13).A.ttem~t to identify failures and translate them 
into successes." 
i/ Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, op. cit. p. ?6 
g/ Ibid. P~· 84 and?. 
And conclude: 
"So utterly dependent is the child's successes in 
school upon reading that many behavior problems stem 
from the inability to use this tool." 
- .. -!I -·. . ... 
Percival concluded that gra.~e 1 is the greatest fail:ing 
grade and that reading was respopsible for ninety nine per 
cent of +he fa.ilures in grade on~ i:n/ cities and for ninety five 
~ •••• -· o••• --~-- --- Mo-
per cent of.the failures in rural sch_.o_.ols. 
·····y 
Gates studied lOO disability cases and concluded: 
11 There- ·is !ll'uch evidence that· 'fai1.ure ih scho·o'I"· is 
a nfaj or catastrophe· -to ·many children and that general 
maladjustment is a frequent consequence.u y - . 
Stone says that ":poor readers" often hav_e emotional malad-
justments·, but there seems to be more evidence that these emo-
tional dis+urbances resUlt from reading difficulties than _that 
reading difficulties originally result from emotional unstab-
ility. 
In the Northwestern University Psycho-educational clinic y 
Witty and Ko:pel found that fully fifty :per cent of the seri-
ously retarded reade!s are characterized by fears and anxieties 
J/Walter P. Percival, "A Study of the Causes and Sub-jects cf 
School Failure",- Doctor·rs dissertation, New York, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1926. 
. -
_g/Arthur I. Gates, "Failure In Reading and Social Maladjustment' 
J'ourna~ of the National Education Association~ __ :xxv, October 
1936. P• 205. 
£/Clarence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading, __ Webster Pub-
lishing Company, St. Louis, Missouri, 1950, 463 pages. 
!/Paul Witty and David Kopel, o:p. cit. 
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The child's emotional reactions must not be overlooked, y 
aver~ Strei tz: 
"How many children are allowed to b'tiild u:p· aversions 
to reading. These aversions sometimes result from forcing 
the ·child to read when he sees no use or need for r·eading. 
Frequently tnese·aversions result from trying to read mater 
ial that is too dif:ficult. 11 y ·-
Betts in discussing individual differences in emotional 
adjustment, comments as follows; 
"In the reg-imented schools of yesteryear, many :practic ~s 
influenced the development of ·s·ocial''beha:vior in a negative 
wa.y. When the same pedogogical' prescription:i,s given to 
all children just because they happen -t-o have· the' same 
grade classifi-cations, frustration operates two ways. 
First·~ the children who lack the ability to deal with the 
prescription are thwarted- 'in· the1r attempts to learn. 
Second, those chiidreh who are· ready for higher level 
xearning activities are not challenged, and ·consequently 
the zest r·o·r · ex:Ploration and adventure may wane---. -
Continued frustration is not cond~civ·e ·to the development 
of a wholesome and well-integrated :personality. 
·continue·a frustration is always a· :Possibi1i ty· to be 
avoided in reading situations. A ch'ild may cry or use 
other means of giving vent to his· feelings when he is 
denied some ema.1l .. privilege. The occasional outburst 
of emotion, of course, may do little harm to his emotional 
status·. On the -other hand, most children are aware of 
the importance of reading in the school situation and con-
tinued frustratiin may lead to serious emotional and social 
maladjustments. Some :pupils look forward to the time when 
a work :permit will relieve tham of their school agonies. 
Others who are less fortunate may be held in a frustrating 
situationby parent and teacher connivance. The debilitati g 
--~~~·~ --------·---
jj'Ruth Streitz, "When Should Readin~ Experience Begin?", 
Progressive Education,. Vol. Xlll, {May 1936) :p:p. 325-332. 
. ... . - . -- . ~ . ~ .. ' . 
g/Emmett A. Betts. op. cit. :p. 142 and :p:p. 145, 146, 151. 
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effect of continued frustrat on upon the personality of 
the individual is well known by psychologists and 
psychiatrists. 
----~~~E~-~-~~~----------------It is highly impo-rtant that·the child's first contact 
With ·reading si t.tie.tions should be ·a. plea.sap.t and highly 
satisfactory one. Emotional problems ·are create'd when 
tne child is prematurely forced into reading situations 
for which he is not qualified. 
~ ........ --
-------------------------------~ E'Very individual ha.s a. drive·· toward ·succeRs .... For 
'ea.·ch inaividua:r this drive i fl. "nresent. in a: 'somewhat' d1f- --
f'eren+: form; derendine· upon rrevi ous··-exreri ehces' ·c~ .. pe,ci ty 
for _.achievement, the .. need for comp·ense;tory behavior, the 
degree to wliich he is motivated, desire for recognition, 
and th'e ... Iike. 'When the drive for 11 dri ve for success 11 is 
frustrated, behavior is likely· to re-flect social inalaa·:.. 
jus·tment. The need for successful achievement is a basic 
need.'' 
Dr. Helen M~phy i~ a lecture at Boston University 
epitomised it by saying; "every single child should know 
succes-s at some time each day." 
-·~ -·· - " 
Definitions of Reading-Reeiliness. ::-:-. Before the child be-
gins to learn to read it is necessary to prepare him in order 
---· .. .V -- . .. .... -
that he may succeed. McKee _says; t~t i_t is impossi b?:_e for 
children to learn to read until they have acquired the back-
- ..... --~ - .. 
ground of understandings, skills, and attitudes which constitute 
readiness for beginning reading. Furthermore, children en-
-·"'- -~ .. 
tering the first grade vary g;~~:t"Irin.the degree to which they 
- - -·. -·"'·- ....... 
have developed the readiness/ 
1/Paul McKee, op. cit. p. 142 
2:1 
.'/ . 
\ 
He also asserts that kindergarten te~chers and first grade 
teachers should make definite provision for stimulating and 
-···· -· ..... .... . .. -~ ~ 
fostering the child's development af such readiness/ --~he 
provision should consist of:--(1) carrying on a well planned 
-·~ ...... . --~ 
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J. 
and workable program of definite instruction in those matters ch 
constitute readiness for reading, and; (2) discovering and he 
ing to remove physical handicaps and em~tional disturbances 
which may block the child's achievement. 
The ·maxim nnothing succeeds like success" is pB.rticula+lY 
..... ?!/ 
a:Pplicable when a:Pplied to reading, a.s Arthur Gate§ states: 
11k major difficulty of the older methods was that 
. '"the chiTd was expected to acquire all or most of tliese 
abilities at once-- an assignment so difficult that s· 
fifth ·or mOre· of the pu:Pils were swam:Ped by i. t. Now, 
the teacher can and should carry the children forward 
in a :Pre-reading :Program until these foundation interests 
and abilities are· working in good ·order before asking 
the pupils to read in systematic fashion from a book. 
She continues the :Pre-reading :Program until such readi-
ness has been achieved, whether it takes weeks or months." 
gj 
Betts believes that careful study of reading-re~dine~s 
factors should result in the prevention of reading difficulties 
by giving the teachers bases for beginning instruction where 
- .... ····"· y 
each :PU:Pil is. He quotes ·from M. Madeline Veverka: 
11This ·readiness· is not yet definitely esta,bliahed. 
There a,re too many factors involved. It is not a majrter 
\ 
i/Art~ur.@ates, op. cit. p. 145 
- -· '" . . ~ .... -
g/Emmett Betts, O:P· cit. p. 106 
0'M~ !lfadelin·e Veverka, "Reading-A Tool for Learning11 , 
Association for Childhood Education, Washington, District Col 
bia 1938, 'P• 15. 
of age nor yet of I .. Q,. It is~ not mental maturity a.lone. 
Biological factors enter. Personality traits are import-
ant-~ · Background of a: home with understanding parents 
helps. An interested atti tud·e towar-ds b"ookd and reading 
is also important. A good oral vocabulary is needed. 
Experiences with things, people, and situations aid under-
standing and comprehension. 
·~ - -
It seems to be a point "below which the lack of rea,d-
ing deprives him of nothing, but above which inadequacy, 
infantilism, inferiority feelings, being different from 
his littTe friends, the cutting off of a rich field of 
experience, might begin to set in. 
In Los Angeles they have set up the following factors 
as guides to teachers in determining the point a .. t which 
reading may he.gih with. promise of success. 
1 Mental age ?6-80 months. 
2 A rich background of experience 
3 An adeque.te verbal vocabulary 
4 The ability to speak in sentences 
5 Good sight and good hearing 
6 Normal hee.lth 
? Emotional stability 
8 Ability to adjust socially to the group.n 
Writers vary as to what cnnstitutes a program of getting 
11 
ready to read. Witty writes concerning the essentials of 
such a program: 
11 'l'hey include an enthusiastic, cape,ble teacher .. ~ a 
friendly classroom e.tmosrhere, wide experience :for· pupils, 
and a.bundant opportunities for individually sui table 
language expression. · -The child will acqui16 a basic 
stock of sight words associated wit~ concepts that have 
grown out of his own experience. Understanding of these 
words may be ·classified by discussion of experience charts. 
Varied picture materials with objects in the pictures 
labeled, mmy aid in establishing a sight vocabulary." 
l/ Paul Witty, op. cit. P• 78. 
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Betts includes many factors in the :progrrum: 
"The problem of reading·.:r·eadines·s is being· studied · 
by both :practitioners--and resear·ch worke'J:s in specialized 
fields. As a result our concept of reading-readiness 
na:s been· expsnd·ed ·to include physical ana emotional· pre·.;.. .. 
:paredness as well as mental readiness for specific :progress n 
. --- y.... .. 
We_ have man~_ eviden~es, Dr. :Mur:PhY says, that if_ such · 
:plans as these are followed in the initial stages of reading, 
children will have success. She clinches it thus: 
"Experimentally it has "been proven that children 
having siJecific training in auditory- and visual· discr1m~ 
ination during the first si:x: w·eeks of grade one, compared 
with others not having· such training are SUIJerior in read-
ing achievement and learning rate. 
0 H oOH -~ -
It is &; "sure· wey to help all children Jearning to ree .. d to 
be successful." 
3/ 
1'~rs. :Bessie Peyton-, e. teacher in the Willard School, 
D&.yton, Ohio, e:X:J>erimented with 54 colored children to find if 
reading-readiness instruction did improve first grade achieve-
-,. ment • ~he test scores of all 54 children indicated definite 
. . 
·~· . :possibility of :poor achievement. She used Dolch's Readiness 
for Reading as a basis of instruction. ~!the end ?f a_:period 
of·four weeks, 50 of the 54 obtain~~~~~isfactory reading-
readiness scores, as :per test st::mdards. Fifteen others reached 
1/EIDIDett L. Betts, o:p. cit. :p 33. 
g/Helen A. Murphy,- "Insuring Success in· Beginning Reading 11 , 
National Educational Association Journal, October 1946, 
:P:P• 382-387. . 
'ij R. W. Edmiston: and Bessie Peyton, 11 Im:proving First Grade 
Achievement by Reading Instruction", School and Society, 
A:pril 15, 1950. 
a satisfactory Taint in four weeks. The reading achievement 
- -. ~ _. 
was measured by the ~etro:polita~Achieve~en~ Test. 
She found one pupil whose reading-rea_?.iness. s_co.:re was 
only 20, but who wucceeded in obtaining a 1.7 grade achieve-
ment after eight weeks of reading-readiness instruction. 
Her test :proved that two types of difficulties which affect 
the success of first graders were amenable to rather rapid 
improvement. One was adjustment and the other was readiness. 
Unfortunately the law of .. readiness has been entirely too 
frequently overlooked in the writings of textbooks, in the 
~ .... _ '· ... '" 
making of courses of study, and in teaching, according to lJ. 
Stone · 
·g; 
As Leary_· _sa_y~, the movement towards reading-readiness 
programs has spread so rapidly during recent years that the 
principle of readiness is coming to be applied to al~_levels 
from nursery school to college. 
readiness for beginning reading. 
This :paper considers only 
Research shows the names 
.. .. ·--
of :pre-reading, non-reading, and reading-readiness used 
interchangeably. 
,Re~~iness is a relatively new concept in' education, but 
'§/- . . 
it is extremely significant, Witty and Jlrp,pel assert. 
Jj'clarence R. Stone, Progressive Primar~ Reading, Webster :Pub-
lishing Company, St. Louis, Missouri, 11:_50, 463 :pag~s. 
g/Bernice E. Leary, "Current Issues Relatin·g-·to Basic· 
Instruction in ·Reading", ·-Recent Trends in Reading,. Vo~; 1, 
Number 49, 1939, Illinois University of Chicago, Press. :p:p. 29-4~. 
£/Paul Witty and David Kopel, o:p. cit. 
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In reading-readiness we are concerned with three problems. 
. y 
We are concerned, Folk believes, with;-- (1) how to discover 
readiness or lack of it; (2) what experiences will com~ensate 
for the inadequac~es discovered?; (3) how ~o organize a S?~oo~ 
program adjusted to the maturation levels and varying needs of 
children. 
--_g;-
Broom et al after listing the objective of good readiness 
instruction~ take each factor and list many ways of develop-
ing it. As the objectives of a pre-reading program, they list 
the fo llowingi. 
"(1) 
m 
III 
To provide varie.d social, scientificm ahd artis-
tic experien·ces· as a background of understanding 
To' ·develop facili"ty in use of English language. 
To develop muscular coordination and contr·ol·;· 
To provide activities to give emotional stabil-
ity. 
To train in visual and auditory discrimination. 
To s·timu.la.te· interest in reading. 
To develop appreciation of good literature. 
To create-a respect for books. 
To develop habits of caring for books." 
y Ethel Mabie Folk, "The Development of J3a.sic Attitudes and 
I:labi ts in the Primary Grades 11 , . Reading-Readiness @d ·.Recent 
Trends in Reading,:_voL>_l·; Number 49, 1939, Illinois, Universit~ 
of Chicago Press, pp. 45-60. 
Y M. E .. :Broom, et. al. Effective Reading· Instruction., McGraw, 
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York, 1942. ·· ···· · 
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J/ Ano.ther investigator , after much study, gives us 
fourteen points to a similar program; 
11 (1) Provide for expression and motor develo:pment 
through active play. 
(2) Enrich learning and thinking through picturest 
discrimination, story-telling. 
Have ·s-ongs, rhythms, active games. 
Use drawing and painting, crayons, paper, woodt 
and clay which train for large·muscular control 
Color-discrimination experiences. 
Experiences in manipulating objects and 
materials. 
7l Build good habits of attention. 
8 Group sharing of experiences. 
9 Give responsibility as far as age permits. 
lOl Establish better emotional control. 
11 Develop confidence in timid children. 
(12 Broaden interest and knowledge of world about 
them.· 
(13) Habits of observing, listening, encouraging. 
(14) Bring small groups together occasionally.u y 
According to Leary the kind of readiness needed is a · 
controversial point. 
"If we accept the new that readiness is something 
to be developed, our problem is, ·"how 11 , Those who 
interpret reading as a skill place emphasis on training 
sight and sound discriminations, left-to-right movements 
of t:h.e eye, following directions and the like. Others 
see reading as one mode of experience and center their 
.7 ~·r:,-:;.·~~~·Hrgrams in extensive firsthand experiences that give 
· · the cl::tild a r·ich body of. concepts through understanding 
of the world about him. 11 
i/Gertrude Hildreth, "Reading Programs in· the Early Primary 
Period", Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-eighth yearboo 
Part 2 of the National Society for the Study pf Education, 
Chicago, Illinois, ·1949, p. 65. 
g/ Bernice E. Leary, op. cit. p. 31. 
.o .., 
.,t: ; 
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Behrens studied the effect of social background and 
experiences, and physical status of 203 first-grade children 
to reading-readiness. She concluded that successful ftinc~ion-
ing of many factors assures success, while the inability of 
any or more may hinder the child in .reading. 
... y - -
Russell and Hill secured data from 2?1 school systems 
in California and found that 43 per cent have attempted to 
meet the problem of immaturity by some sore of special class. y - -
Anderson expands en the question o:f what constitutes 
Reading-Readiness. He syas, in part; 
"At some levels-of develoj;mlent and experience the 
child is better prepared to acquire a skill than at · 
other levels. The term nreadiness 11 expresses the qual-
ity. Readiness to read means being prepared to learn 
to read. The facto~ behind readiness are found to involve 
som·e degree of maturity or growth and some particular 
types of experience •.. Thus the child is not ready to--
read until he has some facility 1tt iJ;:ne~sl)o~~1;3.rMJ,guage. 
A fair mastery of· speech symbols must be attained before 
the child can be interested in the visual symbols nec-
essary to reading/" ' 
1/]ltinnie Sophia Behrens, "An Evaluation of Reading Readiness 11 
Doctor's 1940; Peaboay, Nashville, George Peabody College for 
Teachers, 1940-- 10 p. Contribution to Education,. ',Number 2?0. 
g/David H. Russell, 11Reading ·and Child Developnent 11 , Reading in 
the Elementary School, )rorty-eighth Yearbook, Part 2, of the 
National Society of the Study of Education, Chicago, Illinois, 
1949, :P:P• 10-32 • 
.2/J"ohn E. Anderson, The forty-Sixth Yearbok of i!uhe National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part 11, 1948, University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago 37-~ Illinois. 
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ess: 
'- ·y 
Russell ex~resses his ideas on what constitutes readi-
-
1'The modern Con·cept Of readiiJ:eSS, WhiCh has grown· 
out of the ·chilo.· study movement, sees it- ·a.s a "com~~e:x:: 
of various factor·s. It is not just general· maturation; 
or s~ecif'lc maturation such as ih the physical structure 
of the eye, or intere·st ,· or knowledge·; Tt is not some-
thing to be waited for passively but a stage into which 
the child may be guided·. Mental hygienists emphasize 
social and emotional readiness for reading and other 
school activities. In general; the·factors involved 
see:m to be· "those of' growth ~Ius achievement, ~lus orien-
tation toward the specific task such as reading.n gj .... - .. . 
Kavin stresses the importance of background and exper-
iences; 
"The real· tes·t then is to ascertain the· cause·s of a 
pu:pil"'s lack of' readiness. -The 'child who is not ready· 
to read because-he is cnronologically young and ~hysica1ly 
and :psychologically immature may usually just be allowed 
to take his time 'in reaching the stage of maturity necessar 
for successful reading: ·· :sut· for· any child who lacks ·the 
environ-me'ntal and ex:perlential' backgrounds which are es·sen 
tial ·to readines~ for reading ·or· who .. must be help-ed t·o want 
to reaa, time alon·e will be iria'dequate to make him ready·. 
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The implications of such non-readiness in any child challen e 
the home and the school to put into the environment and ex-
~erience those things which have been lacking and Which are 
essential backgrounds and foundations for readiness to read " 
V David H. Russell, "Reading and Chilcf Development", Reading in 
the Elementary School; . Forty-eighth Yearbook, Part 2 of the · 
• National Society for the Study of Education, Chicago, Illinois, 
1949, P• '19. 
gj Ethel :Kavin,. The Forty-Sixth Yearbook .. of National .Society 
for ·the Study· of Education· , .Pa:t't ll, 1948, University o:f 
Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois. 
To develop ~c~o~l readiness for reading we sh~ul~ W?rk 
hard to deve~ first o~ all the power of continuous attention., 
That is Dolch's opinion. 
- gj 
Mur~y•s definition of Reading-Readiness is simple. 
She gives it as:-- 11 The development of the skills necessary 
to learn to read without confusion." 
Summary.-:-.:- :Because there are differences of opinion in 
regard to the time for beginning to read, because it_ is a 
recognized fact that individuals differ widely, and because 
- .. - .... 
reading failures do cause maladjustments, edlJ.@t\'tbG!''ff" are jus-
tified in developing a program of Readiness for :Beginning 
Reading. 
1=./E. M. Dolch, Teaching :Primary Reading; .. Chapter 1 through 7, 
The Garrand :Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1941. 
Y Helen A. Murphy, "Insuring Success in :Beginning Reading", 
National Educational Association Journal , .. Qctober 1946, 
pp. 382-383. 
I 
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CHAP~ 11 
FACTORS IN BEAD.mNG-READINESS 
CHAPTER li 
FACTORS IN READING-READINESS 
Introduction.--The term, _reading-readiness, now concerns 
i tsel:f with all levels of education but this resear_?h pape_r 
deals with What concerns preparing the pupil for his initial 
period. 
- y- -
In 1925 The National Committee on Reading recognized 
the fact that all children who enter :first grade are not 
e~ual~y ready for reading, and i~ emphasiz~~ t~e importance 
of training and experience that prepare for reading • 
.As early as 1928 efforts were made-to determine the cause 
of failure in first-grade· reading and the investigators gave 
attention to the factors contributing to Reading-Rea,din_ess_. y -
Studies by McLaughl~n in ~_os ~g~l.e_s and_ S8.? Die~o suppli~d 
evidence that many :first-grade pupils were mentally so immature 
that they were unable to learn to read successfully. .A. search 
was begun for the factors involved in Reading-Readiness. 
!/The TWentyf}Fourtn >Y.ef!.r"book of the National Society for the 
Study of Education~, Bloomington, Illinois, Public School 
Publishing Company. 1925. 
g/Katherine McLaughlin, Fir-st Grade Readiness and Retardation, 
Research Committee, California Kindergarten, Primary Associati 
1928. 
?J I 
3:1 
R~~~iso~in 1939 summarized available evidence concerning 
the factors involved in Reading-Readiness using both the re-
sults of scientific studies and expert opinion. 
identified w~e classified under three headings: 
The factors 
tual Development- ~is included inn~r ~a~uration as indicated 
by mental age, ability to perceive likenesses and d~~ferences, 
ability to remember word forms; memory s:Pan of ideast and abil-
- ·- ~ - . - . -
i ty to do ab~t:ra~t thinking_;_j_2) Physica_l D~v~lo~ent; (3) _Per-
sonal Develo:pment-:--This included em_()_t~on_al s~abili ty; desir-
able attitudes toward reading and classmates; and good work 
habits. 
She summarizes thus: 
11:Sefore reading is taught to ·any child ·the· firs·t-
grade· xeacher should- be certain tha 't the necessary factor 
ofreadiness, or at least the factors of prime importance 
are present in the child. The kindergarten teacher 
should delay promotion to first grade until she is confi-
dent that. the factors· of"' readiness are "present to- such an 
·extent ·that success is assv.red. The factors as described 
are related to three types of develo:pinent, namely: 
(l) mental, (2) physical; (3) person~l. . ... 
· · Of m.'aj or importance· among all- factors are those ... of 
of (8) adequate mental ag·e, '{b) goo·a vision, (c) gooa 
hear·ing, (d) emotional stability, (e) adjustment to school 
situations, and (f) the seven abilities which should re-
sult from the ·preparatory ·period of instruction in reading. 
ChronolOgical age is comparatively unimportant and should 
no longer be considered the sole criterion for entrance 
to first grade and the beginning of the reading process." 
YLucille M .. Harrison, Readin·g Rea·diness, _Roughton Mifflin 
Company, :Soston, 1~ssachusetts. 1939. p. 28. 
I 
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Betts quotes Harrison as saying that the factors which 
greatly influence reading-readiness are many and of a com~lex 
nature, and are often so involved and interwoven that it is 
difficult to determine what single factor or group of factors 
. -· . 
b~ars most significance to readiness for reading. 
- -
In speaking of the fact that mental health and physical 
health are interdependent, he affirms:--"To ex~ect a ~hysical~y 
handicapped child to take p_leasur_e in learning, wo1:1ld be_abou~ 
as reasonable as to ex~ect a blind person with blisters on his 
fingers to enjoy Braille." 
He continues by saying tha,t teaching of reading would be 
less complex if every child could meet these requirements: 
"(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(7) 
t/(8) 
(m) 
Immediate needs which require satisfaction 
through reading. 
Sufficient pre-reading experiences to Whet the 
reading appetite and be aware of the signifi-
anceof vi·sual symbols~·· · · · · 
A special adjustment· sufficiently adequate to 
cope with give-and-take situations in the aver-
age classroom. 
A chronological age which· would. have made· ~ossibl~ 
a gene-raJ. devel"oJ?lllent· of the organism sufficient 
to cope with reading activities. 
An interest in and good attitude toward reaaihg. 
A Teve'l of mental inaturi ty that would insure a 
reasonably rapid rat·e of' learning. 
A background of information pertinent to that 
which he is to read. · · 
Language facility adequate to deal wfth "direct 
and vicarious; or sec·ond-hand, experience. 
Ability to relate ideas accurately and rapidly. 
~ett Betts, op. ~~~· pp. 114-115. 
g/Lucille Harrison, op. cit. p. 5. 
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(10) A memory· span that would insure competency 
in following directions and in relating ex-
perience pertinent to that· which is being read. 
(.11) Abil-ity to hear sounds sufficiently well for 
norinal communication. 
(12) Ability to make auditory discrimination 
sufficiently well to-acquire phonic technique 
for word recogn1 tion· • 
. (13) A level of visual ·efficiency sufficient to 
permit tne-rapid deveiopment of specific visual 
skills required in reading. (14) Ability to make visual discrimination sufficient-
ly well to acquire reasonably'" rapid control·· 
over sight words and visual analysis techriique) 
(15) Ability to p·erceive differences ·in colors. · 
v(l6) Motor control sufficiently cdevelo;ped to ;permit 
efficient eye mom:-ement to facilitate the handline 
of books and to make ;possible participation in 
construction and.;physical activities. · 
(1?) An integrated nervous system free from defects 
such &s speech disorders~ confused dominance, 
and word blindness. · · 
(18) A general health s·tatus that ;promot·es a f'eeiing 
of well beihg, · ah attitude· of a;p;proach to, rathei 
than withdrawal from, worthwhile learning acti-
vities. y 
In a study to compare certain reading-readiness factors 
with achievement in grade one, it was concluded that there is 
a ~ef'ini te relationship between the thr~e facto_rs of visual 
discrimi?ation, auditory discrimination, and reading rate and 
reading achievement. 
lJMary Estelle McFarland, ·The Relationshi 'P of Reading Readiness 
to Success in Beginning Reading , _ 194?, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston Univer_s.i_i;Y· 
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In visual discrimination com~ared with achievement the 
girls were su~erior to the boys. The learning rate and audi-
tory series showed almost no difference in sex. 
There have many studies of cor~ations between reading / -
achievement and various factors t~ought to affect progress 
in reading. One of the most significant studies relating to 
the ~roblem of factors in reading-readiness and indicating 
the importance of predetermining the child's status with respect 
to the factors affecting progress in reading as an aid to in-
telligent attention to individual needs is a study of the ef.fect 
of various factors on reading progress during the first grade 
for 300 children in twelve parochial schools in and about 
-····· y 
Milwaukee. lRhis was by Steinbach • She concluded that no 
one factor is the sole·cause of failure or success in reading. y 
The investigator lists the following in order of rank as 
the factors seeming tp be most closely related to reading as 
indicated by the various staistical studies made: 
(1) Auditory discrimination 
(2) Information 
(3) Visual discrimination between words 
j}Sister Mary Niia Steinbach, nAn Ex:Perimental Study of Progress 
in First Grade Readingtt, ·Doctor's 1940, Catholic Uni ver·ai ty of· 
America, Washington, Washington Catholic Educational" 'Press, 1940 
:P· 117. · Catho·lic. University of America, Educational Research 
Monographs , Vol. Xll, Number 2. 
g/Sister Steinbach, o~. cit. 
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(4) Visual discrimination between letters· 
( 5) Mental age 
( 6) Vocabulary 
The writer repeatedly observed, throughout the study, that 
certain data provided evidence for concluding that such per-
sonality traits ~s initiative, eagerness or will. to J.earn, 
concentration of attention and effort, were far more influential 
in bringing about success in reading than the possession of 
certain abilities considered to be indispensibJ.e factors in 
~eadiness for learning to read. y 
Durrell goes farther by saying that we do not yet know 
exactly the abiJ.ities essential for reading-readiness at the 
~irst-grade level. 
Reading-readiness training consists of six jobs according 
··y 
~o McKee • They are concerned with: 
Providing training in visual discrimination. 
Providing training in auditory discrimination. 
Developing the understanding that reading 
matter us to be observed from J.eft to right. 
Providing training in listening. 
Creating a desire to learn to read. 
If necessary, constructing concepts and deveJ.-
oping listening vocabulary needed for beginning 
reading, (called by some, providing rich and 
varied experiencerr.n 
~Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading AbiJ.ities, 
lTorld :Sook Company, Yonkers, New York, 1941. . ·'··· 
7 ··-
g/Paul McKee, op. cit. P• 145 . 
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Some writers add:-- (1) making use of ideas; (2) tra~ning 
~n problematic thinking; (3) training in paying attention; 
(4) training in following directions. y 
MdKee thinks that these jobs are no more essential to 
readiness for reading than readiness for the learning of 
social studies, numbers and other scho91 .. _subject_~. 
No other writer as far as this research goes has suggested 
.. .. > ~ ••• •• . • • • 
the tra~ning in listening. McKee considers it essential be-
.. ~ .. 
cause of the close relation between listening and reading. y 
Bond puts the factors of reading-readiness in two classes 
as follows: 
11Physical factors·--.:. ________ ;.. Visual difficulties, 
Auditory d~fficul ties, Speech difficul tie,s, Health di:ff'i-
culties. 
~ersonaT and Emotional Factors~~-
Shyne·s·s ~ over-bois~erousne·ss·, signs of' worry or :fear, 
withdraw_a_l_ beha'!ior_,_ daY: drea.rn~ng. 11 
In considering the'f'actors most important to reading-
. . . ·- - . ·-y .. - . -- . .... . .. . . .. . 
readin.~ss many ~-tud~es list the follo~~n~::--intelligen_ce, 
interest, home background, meaning vocabulary or experiences, 
. -
physiological maturity, particularly of the ocu+ar system, 
l/Paul McKee, oJ?·· cit. l'· 1_45 •. 
g/Guy Bond and Eva Bond; Teaching· the Child to Read , .Macmiilan 
Company, New York, 1949, ·chapter 11-lV 
£/Helen B. Sullivan and ~osephine McCarthy, nAn Evaluation 
of Reading Readiness'', Education Vol. 62, September 1941, 
Pl'• 40-43. 
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.. 
ability to see likenesses or differences in objects, geometri-
cal forms and words, motor coordination skills, and many 
others depending upon the experiments of the investigators. 
.. . - -· .. ---y .. . . 
In 19_40 _ i?- a stud:y in Texas, Maxw_ell concluded tha_t_ ~he 
first grade teacher must know the mental. physical, social, 
. -· . . . ... ~ ~ . . ... 
and e~otional_ chara~teristic~ of the :firs_t grade_ child; t?a~ 
many first grade children are too immature to learn to read; 
that a testing program should be conducted so that the 
maturation of the individual child can be determined. 
-g;- -· 
Monroe has given us many ways for increasing readiness 
with g~es and exercises. She suggests nine ways for devel-
-- -
oping visual a?~?-i t~es, se~en __ :ror -~e~e~oping audi t_9_ry abili tie , 
·seven for developing motor abilities, _seven for improving 
articulation, and nine for increasing·language abilities • 
. - y --
It has been found, states Witty , that a number of con-
... -· -·-· -· ... ~-
diti_ons_must be_ satis:fied_ ?efo~e_su?_ce_ss in_ reading simp;z_e 
passages o! stories can reasonably be expected. In some 
studies the role of intelligence has been stressed; in others, 
i/Joseph T. Maxwell, Preparation for Primary Reading, M~ster's 
1940, East Texas State Teachers College, 113 p. ms. 
- . . , .... - . -- ..... _ 
gj.Marion Monr·oe, ·nA ~·ogram to· Develop Reading Rea-diness in 
Grade··_l, Newer Practices in Reading in the-Elementary Schools, 
Department of Elementary School Principals, National Educa-
tional Association, 1938. 
£/Pe.ul Witty, op. cit. p. 56. 
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emphasis has been given to the significance of maturation, 
. . -
motive, language development __ or experience. Investigators 
no longer attribute readiness to a single item such as mental 
.. . -
age. It is generally conceded that readiness is a develop-
mental condition depending upon t~e op~ration of a number of 
related factors. Re offers the following: 
"Factors---------------
Home :Hackgr·ound · 
Physical" Status and Growth 
Mental Maturity -
Readin-ess as determined by tests ..; 
vo·cabula·ry Developrient V 
Speech Habits and Language Proficiency 
Emotional·ana Social\Growth 
Interests·;· A ttl" tudes, and Experiences 
Experi ehce·· Charts 
FiJ:m Strips · · 
·· ·Reading Books • " 
.. 11- ·- . .. 
Gray says that the following factors are necessary for 
reading: 
(1) Wide experience 
(2) Reasonable facility for the use of ideas 
(3) Reasonable command of English sentences 
(4) Relatively wide speaking vocabulary 
.... .. 
(5) Accuracy in visual and auditory discrimination/ 
.. y ... . . -··· . . . . .. 
Hildreth says that no one factor but a combination of 
1J'W'illiam A. Gray, "The Teaching of Reading!1 :t 0A Second Report, 
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, Part l, The National Society for the 
Study of Education, Public School Puhl:Lshing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1937. pp. 82-85 • 
g./Gertrude Hildreth, "Reading Fi''ograms in· the Early Primary 
Period 1', Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-eighth Ye·ar- · 
book, Part 2 of the·Natiobal·Society for the Study of Education 
Chicago, Illinois, 1949, p. 60. · 
/ 
II 
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factors make the difference between readiness and the lack of 
it. She lists as follows: 
11 (1) Abili t·y to comprehend conversation and to use 
oral language on a normal six year age level. ( 2) Mental maturity --
("3") Experiential background. ·· 
The breadth "of a child'"s information is a significant 
factor'in reading progress. 11 11 -- -·-
Dolch gives somewhat similar factors as necessary: 
(1) Fhysical readiness means general health, good 
hervo'us:-- cpndltion~ and correction of any 
sen~o~y ~r special defect. · 
(2) School readiness means fitting into a group, 
"following directions and paying continuous 
4.0 
attention. -- / 
(3) Language readiness means an adequate stock v 
of concepts· and a considerable maturity in use 
of' s'entence·s. .. . 
(4) Interest readinessineans a real desire to find 
out what the 'printed matter····nsays 11 • 
(5) Perceptual readiness means ability to distin-
guish slightly different objects :from one another, 
especially"slightly different word forms." 
·y .. ·--y . .. " . 
Broom and Wright give factors which are much the same. 
l]E. W. Dolch, Teachihg--Frimary .neadingt. 
Champaign, Illinois, 1941. P. 40. 
The Garrand Press, 
gj.M .. E. :Broom, et·al,_ Effective Reading Instruction in the· 
~lementary School, McGraw, Rill Book Company, Incorporated, 
!New York, 1942, Chapter lV. _ . · 
ywendell w. Wright, --"The Nature· and Measu~-ement of Re-ading 
!:Readiness",- The National Elementary Principal,_. Seventeenth Year-
book, July 1938, Vol. XVII, Number ?. pp. 248-249. 
y· 
Bond and Wagner suggest eleven educational factors: 
": ll Picture inter:pretatlon Orientation to the :printed :page 
Backgrounds of understanding 
Extent of voc-abulary 
5 Accuracy of-speech pattern 
6 ~uality of oral English 
7 Ability to read 
8 Ability to sense a sequence of ideas 
9 Ability to follow instructions 
lO)Ability to handle equipment 
(11) Desire to read. 11 ~:\.:-gj - -
Leary says we are fairly well agreed on the factors, but 
how to :promote the kinds of development essential to Reading-
readiness and how to know readiness has been acquired are 
matters of less universal agreement. 
Some say reading reached best through natural processes of 
growth and develo~ent_. ___ Others say that al thougfl, some c_:ha:-
acteristics develop unaided, mthers profit from training and 
- - . .. . 
guidance. They point to rapid progress of those who attended 
kindergarten. 
Ob~ously many factors influence a child's readiness for 
reading. 
!fGuy L. :Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teaching the Child to Read 
(Revised edition), ~cmi~lan Company, Ne~ York, 1950. 
gj Bernice E. Leary, "Current Issues Relating to Basic Instruc-
tion- in Reading", Recent Trend·s in Reading·~-~ Vol. 1, Number 49, 
1939, University of Chicago Press, Illinois. 
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Physical Status: 
A. Sight.--The fact that a child's physical needs must be cared 
for if he is to sustain attention and to concentrate on ab-
stract symbols, two imperative activities in reading, is 
well known. 
. . -·y 
Adams, Gray and Reese say thatt when considering a boyts 
readiness for reading it is most important to determine the 
condition of his eyes. 
.. . -
"A child who is far-sighted because 0f slow 
physical maturation of the eyes will almost certainly 
have dii:fi cul ty with reading, since this skill r·e- · · 
quires a child to see things that are smaller than he 
has been accustomed to noticing." 
-··· -· 
The above-mentioned writer s consider the Snellen Letter 
-·. .. . ~ 
Chart, Eames ~ye Test, and B~tts Ready-to-Read Tests, g_ood. 
The whole physical·development should be taken into ac-
count, says Harrisong/, because a child with low general 
·~ . . ··~ 
health is likely to be listless, too readily fatigued, and 
to have a much shortened attention span. She gives the 
following subdivisions of Physical Development: 
1/Fay Adams, Lillian (}~ay, a.nd Dora Reese, op. cit. p. 122 
g/Lucille Harrison, op. cit. 
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1 1 1" 1. 1-· 1 
Chronological 
Age 
Normalcy General Vision Hearing Hand 
Dominance of' Health 
Speed 
Organs 
11 
S~e goes on to say: 
"Defects in vision may hinder a child·in learnl.ng 
to read. -· If' the retinal image is blurred, the child 
may not be able to distinguish the :pattern of letters· 
presented, and may· confuse patterns which are similar, 
such as band, hand, etc.----------
It i·s also certain to make im:possible· the rhythm 
and regular eye movements which are necessary for later 
rapid reading. ------------
Faulty vision may cause strain and discomfort 
making the child nervous and necessarily fatigued." 
. gj -
Durrell mentions such def'iciences as special sensory 
. ... . . 
defects and general bodily conditions such as low vitality 
due to malnutrition or inter!la} glandular _d_isturbances, w?-i?h 
produce inattention. He emphasizes that almost any kind of 
physical defect may affect the child's school work and adds: 
~ ' . .. -··· 
"Defective vi·sion or hearing might easily be the 
sole cause of a reading difficulty. The·more c'ommon · 
eye defects among children with reading difficulty are 
far-sightedness, muscular imbalance, and astigmatism. 
1/Lucille Harrison, o:p. cit. :p. 21. 
·-. ·-
g,/Donald D. Durrell, Im:provement·-of' Basic Reading Abilities , 
World Book Company, Yonkers, New York, 1941. P. 282. 
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ings. 
Near-sightedness occurs ve~y rarely among children with 
reading difficulty.· Other· visua.l "facto'rs that may have· 
some relation to reading difficulties are size of retinal 
fields, differences in ocular images, e:x:tfeme sensitivity 
to light, and disease or fatigue factors which me~e per-
sistent visual attention difficult .. ~ The visual school 
eye test-- reading the Snell'en · Chart 8~t a distance of 
twenty feet reveals only near.:.sightedness.n 
. y ·-
Over a period of years Eames has reported visual find-
His last report compe,res eye conditions among 1 ~ 000 
reading failures, 500 ophthalmic patients, and 150 unselected 
children. All cases were examined by the same doctor. The 
data secured indicated tw .. t for the group tested hYpe~metro_Pis 
exophoria at the reading distance, retarded speed of word re-
cognition and intelligence quotients below __ ?O, occur more fre-
quently among poor r·ea.ders than in the gro~ps tested. y 
Betts has much to say on the importance of good vision 
to reading-readiness. In a study of 183 first-grade entrants 
sixty-seven had astigmatis~ in both eyes, twenty-five in the 
right eye and twelve in the left. Using the lateral imbale.nc 
and vertical imbalance slides mf the Betts Ready to Read Tests 
he found among first grade entrants 11 per cent lateral 
imbalance. 
1/Thomas H. Eames, "Incidences of Diseases Among Reading 
Failures and Non-failures. u J'ournal of PediatricsJ XX:Xlll, 
(November 1948), 614-61?. 
g/Emmett L. Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties. Row, Peterson & Company, Evanston, Illinois, 
1936, PP• 22-38, 67-91, 85-91. 
He says that 80 :per cent of six year old children are 
normally farsighted; that i's, they have short or immature 
eyeballs. Eye co-ordination required fqr the noting of fine 
details in order to discriminate between word forms is not 
fully developed. He tells how necessary it is, in order to 
experience comfortable two-eyed vision (fusion) for small 
targets at reading distance, the action of the two eyes must 
-·· y·· 
be co-ordinated. He S?YS: 
"The :process of blending orunifying the image re-
ceived by each eye in Order to secure single binocular 
vision is c·aJ.led visual fusion. Using the fusion of 
th-e :Betts Ready to Read Test,-- the writer tested 194 first-
grade entrants. Thirteen :per cent· co-uld not fuse the 
small targets at the distance equivalent of forty inches, 
13.7 per cent of the pupils could not co-ordinate their 
eyes for fusion of the targets at reading distance." y 
Moreover he criticises the limitations of the Snellen Cha t: 
' '~ . 
"An am."alysis of the limitations of the Snellen 
Chart Test for the diagnosis of reading difficulty shows; 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
The test does not appraise the efficiency of 
the eyes at reading distance (ten to sixteen 
inches) • -- · 
The test does not appraise the co-ordinat'io"n' 
of the two eyes. Many individuals have normal 
visual acui~y in each eye, but do not have 
good two-eyed vision. 
The test :provides not even a crude index to the 
degree of far-sightedness. -
The test is not critical in detecting astigmati 
V Eibmett L. :Se~ts, 
g/ Ibid. P. 150. 
o:p. cit • p. 157 
• 
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Iri a more recent book , the same author announces that 
vision specialists have shifted the emphasis from neyes" to 
"Visual skills." 
"Wlitile they :fUlly recognize t1ie ne·cessi ty of heal thy 
eye structur·e, ···modern vision specialists are now giving· 
much needed attention to the study o'f'· how visu~tl skills, 
are develo:ped and how to· im:prove in-e:fficient· v1sue.l 
functions;_ __ Visual skills are learned---- Teachers shoul 
be informed concerning this new slant on vision so they 
cancooperste with vision specialists to the best interests 
of the chi~d. 
The three aspects of visual e~ficiency are: 
y 
-- ~· 
To see clearly at a working distance·~ 
To see sin·gly at all working distances.·· 
To see clearly and singly for periods of' 
sustained attention." 
Dean condUEted an experiment with five first-grade rooms 
in Billings, Montana to predict reading achievement. He 
:proved that the results of visue.l deficiency may seriously 
- ,. 
hemper school progress, but accor~ing to his evidence, such 
. .. 
defects, on !he w~?le, do !lot_ im:pair_ r_eading .. efficiencY:. to the 
extent that success or failure can be predicted by the absence 
-- . . . 
or presence of such defects. He §~ys: 
Jj'Ei'!liTiett Albert J3e"tts; Potmdati ens of' "Reading Instructions, 
American Book Company, New York, 1950. 
g,/Ch~trles D. Dean, "Predicting First Grade· Reading Achievement. 1 
Elementary School Journal , Vol. 39, April 1939; p. 616. 
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"The relation· between good· arl9. :poor vi'sion of 
:pupils, and their success in "learning to read·in Grade 1 
is extremely low and even negative in some cases." y··- - ... 
Cole says it is not until a child is eight years old 
the.t one can be certain his eyes are mature and she recommends 
four t.estst two of which require a stereoscope. They are basel! 
upon Betts Tests but greatly simplified. y . 
Gates , too, believes the physiological factors of read-
ing-readiness are important. He writes as follows; 
"Although there is little t·o ·indicate that consti-
tutional physiological factors require· e, postponement 
of reading-to later than the usual age, there is evidence 
that physiological, especially senenfory handicaps, may 
interfere with beginning reading at any time. The re-
medy is correction of the difficulties ~r adjustment to 
them ~ather than merely waiting for time to c~~e them.n 
It is evident that any condition that interferes with 
" visual acLhty or with easy fusion of the images of the two 
eyes in reading would likely be a handicap in read~ng ~re­
gress especially if combmned with other kinds of handicaps. 
YLuella Cole, The- Improvement of Reading; Farrar & Rinehart, 
New York, 1938, :p. 284. 
. ·-
g/Arthur Gates and G. Bona; "Reading Readiness. A Study of -
Factors- Determining Success and· Failure· in· ·Beginning Reading", 
Teachers College Record May 1936. :p. 685. 
4.? 
B. ~ing.--Some specialists assert that faulty hearing is 
responsible for 15 per cent of all reading dif!i?ulties;:. 
r'an auditory loss will handicap him when he starts to read, 
.. y 
says Adams " · 
y' 
Harrison stresses the importance of hearing:-
nHeari:rig is important as a factor in reading 
readiness because-the child first learns to attach 
meaning to :printed symbols through tJie mediunf of 
spoken language. He not only needs a high degree 
of auditory acuity but he also needs the ability to 
fuse sounds into words, end the abmlity to sense 
or perceive the sbunds characterized by certain 
auditory frequencies.n 
Hearing me.y be a. factor in lack of expected achievement from 
-2./ 
two points of view, as ~Betts sees it: 
. - . 
"First,-· the child's initial contact with language 
is through spee'ch, and a hearing impairment may· ret"ard 
speech development by incorrect perception of speech 
sounds and- subsequent mispronunciations. Second, e. 
hearing impairment may limit the child's e:x:p_erie::ces. 
The·· general nature of the hearing impairment shoul 
be understood by the teacher, and ·the type of hearing 
loss is another problem for the teacher. 11 
l/Fay Adams, Lillie.n Gray, and Dora Reese, op. cit. p. 124 
g/ Lucille E. Harrison, op. cit. p. 26. 
3jEmmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction , p. 128 
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11 A New York Ctty report was issued on the subject of' 
Considering Readiness for Reading. 'T'he report ste.ted that 
- .. 
approximately five pupils in every class of thirty-three have 
some hearing defects. y 
Fiedler tested 1180 children with p,n audiometer. Be-
cause hea.ring losses were not genera.lly detected by the teache , 
the investigator concluded that heP.ring tests should be given 
-··· .. .,._ .. 
to primary children and that teachers should be made more 
keenly e.ware of' hearing defects as a possible factor in poor 
achievement. y 
An elaborate study was carried on by Henry to deter-
mine possible relationships between audiograms and reading 
achievement. An audiogram is a hearing-loss frequency graph. 
They treated 295 pupils. A study of the audiogrems showed 
that children of' an ordinary school population differ widely 
in ability to hear audiometer tones. Furthermore, a given 
pupil may vary in acuity from one tone to another and from 
one test to another. When the audiograms were compared with 
reading test scores, significant relationships were found 
iJnnetermining Readiness for Reading 11 , Educational Research 
Bulletin of' the Bureau of' Reference, Research, and Statistics, 
Number Vl, Board of' Education of' the City of' New York, New 
York, September 1943• 
g/Mirriam Foster· Fiedler·, ttTeachers' Problems with Hard· of 
Hearing· Children·, ·n J'o·urnal of' Educational Research, XLll 
(April 1949 ) , 618-6.22~ . . . _ . 
ysi byl Henry,· ·nchildren' s Audio grams ln Relation to Read in~ . 
Attainments, 111. Discussion Summary and Conclusion;~· J'ournal· 
of' Genetic Psychologl, LXXl, First Half' (September 194?) 49-6Z. 
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11between excellent ree,ding and keen hearing for the high tones 
and between poor and high-toned loss." 
A tent.a-tive conclusion was drawn that "acute hee,ring of 
h . h f · 11 • • t t t th child than "acute 1g requenc1es 1s more 1mpor an o e 
- - . .. ~ 
hee,ring for the low and medium frequencies·" 
:Boni/after -an -ext-ensive_ inve~t~g~tio? of ~o~r r.e~,d.er~ 
concluded that deficiency in auditory-discrimination abili·t::y 
~ .. . . .. ' . ~ - .. . - .. 
is a relatively more important factor associated with reading 
.. . - ~ . ' 
disability where the phonetic method of reading is used. 
- --
].[ore research studies on the subject are needed, .but it 
is clear that hearing has its place as a factor in Readinc-
Readiness. 
V Guy L. and Eva Bond·,· Teaching· the Child to Read , new York, 
Macmillan Company, 1943, pp. 126-128. 
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C. SReech.-- To be able to read simple sentence~, the child 
r"ust, of course, be able to speak them fi_rst; A child who 
speaks in an easy fluent manner has one prequisite for 
good reading. y 
"'T'he stamm~?r1ng child- is literally waving a flag 
for help. Research spec·ialists believ·e that this 
difficulty is" ·ca:used by herva:us strain and deeply 
se~.ted insecurity and inadequacy. 
- "'• p .... 
A stammering firs·t grader is not likely to be 
ready to read as soon ::l.s if he didn't staJ'I'lmer." y . . ' -· . - -- . ... . .. 
Betts , too, places importance on good speech habits: 
" ..... . 
"Immature speech should be noted and correct.ed, 
if possible; before· readin·g is begun •. Lisping, 
haby talk, nervous rapid speech, and~ indistih"ct'. speech 
can be helped or. corrected through pa~i ent effort •. " 
Only through a s_ystemati.c or?-erly course of_ onscious spee_c!J. 
education can children be taught to talk better. 
·- '§/o: 
opinion of Rasmussen 
This is the 
us·pe·ech is a .. com:plex act.. A learned process, 
it. is dependent upon a cesire and need for speech, . 
upon good patterns for imitation, ·readiness in m·a·tur-
at'ion, and encouragement e.nd mot.ivat.ion for higher 
standards. Pronunciation is the utterance of speech 
sounds, with awareness of accent. Articula-tion is·· 
the utter·anc·e o'f consonant sounds. Ennunciation is 
the utterance of vowel sounds. 
1/Fay Adams, Lillia.n Gray, and Dora Reese, op. cit. p. 12'7. 
g/Emmett Betts, op. cit. p. 61. 
~Carrie Rasmussen, Speech Methods in the Elementary School, 
The Ronald Fress Company, New York, 1940. 
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·y· 
Selzer offers suggestions for the treatment of speech 
defects such as stammering and stuttering. 
After telling that ninety-six per cent of the speech-
handicapped children of school age go without re-training, y 
Hall continues: 
"Not only do speech defects constitute a partic'ille.rlj 
·great obstacle in learTh~f tc> read·,· but personali t;y mal-
adjustments are often attendant upon long-continued speec!. 
disorders.n 
···y· 
~ohnson's study showed that we ndght succeed in reducing 
stuttering because three out o:f :four 11 stuttering" children re-
gained normal speech after the clinician had succeeded in 
changing parental :policy from that of' overt .disapproval of the 
child's speech habits and toward the fostering of friendly 
relations with the child. y 
Anderson has thisto'say about- speech difficulties: 
•· • 
11We know there is emotional value in being able to 
... ~ o"..._ 
express one's self clearly and effectively, and conversely, 
there is frustration if one is deficient in this ability. 
It is well known that the individual who ·stutters exper-
iences· considerable emotional tension as a result of his 
handicap." 
lJCharles A. Selzerm "Lateral Dominance and Visual Fusionrr, 
Harva.rd· ].[onographs in Education , Number 12, Harvard University 
Press, 1935. 
~fargaret E.· Hall·; ttRe-educating the Child with the Speech 
Handicap", The Role· of S:Pee·ch in tne Elementary School Pririci pa i, 
National Educational Association, Washington, District Columbia, 
1946-47, P• 45. 
,.. . .. 
~-
.0'Wendell J"ohnson, People in Quandaries,_ New York, Harper 
Brothers, 1946. 
1/~olm E .. Anderson, The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of- the National 
Society for the Stuay·of Education, 'Part 11, 1948, University oP 
Chicago Press, Chicago 37, Illinois. · 
Growth in speech of small children is of particular sig-
nificance·because of its relationship to learning to read. 
1/ 
Goodrich says the. reading-readiness program is based upon the 
child's ability to talk in sentences and he concludes; 
"The speech program must be so devised that it take's 
the child where he is and by helping him succeed ih si tua-
tions of successively increasing difficulty, caus·ea him 
to develop into a more confident and compet:ant person. 11 y·· - ... 
Artley reviewed 22 studies concerned with reading and 
- ... .. 
speech difficulties and deficiencies in reading ability. 
.. .. -· ·-
He says that there is absence of agreement as to the extent of 
-·~ ... . ~ . .. ..... 
the relationship, but the evidence indicated the,t: "speech de-
fects __ may be the caus_e of reading defects, the result of readin~ 
defects, as the two may exist side by side as a common factor." y . -· 
Fossom estima~es that at least eight to ten per cent of 
our. elementary school children have serious speech defects. 
lJLaurence B. Goodrich, "Speech in the Language Arts Progra:m 
of the Elementary School", The Role !l):f S_l)eech in the Eleme"n'ta:cy 
School, Department of Elementary School Principals, Nationai ·· 
Edu-cational Association, Washington, Distri·ct Columbia, 1946-~~. 
P• 6. 
gjA. SterJ. Artley; "A Study of Certain·· Factors Presumed to be 
Associated with Reading and Spee·ch- Difficulties", .Journal of 
Speech and Hearing Disorders , Xlll, (December 1945) p. 359. 
Y Ernest c. Fossom, "Meeting the Child's Needs in the Basic 
Skills", Elemente.r·y School, Departnfent ·of Elementary School 
Principals, ~rational Educa.tional Association, Washington, 
District Columbia, 1946-4?, pp. 39-42. 
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Rossignel who carried on an investigation with first and 
second grade pupils found t.hBt: "reading performances varies 
significantly with speech performcmce." 
In first grade the pupil reads almost no words that are not 
within his speaking vocabulary. If; however 9 because of imma-
ture speech he does not use the expected number of words, .~e 
does not hP"ve the necessary baoksroun~ •. - ... ~:f' hia pronunciation~1 
is defective he will not recognize words after he has s~oken 
them. y 
Monroe s?.ys that a normally developing child reads as he 
speaks, as he hears. Maturity of auditory perception precedes 
- -
speech ~nd_ maturi "!Y_ of spe.ech depends upon auditory acui_ty~ 
Speaking of the consonant sounds, she says children develop 
the ability to articulate them--at the following ages: 
3• 5 years 
--- b; :P; M; w, h J 4' 5 II --- d; t, n, g, ~k, ne, y 5; .5 II 
---
f-, ·v, ..;..z-, § 
6, 5' f1 
---
zh, sh, 1, th, (then) th(this) 
8 year 
---
z, s, r, -wh 
.. 
-
-· -
... 
-
l/L~i~ · .Jos_ephine ~cissi_§llol_, The Rel_~tionship _among :t:earing-· Acu~ty, Speech Product~on, and Read~ng Performance ~n Grades 
1· At 1 B, a.nd 2 A; Teachers c·oli·ege, Col'tunbia University Con-
tributions to· Education, Momber· 936, Bureau oi' :Publice.tions, 
Teachers College, Co~~bia University, New Yofk, 1948. 
l,g; Marion Monroe, op. cit. 
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Blanton's report shoWB that the most frequent age f'or 
the onset of' stuttering is two and one half' years, with the 
next peak in frequency of' onset at si:x: yea.rs when the child y' . . 
enters :primary school. :Bond and Wagner commen.t that the 
role of s:pee_ch: de~ects in caus~?g_ dif'f'i~u_l ty in _l_earnin~ to 
read is uncertain •.. It a~l_depen~~ on ~ether o~al_ or s~-
lent reading is the desired outcome. The methods of' instruc-
, • ,. • ~ ~ ._ I 
tion should be adjusted f'or the child_ ~i_t~ spe_ech: de:fe.~ts and 
should include .. those that place oral analysis at a minimum. 
. . y. ... . . ... . ... ' . -
In a test of' f'our large classes of' f'irst grade children~ 
55 
they f'ound t!J.e test_f:J of' hand_ and eye dominance, motor_ c_o-ordin- \l 
ation and speech defects showed n9~hing to differentiate the 
failing group f'rom the whole group. 
i/Smiley Blanten; ''S:peech Disorders", Mental Hygiem~'- Xlll, 
October 1929, ?40-?53. 
Y Guy L. Bond and Eva :Bond Wagner, :·Teaching the Child to Reac 
TRevised Edition), Macmillan Company, New York, 1950, 
Chapter 1-Vll (inclusive). _ · . 
yArthur I. Gates and Guy L. J3ond, TIReading· Readinessn, 
Teachers College Record . ].[agazine 1936, Vol. XXXVll, Number 8. 
P:P· 6?9-685. 
[ 
Hildretn,=t suryeyed r.ep~r.ts of disability cases. i~yolv~n_g 
bo.th speech and_ r_eadin_g P! ob~ems .. She concluded the language 
difficulties im~e~~?g !eading progress may be: 
Inad·equate mot·or c'o'ordin'ation · 
Indistinct, inaccurate articulation 
Inhibiting emotional conflicts due to speech 
defects 
Poor auditory discrimination of speech sounds 
Sensory and motor a~hasia 
Spasms and ·stuttering 
:B~lingua_l background .. 11 
Research has not offered us much help on the factor of 
.. . .. .. y . . 
speech. It wo11:~d seem ~hat_ Gray __ is right when he says: 
"more rigorous research procedures are essential in determining 
~ . . . .. . 
the actual influence of such :factors. 11 
yGertrude D. Hildreth 1 11Speech Defects· and·Reading .. Disability 11 
Elementary School Journal XLVl, Webruary 1946, P• 327. 
-· - . ... . . ~ 
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g,/Wil1.iam S. Gray, "Summary ·o:r Reading Inv·estigations·n, · · . ·· 
Journal of Educational Research,_ February 1947, Dembar PublJ.shi g 
Company, Madison, Wisconsin. 
D. Health.-- All the students of the subject of Reading-
Readingess seem to agree that the general health of the 
. 
child is one of the first factors to be considered. y· . 
B_etts ~pe~ks of a ~eurologica_l __ s};at~s~ __ The term 
"alexia 11 is ll:_Sed to designa~~ a cerebral disorder charac-
terized by inability to read. 
ter~ used in this connection. 
"Word blindnessn is another 
. -
Fortunately, cases of 
alexia are rare. 'Wholesale use of the term 11 alexia 11 or 
"word blindness 11 is without justification. Neither of 
these terms should be used until the case has been diagnosed 
-· 4• 
by competent specialists. 
- . 
In connection with neurological status as a factor in 
reading-readiness mention should be made of .laterality of 
dominance--The above write continues: 
11So fa.r· as this problem is concerne<?-; the teacher 
should be awa·re of the· possible "educat'ional_iiifplicati"on~ 
of a change of hand·ed.ness· and permit ·each child to use 
his preferred hand for all unimanual activities such 
as writing." · 
gj 
The experience of Wright is summed up in this way: 
"So far as a child is low in physical vitalitlf 
and health he is likely to be handicapped by slug-
·gish mental ·activity, exces-s'ive fatigue, short 
attention span, and emotional instability. 11 
;v.mmmett Betts, op. cit. p. 136 
gjWendell W. Wright, trThe Nature and Measurement of Reading 
Readiness 11 ,- The National· Element·e~ry Prinflt1)ai, Seventeenth Yeall-
~' J"uly 1938, Vol. XVll, Number 7. 
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Clowes commentson the need of caring for the ~hysical 
and mental health of children before teaching them to read. 
In forty-four cases in_a clinic, she says the following 
physical conditions were found: 
"20 cases of malnutrition 
8 ca·ses of ~o·or derititi"on 
1'? c·ases of defe·ct·ive hearing 
·6 cases of diseased ·tonsils 
5 cases of" mouth ~--;reathers 
2 cases · of s~eech defects 
1 case of goitre. 11 
These cases might have been cured or improved in the-
kindergarten. y 
Ga.te_s an~ J3ona _f_ou.nd th?,t in some phy~ical factors 
no im~rov_ement took place durin~ a period ?'! a ;rea~, .and 
in some factors the p'hy_si_ce,l dif:fi_cu.lties grew wo_rse. 
They emphasize the _impor~a_nce of recognizi_?g and adj?sting 
-1-o individual limitations and needs, before and after be-
ginning reading, rather than ~erely changing the time of 
beginning reading. 
-y--
Eond and Wagner refer, among the ~hysical factors to les 
. -
obviously related to learning difficultiesm but nonetheless, 
important--speech- ·defects and heaith faclors, such as poor 
b7Helen C. Clowes, "Measures whi"ch cPn be Used in Kindergarten 
to Prevent Reading Disability Cases 11 , Childhood,Education 6, 
~anuary 1930, p. 453. 
g/Arthur Gates and Guy L. Bond, op. cit. 
2/Bond and Wagner, o~. cit. 
\ 
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physical stamina, inferior nutritional and glandular condi-
tions, and recurring illnesses. y' .. . ...... . 
Broom stress~s. the ~m;po;rt~nce of ~_ph~_ld bein_g free 
from a_ll_ eff~ctt:~ o_f food_ all.erg;y, .mal-ne.~iehW-e;tt, anemia, or 
a recurrent-physical complication • 
. -·y --. --· . 
Eames compared reading failure causes with non-failures 
- -· .. . 
in respect to various diseases. He found diseases to be 
21.1 per cent more frequent among those failing. He found 
• M 0• ~ -
diseasesof the urogenital system and of the circulating ~stem 
-- .. . ..... . . . . ~ . .. .... . . . . . 
occurred su:x: times_ as freque_nt~y a.m<;>ng reading fail:-xr_es, and 
s_peech defects m_ore_ than ~i_ye_ tim~s .• _ ~.o.reover, certain dis-
eases which occurred among reading failures were not found 
among non-failures. 
Those who have clinical experience know tD:e part ~oor 
physical condition plarys in causing reading disability. 
59 
····y·· ... . .. . .. .. 
Witty and Kopel tell of a case in which faulty metabolism lim ted 
. . - ·-·· - .. - •· 
both educational achievement and the intelligenc~ quotient • 
• ¥ - • 
They be~ieve home background has a relation to success in 
reading. 
jJM .. E. Broom,et al, op. cit. 
g/Thomas Eames, op. cit. 
'ijPaul-witty and David Kopelt ·Readin·g·and the Educative 
Process, Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1939. 
!I Washburn suggests the need for more research on the 
physical factors. There has been a good deal of feeling 
but a. lamentable lack of research to indicate that the fine 
coordinations of writing are an undesirable strain on the 
eye of children below s~ or seven years. He says:- 1~e are 
on very insecure foundation in building any positive conclu-
- -
sions e.s to physical readiness." 
More experimentation and more conclusive proof are needed 
- . 
on the place of the physical factors in reading-readiness. 
Mental Age--Intelli~ence •-:-:- _All the students o:f the sub-
ject of reading-readiness have much to say regarding the mental 
age necessary for beginning reading. Scores of studies have 
been carried on to determine the relationship between intelli-
gence and reading achievement. 
YeCarleton·w. Washburne; "Primary Grade·Origins o:f Later · 
emedial Cases," Childhood Education, 16; 29-33, Se:ptember,l939 
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y' .. 
Gates carried on an extensive program to discover the 
minimum mental age desirable for introducing a child to read-
ing. He rea_ched certain conclusion_s between m_en~a_;L. a~~- ~~. 
success in reading.-- (1) children can read with a mental age 
.. .. . . . .. -· 
of five. Some have difficulty at seven years/ (2) The cor-
relations between mental age and reading achievment were 
highest in the class where the best ins~ruction was done and 
lowest w~ere the ~?o!est instr~ction was ~rovided. The mag-
nitude of the correl~tion seems to vary directly with the ef-
fectiveness of the provision for indiv~dual differences. 
(3) The study reveals the need of a teacher's understanding 
. - -·· 
the mental age required for s~ccessful pursuance of the pro-
gram that she puts int_o .... e:ffect. 
The same investigator studied children with an I.~. from 
~ . . . 
?0-95 and observed that merely delaying reading did not elim-
inate failures on yery low levels of achievement. y _.c .. 
Gates says the evidence tends to_sh?w that th~ crucial 
ment~l a~f3-:Will V6\r! with the materials, the_ ~ype of teaching, 
the skill of the teacher, the size of the class, the amount of 
preceding preparatory work, the thoroughness of examina~ion, 
and the frequency and treatmentaf s~ecial difficultie~ such as 
!/A. L. Gates, "The Necessary· Mental Age-for Beginning Reading', 
Elementary School J"ou~nal, Vol. 3?, pp. 498-508. _ . 
gjA·~- I.· Gates, ,he Im:provem·en.t ·of Read:Lng , The Macmillan 
Company, Few York, 1935, pp. 140-143. 
6:L 
visual defects of the pupils and other factors. In a later 
statement he says: --"It has been found that it is imposs_i!Jle 
to designate the optimum mental age for all children in all 
·~· . . ~ 
kinds of' programs with all kinds of teachers." 
·y· -
As Betts says: 
11In general lt is a wise procedure to secure an 
index to the general mental maturi~y of a child with a 
short menta.l s:pan. A· desirable ~emory span P.ppatrently 
is essential to success with re·ading activities.;.. __ _ 
V!hether e. short memory span is a proauct ·of a de"fecti ve 
nervous system or a disinterest and poor attitude, the 
teacher must differentiate the reading-readiness or the 
reading program to· take care of the problem. 11 
'.. y -- . 
According to. Bo!J.d t a teacher's first du~y is to !f1S_ce.r-
tain which children are ready to begin to read, wbi ch need a 
modif'iedprogram, and which ones should receive much instruc-
tion in reading-readiness. Bond classifies the factors wli ch 
-· ··- .... . " -- '· 
make for reading-readiness as me_ntal read_ines_s, ~hy~dc~_l_ rea.d-
iness, personal and emotional readiness, and educationsal read-
iness. 
Mental test ratings are valuable to indicate variation in 
ability within a class and to provide a~basis for adapting 
methods and materials so as to bring about effective learning. 
l)Emmett L~ Betts, op. cit., p. 126. 
g/Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, op. cit. p. 24. 
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"Too great a nependence upon the results of mental 
tests should he avoided. Some authorities have rec'om-
mended that reading instruction be :postponed until each 
child-- attains a· mental age level ·of six years and six ., 
months. Stic"h ·a. recommendation is unjustified. It has 
been demonstrated repeatedly that delaying reading instruc 
tion until the child's mental age 1ef six years and six 
months will not insure successful reading." gj .. - . - ... . - -
Betts believes mental maturity is important: 
- . -
"Since reading is largely a thinking pro cess, it 
foll·ows that mental maturity is a· primary factor in· read-
ing ability. A child 'of low mentality is not likely to 
succeed with typical re·ading ac-tivities because he has 
little to take to the printed page. Some with normal 
or superior intelligence do not succeed with reading activ 
ities." · y 
We are warned by Eames not to standardize the rate of 
learners: 
"Now the term "individual tH;ff~i'~f!CJ@§" is t.ri"te·. · 
Each child is ~: s·erarate and ·unique .be"ing, and there-fore, 
has · his own norinal rate of speed in learning. Often +.he 
normal range is stepped up or stepped down. Recognition 
of the norme,l rate of s:peed in learning is oi' first im:r;>ort 
ance in good teaching. Any serious interference with it 
is certain to bring unhappy consequence. ••••••••••••• 
Of all the children promoted at the· end· of the· school year 
~ull? one· third ~ave had their normal rate of s:r;>eed learn-
~ng ~nterfered w~th, either through acceleration or retard 
ation--cases o·f children v1ho are advanced too rapidly, 
because they are "difficult" are numerous.u 
JjPaul Witty, op. cit. p. 57. 
g/Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. p. 124. 
·~· ... .. . 
£/Be·rtha Eames, nnontt Try t·o ·standardize Rate of Learning", 
Instructor, May 1944, p. 15. 
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Along the same lines we read: 1/ . . .. 
- --
11Whether·a ·child's I~Q,. can be rais-ed 'or lowered 
is still a disputed question. The teacherhas everything 
to gain and nothing to lose by :proceedigg as if the child's 
mental age could be i:f:tcrea·sed by a fav·orable ·environment. 
She should :plan the :program as if this were a possibility. 
On the other hand it is· sens.ible to realize ·tv~tt ·some child!-
ren fail t·o res :pond tn accordance with such asslinn:ptions. 
The teacher should. then remember the ha'i'lll~ t.h?t can be done 
by making a child feel inadequate. Certainly no objective 
for beginning school life is more important than the achiev~­
ment of satisfactory :personal adjustment for each child." 
17Fay Adams·, et al; Do·ra·R.eese, Lillian Gray, Teaching Childre~ 
to Read, The Ronald Press, New York , 1949. 
Intellectual Development 
-;-· ---------- ---·-------·-------L-·.-·~-----~--~~---·-~-·1 
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n mind 
Some index of capacity for achievement should be secured 
~n order to provide adequate guidance. 
V Lucille M. Harrison, "Reading-Readiness·"; Houghton-Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1939. pp. 6,7. 
1/ 
Lucille Cole says that w~th a lower mental age than six 
and one half years he (the child) w~l~ not learn to read be-
cause he does not have the intellectual development for so 
complicated a procedure. 
g/ 
Still another person reme,rks:-- 11 the factors that make u;p 
mental maturity for beginners--capacity to think, to reason, 
.66 
t_o learn, to observe, tn. be curious, to :rememb_e:I', to follow 
dire,c~~ons, ~nd_ to deal wi_th ideas on a six-year level of 
understanding- are essential to learning during the first grade 11 
··y - { 
Wright in studying the relation of mental age at school 
entrance and teachers marks in reading after a semester of in-
struction, found t;hnt fifty per cent of +.he children •,•."i th a 
nental age rf ?2 months or less received failing ma.rks, while 
only about two per cent of those with mental ages of 78 ~onths 
or more received such marks; 
. y 
The Yearbook Committee found that studies of t~e rela-
tionship between reading ability and intelligence show in gen-
. . ... -
eral that the more intelligent the reader, the more f~ue~t 
and accurate will be his recognition, the broe.der his associa-
tions, the greater his power of apprehension, the keenEr his 
1/Luella Cole, op. cit. 281 
g/Gertrude Hildreth, Readiness for School Be@;inhers, . World Book 
Compan~~ Yonkers~on-Hudson, New York, 1950. p. 13. 
'§./Wendell- W. Wright, Reading-Readiness-· A ;prognostic Study, 
Bulletin of the School of Education, Vol.-12'1 lTumber ·3, 
Bloomington, Indiana, Indiana University, 1936. p. 24. 
- . 
i/~he Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, · op. cit. 
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1 evaluati~n, ·and the more thoughtful his a:p:pli_cati.~m or use o:f 
the ideas gained through reading. Although a :pupil o:f .super,-.. 
ior ability may be a :poor reader because o:f :par_ticular handicc::ps, 
wrong attitudes, or :poor a:p:plicatj_on, his chance o:f overcoming 
the handicaps and becoming an e:f:ficient reader are more :favor-
able than those o:f a student o:f low intelligence. y' -· . -- . 
Durrell says:-- 11It is sa:fe to assume that a child with 
good eyes and ears, with no :physical handicaps to upset his 
attention, and with a mental age o:f a.t least six years can 
learn to read. 11 
There seems to be no agreement on the question of Mental g;· 
Age. One authority asserts:--~umbered among the :fairy tales 
about reading instruction is the o:ften misquoted statement 
. . 
that a child must have a mental age of six and one hal:f years 
in order to be ready-for systematic instruction in reading." 
'§/ 
Keister :felt that whic~ we know children under six can 
learn to read, not much testing had beendone regarding the 
:permanence o:f the reading ability. He experimented in Nebraska 
·~ -· 
with :five year olds and drew these conclusions: 
11 (1) It is possible :for children who enter grade one 
be:fore age six to make normal progress. 
~·I~ 
yEmmett Betts, op. cit. p. 121 
.. . •·· 
£/B. v. Keist'er, "Reading Skills Acquired by··Fi-ve-year Old· 
C"aildren", Elementary School Journal , Vol. 41, April 1944, :p .. 5~6. 
·(2) The skills atta,ined·· lack· P'3rmanence and tend 
to disappear during sUmmer vacation. (3-) The-l"C>ss betwe-en grade· one·· and Grade 't":vo is 
never made up and they are permanently r'etarded." 
- ... y· 
The evidence found by l'Iurphy and_ J".un._-"<in~ .. ~.s that the 
rate of learning to read is not correlated perfectly with 
mental ability. Two special abilities which affect the learn-
ing rate are auditory and visual discrimination. They de-
vised exercise to train them. The experiment showed both 
sets of exercises effective in increasing the rate of learn-
ing to read • 
..... y· -· 
Teegarden attributes casual significance to the rever-
sal tendency in reading failure. She states that the moat 
important elements in success in reading are intelligence 
and the degree of tendency to reverse and confuse symbols. 
The tendency to confuse symbols is characteristic of children 
having mentaJ ages below six years. After an age of seven 
years mentally, reversals are usually absent. 
The stUdy by Steinbac~ showed that kindergarten training 
of a year or more, independent of the equating factors, had no 
J]'Helen A. _Murphy and Kathryn M. J"unkins, "Increasing the Rate 
of Learning in First Gra,de Reading", Education, Vol. 62, 
pp. 3?-39, September 1941. 
gjL. Teegardlen, "Tests for the ~·Tendency to Reversal in Read-
ingn, J"ournal of Educational Research, Vol. :XXVII, pp. 81-9?. 
YSister Mary Nils Steinbach; "An Experimental "Study of Pro-
gress in First Grade Reading." Doctor's 1940, Catholic Univer• 
sity·, Washington, W~shington Catholic Educational Press, 2940, 
p. 11?, Catholic University of America, Educational Research 
Monographs, Vol. 12, No. 2. 
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influence on progress in reading. 
The st.uc'y of three ·hundred famous persons of history re-
vealed the fact that the great majority .of these three hundred 
unusually gifted persons of history learned· to read during the 
······ 1 I ....... ,.....,-~;"";·-,·"-e:.-- ·!·~·-r~ -~- r-,1"t .... :!:::/ ' I, t,. L •.' !'I-' 1;,,,• •I ..... w.!. 
a.ges of three to five. The writer, Stone doubtl§l th~t e~ 
present knowledge justifies wholesale-postponement of beginning 
reading, although it seems clear that postponement is best for 
probably a fourth to a third of the children. He adds! 
11 Controlled tea.ching experilllents up to the presen"'t 
writing are entirely inadeqaee upon which to base general 
postponement of reading instruction beyond the chronolog-
ical and mental age of six years •• ~ ••••••••••• - The solutior 
of the problem of beginning reading lies in adaptation· 
of the mat·erials and procedur·es ·to· the varied stag·es .. of 
maturity~ abilities, interests, and needs of the children.' 
... y·· . - . . --
Theisen followed the progress of first-grade children in 
reading and found that the pupils who ranked high mentally 
made from three to ten times the Emount of progress made by 
. ... ... 
pupils who ranked low in the mental tests. 
i/Clarence Stone, op. cit. p. 252 
gjW. W. Theisen, "Factors Affecting Re'sul ts in Primary Rea.d-
ing", Report· of th'e Society( s Committee on Silent Reading,-
Twentieth Yearbook· of- the National Society fpr the Study p:t" 
Education~ Part 11, :Bloomington, Illinois, Public Schools.cC 
v- v 
Both Theisen and Deputy decided, from their experiment, 
hat intelligence is the most significant factor in determining 
' 
~child's success in primary·reading. 
. - .. y 
The research supervisor of Winnetka, Illinois tested and 
studied all the first-grade children in the Winnetka schools and 
in order to ~is_coyer the period in the mental development of 
children Who, as a __ ruJ.e, _there is the vast chance of their 
learning to read readily. She concluded: 
"(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Washburne 
Correlations between mental age and ability to 
learn to read are high. 
Correlations are higher when Detroit First-
grade Intelligence Tests are· used than when tre 
Stanford Revis ion o:r· the Binet Simon Scale. 
Children who had a mental age of six years six 
months· made ·far be·tter ·progress ·'than: did the"· · 
ress mature and practically as satisfactory ;pwa-
gress as those of a higher mental age. · 
It is safe to "State that, by po·st:ponihg the 
t·eaching of: rea'ding until ·chil"dren re·ach a men-
tal age of six and one half years, teachers can 
decrease chances of failure and discouragement. 11 Y' ... 
writes that we have many cases of remedial 
I readers, all through 1b.he grades, whose di~_fi cu~ t~;s. :cB.!l. b_e _ 
traced directly to an emotional reaction set up/early failure 
J:/W. W. Theisen, "Does Intelligence Tell i:h First-grade· :nead-
ing? n, Elementary School .Journal, 23, March 1923, p. 531. 
- . 
2/Erby C. Deputy, "Predicting First grade Reading Achievement; · 
A Study in Reading Readiness Contri b'utions to Education," No. 42 , 
New York, BUreau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University 1930 • 
.Q/M. Morphett and C ~ Washburn, ·nWhen ·should Children Begin 'to 
!Read?" Elementary School .Journal , 31 , March 1931, P. 502. 
-. -
~Carleton W. Washburne, "Primary GradEf Origins· o"f ·Lat·er Remed..: 
ial Cases", Childhood Education, 16, September 1939, :p:p. 29-33. 
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which in turn can be traced to the attempt to teach the child 
before he is ready. 
. -
After a study of twenty children over a period of years, y 
Boney and Agnew co~enting o? ~he_ great expen~~ture of time 
to teach some children to read propose the question:-- 11Would it 
not be better to delay reading in the first grade for those 
children who have to be pulled into the reading process'j 11 y' . . .. . .. 
Most educators, according to Leary , now accept a mental 
age of six or six and a half as a standard. Many consider it 
inadvisable to adopt any rigid standard of readiness, prefer-
ring to adjust the reading program to :w~tever -~eyenness _in 
readiness is found in the child who appears generally mature 
enough to read. 
~~-
Smith says that the first grades axe clogged every year 
with failures simply because they are not mature enough mental-
ly to learn to read. 
Premature efforts to teach children to read may result in 
discouragement and failure during the first months of school, 
·- - .. 
giving a child a handicap on the threshold of his school career 
IYC. DeWit Boney and Kate Agnew, 11 Periods of' Awakening or Read"in 
raeadiness, II Elementary English Review, Vol. XlV, May 193'7' p. 18 
. - . - ~ - . 
iv.Bernice E. Leary,. "Current Issues Reaating t·o Basic Iifl:ftruc-
tion in Reading", Recent Trends in Reading, Vol. 1, Number 49, 
1939, Illi~ois, University of' Chicago Press, pp. 29-44. 
~ ·-· -·-
13/.Nila Banton Smith, ·•'Matching Ability as a Fa.ctoryin First-· 
prade Re~tding", ;foUJnnal of Ec'l.ucational Psychology , Vol. XIX, 
1928, pp.560-57I: 
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which is hard to overcome. Hildreth tells us: --"In a large 
eastern city, data recently collected showed that the range in 
mental age of entering classes was from four years five months 
to over ten years." y 
Davidson experimented with kindergarten and first·grade 
children on thA extent of reversals. She concluded that a 
mental age of at least seven and one half years was necessary 
to avoid making the d-b, q-p, and b-d, errors. 
-y 
Steinbach points out that, although mental age is asso-
ciated with progress in reading, 57 per cent of the children 
beginning readi~g a.t a mental age below six and a half years, 
did achieve success up to or ab@ve the grade nor~ of 1.9 by 
the end of the year. She asks if it is justifiable to exclude 
all children below 6-6 mentally from first-grade rea.ding in-
struction. y 
Betts feels the~t most reading difficulties could be pre-
.. . ..... 
vented by increasing the entrance age for the first grade: 
0• 0• N. .. 
.,,Mental maturity, however, is one significant factor 
in reading-readiness. A certain amount of menta2 matur-· 
ity is essential to success with initial reading activity, 
1/Gertrude Hildreth, "Reading Programs in the Early Primary 
Periods", Reading in the Eiementary SchOol, Forty-eighth Year-
book, Part 2 of the Na.tio:hal Society for the Study of Education, 
Chicago, ~llinois, 1949, pp. 54-126. 
g/H.;. P- Davidson, "A Study. of the Confusing Letter·s, b, d," :p, · q"!t 
Pedagogical Semine.ry and Journal of Genetic Psychology, Vol. 47, 
December 1935, p:p. 458-468. 
£/Sister Stahbach~ o:p. cit. p. 168. 
Y Emmett L~ Betts, op. cit. p:p. 241,243. 
/ 
:' ·-· 
but possession·o:r tliat mental maturity does not insure 
success. It is important ·that an index to the capacity 
of the learner should be secUred by rne·ans· of an intelli-
gence or learhinga)?titude test which does not place a 
premium on reading ability. n 
.... y . -
Durrell fo-und that 80 per cent of those people who were 
- . 
retarded in reading had either normal or superior intelligence. 
. .. -··· y·- -···- ... . 
An investigation by Strang showed a significant and pos-
itive correlation existing between reading and intelligence. 
However, she showed that other factors also influence reading 
~ .... .... . .._ ,.. 
and mental age above is no guarantee of success •. y--
Deputy's study in 1930 caused him to feel that, although 
the intelligence of the child has much to do with his progress 
in reading:-- "the ability demanded for success on intelligence 
tests is not identical with the ability necessary for reading 
achievement. " 
The mental age of first-grade children should not be used 
as the sole criterion of reading-readiness~ but should be sup-
, !I 
plemented by other factors, thinks Monroe :-- "If he does not 
. ... - . .. 
hear and distinguish clearly the pronunciation of words, he may 
readily develop confusion which retards learning. 11 
1/Donald D. Durrell, "The Effects mf Special Disability in Read-
ing on Performance on the Stanforct Revision o"f the Binet Simon 
Tests." Unpublished Doc-tor's dissertation, Graduate School of 
Education, Harvard University, 1930. 
g/Ruth Strang, "Relationship be·tween Certain Asiie·cts of Intelli-
gence and Certain Aspects of· Reading 11 , Educational and PsYcholo-
gical Measurement!_Novembe~ 1944. 
£/E. c. Deputy, op. cit. p. 2 
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~arion Monroe, rrAprogram to Develop Reading Readiness .in Grade 1 11 , 
National Elementarv PrincinP1 Q.,....,.o,.,+.:.o;;.;·+n v.,....: ... ,._...,...,,,. ...,.p -1-'1::!~~~-:.:n-~(~-:::"...,~·;*"===== 
:nepartment of Elementary-School Principals of National Education~l 
Association, July 19S8, p.274. 
11 
During the school year 1946-1947 the,st. Louis Publ~c 
School System continued their studies in Reading-Readiness. 
. .. 
They found a correlation of .77 between intelligence and read-
ing-readiness and between reading achievement and reading-
-·-· ·- ·- .. --
readiness it was .46. Also evidence was secured that teachers 
with ten or more years of experience in the low first-grade 
predicted reading success more accurately than those of less· 
experience. 
gj 
Dickson in Oakland, California carried on an experiment 
to show relation of mental age to achievement and concluded: 
... 
"Mental tests of several hundred first-grade children have 
-- •··· 
shown that mental age and I.Q,. are important factors in re-
--- .. 
vealing a child•s chances for success in his school work." 
y' 
As a result og a test Dean concluded t.hat mental age, 
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therefore, seems to be superior to score on reading-readiness tEsts 
as an instrument for predicting reading achievement of the firs -
grade entrants. 
The above research clearly points to the fact that while tle 
factor of intelligence is important to Reading-Readiness, it it: 
the subject of much controversy. 
j/William Kottmeyer, "Readiness for Reading", Elementary En~lisr 
XXIV, October 1947. 
_gfv:irgil E. Dickson, "What First-Grade Children Can do in Schoo., 
as Related to· Wha:t is Shown· by a l[ental- Test."· Journal of Edu-
_cational Researcf!:, ~Tum1:>er 11, J"un~ 1920, p.48?. 
Ycharl-es D. Dean, "Predicting First Grad·e Reading A_chievement", 
Elementary School Journal , Vol. 39, April 1939. 
Visual Discrimination;-- Distinguishing between different 
o'Bjects by" their forms is called visual discrimination. y-· 
McKee says to do well in beginning reading, the child must 
~ve sufficient power o:f visual discrimination to distinguish 
~eadily between the forms of the printed words used in the be-
~inning reading matter which he will attempt to read. Conse-
~uen~ly pro~iding sensible training which will develop the 
childt s power of visual discrimination to the point !"'h:ere_ he 
can distinguish readily between the forms of words is an. essen-
~ial part of helping him to acquire readiness for beginning 
~eading. Such training is part of the beginning of definite 
••• - • w •• • • ·- • ,, 
instruction in word analysis Which promotes the child's acquis-
ition of independence in word identification and of skills in 
~ord recognition. 
Before he begins to read the child may have come to the 
tplace where he thinks 11 this word is a long one, this word is 
a little one, this word has some 1~.igh spots, this word looks 
. . . ·. . . . 
~omething like that word," and finally, "this is exactly the 
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~ame word as that word, and this word is different from that wore." 
~ .. 
"To distinguish the form o:f one word from the form 
of another.···· 
(1) Finding a flash card that shows the same word as a given 
word card. 
( 2) ]Karking out the one repetition of a given word in , ow 
of-different cards. 
(3) "Marking out the one word repeated in a row of dif:f. 
erent words. 
~Paul McKe~ op. cit. 
~ Ibid :P• 145 
• 
(4) Matching words in one column with words in another 
column. 
(5) Maring out the word repeated frequently in a short 
gt•oup of sentenc·e·s-. 
(6) Marking out the r·ep"etition of a word that is often 
misread as a reversal. · ·· · 
Note: The simplest exercises should" be used first. The 
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most difficult exercise should be last. In such exercises, 
the form to be located is easily confused with"the other forns 
included. Since the most difficult exercises are more re-
presentative of the' difficulties to be faced by children in 
reading such exercises should be used more frequently • 
................. Practice in distinguishing between the form 
o·f ohe group of letters and the form of another group of 
le~ters. 
(1) Marking out one-syllable words in a row that have 
the same two-letter ending as a given one-syllable 
word. 
(2) Underlining one-syllable words in a column tnat · 
have the same two-letter ending as a one-syllable 
word given at the head of the column. 
( 3) Marking out words in· a row that have. the same be-
ginning two letters as a given word. 
(4) Underlining words in a column that have the same 
beginning·two letters as the word at the beginning 
of the column·~ 
(5) l[atching words in one column with words in another 
column that begin-with the same two letters. 
(6) Marking out in a row of groups of letters (syllable ) 
the repetition of a given group of letters. 
Practice in distinguishing between the form of one letter an 
the form of another letter. 
(1) Marking out· in a line of print the repetitions of t e 
letter marked out in ·the first word. 
(2) Matching the two occurrences of the same letter in 
a group of four or-more letters. 
(3) Marking out the repetitions of a given letter in a 
row of letters which includes letters frequently 
confused with the given letter. 11 
Before he begins to read, he must develop his power of vis-
1~1 discrimination to the point where he is able to observe very 
·- - .. ·-
~~all differences in the forms of these words and can study them 
. . . 
apalytically enough to distinguish one word from a differenn word 
which looks ~ery much like it. Indeed, he should learn to 
distinguish the form of each letter from the form of any other 
letter. 
Y (1) No eff.ort should be made to teach the pupil 
to read the words, to match the mee.ning and the 
pronunciation of ea-ch word with the form.··· 
also, no effort made to match the sound of a 
lett.er or group of letter·s· with +.he form. 
(2) Thewords and parts of words used in the exer-
cises·· should be· those which "the child will meet 
in beg-inning reading matter. 
(3) Theexercises should be well graduated-in dif-
ficulty. The first exercises should aistin-
guish between only "those words and word ele-
ments that are quite o~iously dissimilar. 
The most difficult exercise should require him 
to distinguish between words and word elements 
which are quite easily and frequently confused. 
(4) Special practice in visual discrimination shoul 
oe·continued after instruction in reading itsel 
has begun." y 
Helen Davidson found that most kindergarten children and 
substantial percentage of first-grade pupils tend to evidence 
reversal tendencies of letters and words. She concluded that-
a mental age of at least seven and one half years was necessary 
to avoid making the d-b, q-p, and b-d errors. 
Jj Ibid. p.l50. 
g/Helen· Davidson, nAn ExperimentaJ. study of Bright, Average, 
and Dull Children at the Four-Rear Mental Level. 11 Genetic 
Psychology, Monographs, Vo. IX, (1931) J?:P• 119-285. 
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From her we learn that: 
(1) A substantial number of first-grade children 
tend to make reversal errors. 
(2) The revers?-1 :tendency seems to be independent 
of .i~t~1!~g~nce. 
(3) Pupils tending to make a number of reversal 
errors upon admission to first grade have less 
chance to succeed with immediate reading activ-
ities than those who are oriented in this respect. 
(4) Reversal errors constitute only a small proportion 
of reading errors. 
( 5) The use of purposeful reading __ s_i t:u~ti ons reduces 
· ·the tendency to make reversal errors. y· . . 
Betts says that about four or five percent of boys .. are 
color blind and one per cent of girls. 
. - ... '" ~-
Of course, these 
children will be frustrated in all situations requiring color 
discrimination. The teacher must give tests to discover 
color blindness, and of course, make no attempt to have such a 
person distinguish red and green. Such action would be uselese 
but would introduce emotionsl disturbances. 
1}Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. 
The ability to see likenesses and diffe:ren·ces is a must 
··· .. -~· .............. ·y -. 
in learning t0 read, say Adams, Gray, and Reese :-- "A child 
who cannot quickly distinguish di:fferences or likeness-es in 
objects and pictures will get nowhere when it comes to recog-
nizing different words on the :printed :page." y 
Monroe ffnds that: 
"The perception o·f visual :pat·terns involveS. more 
of-the nervous system and brain tb.an simply tne sen·sory 
a:p:par·atus. Patter·ns· .. varY in crmm:plexi ty, and a child 
who can dis·crimina'te sim:pi?-·:Patt·erns such as· letters may 
not be able to discriminate complex patterns such as 
words. 
Reading "involves visual stimulation, which in term 
nece·ssi ta tes a vi efual sen·sory apparatus, adequate for 
refracting upon the retina a clear-cut im':pression o·f the 
obJect ·seen. Defects fn visual acuity may hinder a 
child from learning ·to read. · If the retinal image is 
blurred, the child may not be· able to distinguish the ·· 
:pattern· 'of letters :presented, and may ·confuse patterns 
which are · similar, sue h as "band 11 , "hand 11m "hard'! rr 
. 8.1 -·~·· .. . 
Sul~ivan and MaCart~ proved ~hat visual :perception can 
be greatly improved by flashing-on-screen method. y .. . .. 
McKee gives suggestions concerning teaching "Left to 
Right. II: 
"Suggestions for providing the essential teaching. 
(1) se·e that pupils learn the meaning of left and the 
meaning of right. 
i/Fay Ade~s, et al. o:p. cit. p .. 129. 
g/Marion Monroe, o:p. cit. 
Q/H. ·B .. s·ullivan and J'os·ephine ].lfcCarthy, nAn Evaluation of' 
Reading Readiness Material." Education Vol. 62, September 1941, 
:PP• 40-43. 
i/Paul McKee, op. cit. :p.155. 
' 
( 
'· 
' It 
' 
\ 
' ' 
(2) When pupils arrange a series of" pictures to tel1 
a story, "make sure that the arrangement is made 
so that· the series of' pictures must be looked at 
fro~ left to rig~t in order to sense 'the story. 
(3) When writing on the blackboard, call attention 
of the pupilstothe fact •that the writing is being 
made· 'from left to· right. ·· · · · - ·· 
(4} In· rea.d"ihg aloud to pupil's anY material on the· 
blackboard, a poster, or a cha'rt·, move the" hand 
·sTowly .. from· le'f'-£ to right under the words as 
-rea·ding -is done.· · · · - · 
(5) Occasionally, ··when-~vl:'itfng a word ·on the bla:ck-
board, sound the. syllables sTowly as the·y are 
written so the pupils .. can learn that both the 
Viriting· and the pronouncing of the word moves 
from left to ·right. · · · · ·· 
(6) Have pupils· match· words in a list when reversal 
spelllngs· are ·used. · ·- · - · · · - · -· 
(7) In -word:..matching e:x:erc"ise·s teach pupils t'o begin 
~=F;- the· left of· ·each word and examine it care-
f~~iy ~il ~h@ wq through +.o the ~&lftti in order 
to find matching words. 
(8) Point out to pupils that the left of a word or 
a sentence is the beginning of that.-=.word or sen-
. tenceant'l the right is the end." y . 
Murphy found on evaluating the effect of' specific exer-
cises for auditory and visual discrimination that all experi-
mentc-1 groups we!'e superior to control group in reading 
achievement efter the auditory and visual discrimination exer-
cises had been given. All experimental groups ehowed sigui-
ficant increases in rate-of-learing test scores. 
It appears the.t sex difference in reading achievement dis-
appears when specific training for auditory and visual dis-
crimination is given in beginning reading. 
·17Efelen· A~ Murphy, An 'Evaluation of the Effect of Specific· 
~ini:hg in Auditory and Visual -Discrimination on Beginning_ 
Re~ding, Doctor's thesis, Boston University, 1943. 
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The effectiveness of the exercises for develo;pin_g audi-
tory and visual perce~t~on w~s in _r_~lation t_o the ne.~~· Low 
groups ~_ive~ spe_c:dal tr~in_ii?-g _s~owed m.u:.?h more increase in 
reading achievement over~ mB-tched childr~n, the_ control g;roup., 
than di~ <?P.il_i?en_ whose ~~;t.t~;-Y a_nd visual ~est sco~.e was ll.igh 
Crossley experimented with the use of 12ntern slides in 
teaching the child to discriminate between likenesses and dif-
ferences. She evaluated tl~ data to show the effect on such 
training on the learning rate. She proved it can be taught 
~· . -.. . ·-
by th~t method; however, no matter what method is used it 
. . . 
should be taught so the child '.':ill have a definite tool to 
. ~ 
assist him ·in the "JLook and Say" method of reading. 
Among the educators there seems to be agremment on the 
subject of the im:por_t~nce of v_isual discri~~a.t~on in a Read-
ing-Readiness program. In her analysis of twelve Reading-
- - .. y· ..... . 
Readiness Tests, __ !e_llis<m foun~_ th~t the area of vis~l 
discrimination had a total of 541 items. while the next near-
est factor had only 353 items. Five tests were studied by 
.. y 
Sullivan t=md ].[cCe.rthy .. They found the indices of visual dis 
crimination were common to all the tests. 
i/Beatri ce Alice Crossley, ·nAn Evaltiati on of the Effect of 
LanternSlides on Auditory--and Visual Discriminations of Word 
Elements, un·published Doctor's Disset.tation, Boston University, 
Boston, l~ssachusetts, 1948. 
. . - . 
gj .Tune L .. .Jellison, An Ana;tYsis of Twelve Standardized Re~­
in·g Readiness Tests, Unpublished l[aster' s fhesis, Boston Uni-
versity, 1948. 
·~ .. /Helen B. Sullivan and· J"osephine· ].[cCarthy, "An .. Evalua·tion 'of 
Reading Readiness Materials 11 , Education, 62, September 1941. 
8:1 
11 ' Heek was one of the first to investigate "word percep-
tion 11 • S>e concluded the.t children recognize words by such 
che.re.cteri sties as length, general configuiat~ on, peculiar 
shape of a letter and the like, but their ability to do so 
depends upon certain :perceptual habits. They seem to select 
as clues, the initial and final letters.· y 
For four years a cooperative study of Reading-Readiness 
---· -
was made at the Horace Mann School, Columbia University. The 
investigators co~clude~ th~~ ability wit? le~ter !?r~s and 
sounds is, to a large degree, a casual factor in ability to 
read words and sentences. 
The kindergarten and first-grade children who knew the 
most letter forms and sounds tended, very definitely to be 
the first .to learn to read. 
9./ Over a period of a year Murphy studied 540 first grade 
children to evaluate the effectaf the combination of specific 
exercises for auditory and visual discrimination, the effect 
of special visual discrimination exercises, and the effect of 
auditory discrimination exercises. She taught for th!frty days 
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Y'Lois A. Meek, nA Study ·of Learning· and Rentention· in Young 
Children·,· Teachers College of Contributions ·to Education, · 
Number 164, Teachers College, Columbia University, New ~ork, 19 5. 
_g/Frank T. Wilson, Cecile VV'hite Fle:rmning, Agnes Burke, and 
Charlotte Garrison, "Reading Progress in Kindergarten and Prima y 
Grades", ·Elementary School J"ournal, Vol. 38, February 1938, 
P:P• 442-449. 
~elen Agnes Mur~hy; An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning 
Reading, Doctor's thesis, Boston University, 1943. 
and has given us 80 pages of teaching material for visual 
perception and auditory discrimination with full directions 
for the use of it. She found the learning rate increased 
and a chenge took place -in the child's visual perception and 
auditory discrimination .between likenesses and differences in 
words. 
All the writers seem to agree on the importance of train-
ing in visual discrimination. Moreover, many and varied are 
the exercises that have been created for the purpose of m~i~g 
that factor function in the ~recess of getting readY to read. 
Auditory Discrimination.--All writers on the subject of 
Reading-Readiness seem to agree· on the impmrtance of training y 
in auditory perception. Monroe'stresses articulation: 
"Inaccurate articulation may directly affect the 
reading by presenting a confusion in the sounds of.' words 
to be asso·ciated ... wi th printed symbols.- A- child who has 
an articulatory defect hears the word as spoken by him-
self in anoth-er way. Either mf the two memories may be 
aroused on presentation of a print-ed word. ', Thus he may 
read "gig" 11 fid 11 in his own articulation. 
- . 
Inaccurate articulation and reading disability maw 
:com.eift;rom a common cause, the inability to discriminate 
successfully the sounds of words. If a child's auditory 
discrimination is poor, he may co:rffuse similar wor4.s in 
both speech and reading without recognizing the error." y - . - . . 
Betts also feels that accurate auditory discrimination 
-. ···-· 
contributes to good speech habits and to awareness of speec?· 
sounds which are essential to phonetic insight. In view of 
1/Marion Monr~e, op. cit. p.92. 
y' Ibid, P• 93 
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this it is clear that inaccurate auditory discrimdnation may 
contribute to a lack of reading-readiness or to a reading 
deficiency. y 
Monroe studied reading defect cases at the Insti~ute f6r 
juvenile Research to study what influence poor auditory dis-
crimination had. She found that the "lack of precise audito:r.Y 
discrimination was found to impede the learning which involves 
auditory impressions." y 
Storm and Smith say that the abmlity to recognize and 
discriminate between different word sounds is one of the funda-
mental elements of word analysis. 
activities for the kindergarten: 
They suggest the follqwing 
"(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
.V 
Repeating and creating r!:cymes and jli.:ngles. 
All this is excellent ear training and should 
be encouraged. ·· 
Clear enunciation--Build habits of cJ.ear enun-
ciation and the children will be in a better 
position to "hear" "the different elements in 
words, when WQfil1" aim)J1S:ii.s is sti.ldiea·. 
Vocal work:--imd.:itati~bird and animal sounds. 11 
McKee lays great stress on training in auditory discrim-
ination: 
"This distinguishing between sounds is called auditor;5 
1/Mari on ].[onroe, "Reading Aptitude "Tests :for the Prediction o:f 
Success· and Failure in Beginning Reading 11 , Education, Vol. 56, 
1935-1936. 
g./Grace E. Storm and Nila B. Smith, "Reading Ac-tivities in the 
Primary Grades", Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, P.l27 • 
E/Paul McKee1 :•The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, 
Boston, Massachusetts, Houghton, Mi:f:flin Company, 1948, p.l51. 
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discrimination·. To do well in beginning reading, the 
child must have sufficient power of auditory discrimin-
ation to distinguish readily betweem the pronunciation 
of-words w}!Lich he will atempt to read. He may need to 
distinguish between dog and boy, man and men, pin and 
pen, come and ·came, catch and match, bed and beg. Such 
training is part of the beginning of definite instruc~ 
tionin word analysis which promotes the childts acquisi-
tion of independence in word identification and of skill 
in word recognition. He will come to the place where 
he thinks, 11This word sounds something like that word, 
this word begins the way that word began, this word ends 
the wa.y that word ends, this word can be said quickly. 
It takes a long time to say that word, this word has 
more than one sound to it, and ~his word (pin) ~ounds 
a great deal like but not the same as that word (pen)".n 
In learning to read, a child needs a high degree of 
auditory acuity to hear sounds correctly arid to reproduce 
them a.cc\].rately. He learns that certain printed symbols 
have meaning by relating them to spoken language. If his 
hearing is defective, he received wrong impressions ormerely 
y' 
hears confusing sounds. This is the o~inion of Witty who 
also advises as follows: 
"Very soon after entering first grade, children 
should be introduced to games and appropriate exercises 
to promote skill in auditory discrimination. Word games 
such as the follow1ng may be employed: 
(1) Sounds made by dogs, cats, cows, bees, duCks, 
may be similated and repeated by the children, 
to improve the ability to distinguish difference 
in-sounds. 
(2) Teacher pronounces words beginning with a cer-
tain sound. Children clap when a word beginning 
with a different sound is heard. 
(3) Attention directed to beginning sound of a word. 
Then ask children to name other words beginning 
with same sound. 
(4) Practice in recognizing rhyming words." 
!/Paul Witty, op. cit. p.72 
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Murphy defines auditory discrimination and from her 
great experience, says: 
"Careful preparatory work will prevent confusion 
in the learning process and so guarantee success. 
Learning to read is a complex process. Two of the 
important factors included in a reading-readiness pro-
gram are auditory discrimination and visual discrimin-
ation. Th~ ability to recognize similarities and dif-
ferences in the appearance of words and word e·lements 
is an important skill in the beginning of grade one. 
Most basal readers use the look and say method. 
First see no uncorrected visual defect. Then give 
him · objects in clas·sroom to 'distirigui"sh, n'ext geome·tri c 
forms and then letters. Give many practices· in exer-
cises requiring visual perception in which the child al-
ways has the visual form of the letter or word he is t·o 
mat·ch."- -Be careful to continue· tne training to 'include· 
exercises involving visual memory ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Audl:itory d'iscriinihatioh ·may b'e defined as the· ·abil.; 
ity to recognize-similarities and differences in the sounds 
of words and word elements. 
Be careful not to introduce, when working on single 
sounds, words beginning with a blend. 
Final sounds are much more difl'icult tn.a.n· b·eginning 
sounds for children. ·As children become· f'amiliar· with 
final sotl.nds a.h exercise combining ini"tial and final 
sounds is of· ve,lue·. The teacher dictates a word and the 
child gives another word that begins with the sound the 
teacher ended with." y·· 
McKee speaks of the importance of training in listening. 
It sho1·ld start before reading begins and continue through 
l/H. A. ].[ur:phy; "Insuring Success in Beginning Reading", 
October 1946. ~.582 
g,/Paul l\[cKee op. cit • ' p.l61 
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most of the first grade. 
11Fractice in using oral context and pictures for 
getting the pronunciation of a word should be carried 
out before the pupil receives beginning instruction 
in" identifying strange printed words- indep'endentl~y'. 
Training in listening for different purposes should 
be continued throughout first grade • 
. - -
Bec·ause he needs to reproduce in his mind, V:<hata 
given statement or question would sound like, and be-
cause he needs to learn t-o cope with meaning difficulties 
that arise at higher grad·e levels, he recoinmends· thp.t 
training in· listening ·he a defini t·e part of the first· 
grade program of preparation to- :b:~ad ahd that such train-
ing in listening skillfully to pupi-ls and using pene-
trating questions which center the attention of those 
pupils upon matters to be considered ••••••••••••••••• y· ' . -·- .. . 
y' 
(1) Read ·a selecti'on in two ways and 'let child 
decid'e which way shows what is meant. 
(2) Read· a selection aToud but· leave out the one 
important word. Train child to find that word 
from -the context. 
(3) Read a selection, leave out an important word, 
and show a pi-cture. Lead the child" to use 
p'i"cttires· t·o get the meanin·g of ·a str·ange word. 
(4) Raad a selection which relates a ·short series 
'Of events without naming those events, ·first, 
second, etc. Have child sense the sequency 
of events. · -
(5) Read a short selection and· by questions lead 
pupil to find the ma.in idea, details, or con-
clusion." 
He gives definite suggestions for practice in listening: 
"(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Listening for rhyming· words iri a pemm or ~i ingle 
as it i!;s \'!?.ead aloud or spoken. 
Saying the second rhyming word in a poem or 
jingle. 
Listening for the one word that"does not rhyme 
with the other words in a group. 
JjPaul McKee,... op. cit. p.l58. 
g/Ibid p. 153. 
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(4) Saying words which rhyme with a given word. 
(5). Practice in listening for and adding endings . 
to given knoW!l··words, to make variants. 
(6) Practice in listening for· and giving words· which 
cohtainthe most frequently recurring phonetic 
. . elements ~n the ini.~i~vosi tion. tl 
Extensive study has led Durrell , Sulliva.n, and Murphy 
to conclude that a leading fac+.or in failure to learn to read 
is lack of·auditory discrimination. y --. . .. . .. - ·- ... ... 
Cole suggests and elaborates upon two hearing tests which 
- . ... - - ·- ~ 
a teacher can use for purposes of screening. y· .... 
Tufts gave 201 first grade pupils a test in auditory dis-
crimination and found: 
(l)Very little difference between the score of the 
girls and boys. 
(2) The correlation between mental age and auditory 
discrimination was low. 
(3) Chronological age or maturation had little affect 
·on auditory discrimination • 
.1/ ' . -
:ll.[onroe studied reading defect cases at the Institute for 
~uvenile Research to study what influence poor auditory discrim-
ination had. She found that the lack of precise auditory dis-
crimination was found to impede the learning which involves 
:!.> ' 
"/ : 
!/Donald D. Durrell, Helen B. Sullivan, Helen A. Murphy, Buildin~ 
Word Power in Primary Reading, Yonkers, New York, World Book Co~­
pany, 1945. 
§/Luella. Cole, "The--Improvement of Reading, Farrar and Rinehart, 
New York, 1938, p.280. 
YBetty, Tufts, "An Evaluation of Several Types of Auditory· Dis-
crimination Tests for Kindergarten and First Grade", Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941 • 
.1/Marion Monroe, Children \~o Cannot Read,University of Chicago 
Press, 1932, pp.93-95. 
I 
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auditory impressions. 
., /- 1·· .. , .. . ~:~ ... -_ •. ! 
.:!:/ ;:-__. J.-'. \.! '. -
The findings of Acomb showed that: (1) the ab~lity to 
distinguish, through visual and auditory means, sm~ll dif-
ferences between words, depends some on mental age; (2) visual 
and auditory discrimination are significant !~ctors in read-
ing; (3) the two factors are definitely interre~ated. y 
Bond and Wagner assert tha+. children who have little 
familiarity with word sound elements and who are taught be-
ginning by a method which makes a large use of phonics do not 
·- . 
learn to read as easily as those who are able to discriminate 
~ .. . . ... 
word sounds. Inaccurate articulation and reading dissability 
come from a common cause, the inability to discriminate success 
fully the sound of words. If a child's auditory discrimin-
ation is poor, he ~ay confuse similar words in both speech 
and reading without reeognizing the ~ror. 
·y 
Steinbach devised an individual auditory discrimination 
test and found a consistently close rela~ionship between read-
ing-grade scores and scores· made on the auditory discrimination 
test. 
li/Allan Acomb, Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading 
and S:pellin..g_, Unpublished Masterrs theses, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 1934. 
g/Bond _and Wagner 
£/Sister Stenbach 
op. cit. 
op. cit. 
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The development of auditory readiness is an essential 
part of a reading-readiness program. 
.. ··y such a program should 
include, according to :Betts : 
" a Attention to go'od speech habits 
b Developi11ent of rhyming sense · 
c Knowledge thPt words consist 'of sounds 
d Recognition of words by' s·ounds 
e Li"stening to the go·od speaking voice of the 
teacher which children unconsciously-· fmi tate • 
. 
!.h
fgl .. Practice with phra'ses enjoyed by children 
I:rni tation of sounds·· 
\Vhi_spered dir_ections_. ~~- . 
Various studies have been undertaken to show the effect 
of specific preliminary training on reading. Groups where 
training and experience that prepare for reading,·are :provided, 
. . g; 
are called "transition groups or rooms 11 • Woods secured ev-
~. . - .. 
idence that these rooms d o help in getting ready to read. 
' 9.1 ' ''. • r' 
Peterson experimented with transition g!ou:ps and control 
groups. She found the :program of the transitiolill group had 
... g 
been most helpful. Scott found that membership in the read-
. ·- . " ... .. ... 
iness clas_ses _:was mo;re eff_ective .. in prep~_ri?g _for rea~ing than 
either kindergarten attendance or no preparatory work. 
1JEiiiiilett Albert :Betts, The Prevention· and· Cor·rection of Read;.;;. 
ing·Difficulties; Rowt P'&terson & Company, Evanston, Illinoism 
1936, :p:p. 67-91. 
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g/Elizabeth L. Woods, and others, 11A study of the Entering B .. r~ 
Children in the Los Angeles City Schools." J"ournal of Education~l 
Research, 1937, :pp.9 to 19 • 
.Q/Inez B .. Peterson, "The Reading Readiness Frog·ram of the Iron- · 
wood PubJic Schools.", Elementary School J"ournaJ.., 37, 1937, :pp.4~8-46 
,1/Carrie :mr. Scott, "An Evaluati.on Of Training in-Readiness 
Classes", Elementary School J"ournal, 48, 1937, :pp.27-32. 
.v 
Teegarden compared progress in reading in the first 
grade on the part of children who had received kinderga!te? 
training with those who had not. She found that those with 
. .. 
training made greater progr~ss in far larger proportion than 
those without training. 
The foregoing evidence proves that training in visual dis-
crimination does help the children in learning to read, and 
- .. ' ~ 
for that reason, holds undisputed right 'to being a factor of 
Reading-Readiness. 
. . 
Lan~age Factors.--
:V 
"Since reading is '¢. primarily concerhed with mean-
ings, the·re is every r·eason to bel'i ev~ that the child 
who understands the meaning of a la.rge number of spoken 
words ·and is familiar with their use ih sentences is be·t-
ter equipped to undertake the next step--working with the 
symbols that represent these words." 
gj 
Also Stor.m and Smith offer: 
"Perhaps the greatest cnntri btiti on which the k·inder-
garten can make to the children's first· steps in reading 
is that of enla.rging and enri"ching their experience. 
Meaningful concepts aid in reading: 
(l) E.Y aiding in recognition (2) :Sy aiding in interpreting meaningful t/ 
concepts. · -
(3) Pr"ovi.ding first-hand experiences 
~ Nature excursions 
b Individual excursions 
c Social contacts 
d Experience with raw material 
e Play activities 
g
f) Constructive activities · 
) Providing vicarious experiences. 11 
1/Lorene Teegarden, "The Kindergarten and Reading Reversals," 
Childhood Education, 1932, pp. 82-83. 
gjGrace E. Storm and Nila :s. Smith, o:p'. cit. p. 118 
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11 Betts says:: 
"Sine~ reading is only one step removed from the 
child's use of auditory symbols, 1 t i"s reasonabTe to 
c0ncl-ude that control over ·oral language 'is a prime 
prequtsite to reading •••• Speech defects, and the use 
of "baby talk" may be obstacles to suce·s·s:f'hl :partici:. 
patlon in read-ing ••• Some children who have a limited 
vocabularly are not able to express themselv~s in sen-
tences; hence'· t~ey are_ not ready .~? read senten_?es •• .: .• -~ 
. At ·six years of age, the a:verage child is estimated 
to have a vocabulary of about twenty-five hundred words. 
The average child begin's to 'Use complete sentences in.: 
volving all parts of speech at the age of three or four 
years." 
A good speaking vocabulary is of ustmost importance as a 
foundation ·for learning to read. 
ment, children are quick t·o·make 
gives us the following i~ems for 
Given a little encourage-· 
. - ·-y 
frien·ds with words. Adams 
increasing the vocabul~!~: 
"(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Play prepara.tion games such as "Put the hall 
into-the bag"• Go·on, using under, beside, 
below, behind, etc. · 
Adverb game--Walk to the door quietly or slowly, 
or noisily, etc. 
Adjective· games·---Thihk of something in the room 
that is soft, hard, etc. · 
Children tell stories of pictures they have 
drawn. 
Children retell or dramatize stories read to · 
them. · ·· ·· 
Learn new words in relation to film strips or 
films·~ 
May memorize ·songs, poems, and rhymes. 
Exchange out-of-school experiences. 
Teacher helps children to be word conscious." 
1)Emmett L. Betts, op. cit., p.l28. 
g/Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, op. cit. p. 151. 
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Betts contributes that reading is a process, not a 
subject end: 
"Speech, reading, and writing are social. instruments; 
hence, instruction is effect·ive to the degree that these 
basic skills and abilities are developed in situations 
socially significant to t.he learner. · The teacher must 
recognize wide ranges in background o:f~experience. The 
l~arner must have had experience·s with the facts, if he 
is to be able to cope with the language used to represent 
the facts. In short, experience must precede reading, 
is the·reconstruction of +.he facts behind the symbols." gj .. 
McKee offers suggestions for developing a good listening 
vocabulary: 
11 (1) Provide the pupil with rne or more direct ex-
periences in \Vhich the given word is used. 
(2
3
) Use the new word in talking with the pupil. 
( ) Tell or read one or more stories in which the 
new word-is used and its meaning made clear. 
(4) Provide opportunity for pupils t0 carry on con-
versations about things they hPve done, seen, 
and heard. Sometimes a pupil who knows the 
word will use it in his talking. 
(5) Encourage the pupil to make use of the new word 
in his talking. ~e best encouragement is a 
rich course of study in oral composition." y 
Harrison urges training in using sentences: 
"(1) Free and spontaneous conversing 
(2) Sharing and rela.ting experiences 
(3l Telling stories !4 Com:ri?ring group and individual letters 5 Dramatizing stories 6 Playing games having spoken pArts 
1/EDIDle+t L. Betts, o:p. cit • p .10 • 
g/Pe.ul McKee, op. cit. p.l63. 
£/.r.L~ Lucille Harrison, op. cit. pp. 50 and 52. 
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i 
1s e. fa.9tor (l:~i~e clol!el:r !ffelate.<l 'to :efficiency bi ~ea.dlngt 'but 
. .·, " : r:. '. ·• . - -. • . . ' 
a.lso tlu.t 1 t 1 s not ·an · ~1,llpeliine; ob~ta:e1e tor whicb. )?U.pil~a can-
·ntl't comp$nsa t·e .. 
one .;publiea.tltWJ.g/ ~an ece:Uant ~h~.ck list for ·~~·f,i.l vo.• 
I • ' ' ,. ; • .; •, ,' '., ;' 't • 0 ' ' ' ', • ·,, 
:OO'bula.:tey during the first $Chcel yea.~~ · 
·.·. !l ... '. ' . ' .... ' . '' .. 
· :ntoem ooritributae the follewin_s~.· n'l'he development of the 
. . ,' ' I, •' ' 
ability to recall the incidents the~ oe.tt\!r d;"tr~ng tb,e con tin,. 
. . - ' . ' .. ' . . . 
strut ion progre;.m"" Atui. tben a~ts that a eb.U~*s· e;trtaimnent in 
: .. 
beginning re.a_ding is· sffeeil$4 to a oo.neidt)ra.'ble elttent by tha 
Dutitbeit of wltd$l i'or Which· ._a knOWEf. the. ~ean~ng. 
jJ'stster::siein'iia.e• · a:p. ei t1J · 
2.1P:r. §tU?;i: of .. the .Vo:ca.l1Ulf3rl'l,'O'f -.Cht.~dren b,sf(j&;e ~tite~iiJS. t~ 
'Firat Grade• Child_·stu<%y· Cotnmi tte$ o:r. ~he. +n~arna:tiona.l l~lnde:r• 
sa.1:ten Union, Wtt.1;1hing'~ott·; Diatr1.ot CQlturibiat J;nte-tional 
Ifindttt'garten Uzt:t~ 19~8. . · · 
.!/M:• E. ~ell!· et ~1, E~fegjfive Reagigs1 Instruct,igni in .t'M. El~ 
mental!':'[ School• · ~G!faw Rill·. :Moi. · Compa,ny • ·Xneo:.t"p-o~a :ee:d, ··New 
Yorl\:, :t942t ;p.ea. · . 
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Adams instructor in the elementary school, University of 
Chicago, beJieves that not until children have developed some 
. --·· 
ability in oral expression can they be expected to comprehend 
or reproduce through reading, the ideas of others. She s~gges s 
a self-chosen activi~y period daily when children are allowed 
to talk as they work. An ability is developed not only to 
..- ... 
express individual ideas on a given topic b~t also to under-
stand and act on the ideas of others, a most important fore-
runner of the ability to understand printed ideas.--":Sy the 
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ti~e a child is able to tell about an experience in a suffi-
ciently complete, clear, organized faSion as to command the at-
tention of his audience, so far as l&Rguage skills are concerne ,~ 
he is ready to begin to read." y 
We are asked by Clowes if we can teach children to read 
before the.r have an adequate verbal vocabulary. She urges the 
taking of real experiences into the class room and allowing and 
encouraging talking. 
2.1 
Bannon studied to discover the meaning sixty kinder-
garten children had for certain words in first grade reading 
books. Two hundred and ninety two words were found that a 
YOlga Adams, nrmplications of Language in Beginning Reading 11 , 
Childhood Education, 12., January 1936, p.l60. . 
··- ~ ·--
.@/Helen c. Clowes, 11Meastlres Which Can be Used in Kindergart-en 
to Prevent Reading Disability Cases 11 , Childhood Education , 6, 
January 1930, pp.452-5?. 
~.[s,ry Elizabeth Bannon, "Some Comprehension Problems in the 
Kindergarten", Unpublished Master's Thesesi, Boston University 
School of Education 1950. 
child might have difficulty in comprehending. One hundred 
words were chosen for the test. Sixty children were tested. 
Airplane was the only word known by all. There were 21 words 
known by only 50 per cent of the ~ro?P• The fields of trans-
portation and food were most familiar. The most difficult 
were the fields of wearing apparel and nature. There was no 
essential difference between the word comprehension of boys 
and girls. Results showed a program of word enrichment by 
kindergarten children. y 
Enright investigated 63 first grade reading books to 
find list of unusual words that would require a background of 
understanding. Six hundred and fifty two words were found. 
~icture vocabulary tests were given to measure the difficulties 
of these words and she concluded that: (1) the older the child, 
the better his vocabulart; (2) there is no essential differ-
ence in word knowledge between ur1Jan and rural children, and 
(3) boys vary slightly superior in world knowledge. g/ . 
Beery cautions us that vocabulary development is viewed 
... , 
as a necessary part of the total program in reading, language, 
and thinking, but not as an end in itself. She gives the fol-
lowing suggestions for developing word meaning in the kindergarten. 
1/Elizabeth Lenora Enright, The Analysis of Kindergarten Children's 
Speaking Vocabulary in Relation to First Grade Reading Needs, 
Unpublished ].IIaster' s thesis, JliBos ton Uni ver si ty, 1943. 
-· . -
_g/Althea Beery, "Development of Reading Vocabulary and Word Re-
cognition", Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-eighth year-
book, Part 2, of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Chicago, Illinois, 1949, p.l?5. 
"(1) Provide many first hand experiences that will 
stimulate speech--experiences with people, objects, events, 
and institutions in the immediate enviDonment which have 
significance for children. Precede, accompany, and ~ollo~ 
these· experiences with discussion and informal conversation" 
in small groups as well as large, so that appropriate ver-
bal labels may be attached to concepts. 
(2) Encourage class enterpri'se·s that· enable"'ch'ildre~ 
t·o· organiz-e and· veroalize their- experHmces and· to take 
responsibility for making, carrying out, and reporting 
group plans. 
(3) Supplement direct· experiences with 'the· use of: . I 
'pihcture books'. pictures 'i:irid otlier audio-visual aids suit- v 
able in content to children's backgrounds a.:nd interests. 
(4) Provide time and opportunity formu9h free con-
versation. as ·children engage in small group activl. ties. · 
Encourage .. children to·- talk informally ab·out out-of' s·chool 
situations.- .. "Re·cent studies· indicate that' much of. 'tne· . --
child's vocabulary ls not i.ised lil: s·chool as 1 t is usUa.lly 
conducted~ rroVide ricn language e~(p'eriences in addi-t'ion 
to· discussion an·a ·conversation·, such as listening to ·tne 
teacher tellor ·read stories or poems; engaging in drama-
tic or re:pres·entative play; retelling and dramatizin-g ·· ·· 
stories; dictating to the teacher messages, plans, or label~ 
for pictures. 
( 5) En·c-ourage children to ·experim-eht wi tn many 
kinds -of mat eria.r::...:. clay, paints, ·crayons, pap·er·; ce.rd-
board, cloth, wool, blocks. Frequently tne 'discussion 
growing out of the use of these media will further clarify 
concepts. 
- · ( 6)- Help individual chil'd'ren to overc·ome ·sJ?eech 
irregularities since such irregularities hinder speech de-
velopment. 
(7) Use "instru·ctional 11 tall and procedures that ---
will contribute to-clarify the concej,)ts. Interest childre11 
in words'by discussing specific words appropriate to the 
occasion. 
(8) Pr-ovide consciously for ·the orgahizatl"oii and 
extension of·meanings. Young children can i'llustrate word~ 
and sentences and the subse·quent discussion can ·give child-
ren insight into various meanings of a word. Pairs of 
prepositions as UP, DO~~, and llT, OUT, lend themselves to 
this type of treatment. " 
• 
.. y . 
Culkin believes:-."T?-.e_roots of reading a_re_ carefully 
cultivated in the kindergart~. The reading re~diness estab-
lished there greatly expedites the whole process." 
' . - ·y .. 
Betts says that the best way to evaluate the child's 
ability in oral language is to observe him in action. He 
offers +.he following guide: 
"(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
Background of experience. 
A. Does the child speak a foreign language 
in the home-{ 
B. Is-he r·easonabl'y familiar with different 
ty-pes ·of" 'chi'ldrem·rs li t·e·rature? · 
c~ Is he reasonably 'familiar With his co:mntunity? 
D. Does he have a reasonable amount of science 
inf-ormation at his comm·and? 
Social adjustments in language situations. 
A. Is the child a good listener? 
B. Does he know when to contribute to a dis-
. cuss'ion? 
Vocabulary. 
A. Does the child ·evidence a control over the 
many use·s of words? · · · 
B. Does he attempt to use· new words employed 
by teacher· an·d ·classmates? 
Sentence Structure.· · 
A. Does he have adequate control over complex 
and ·compound sentences as well as over 
simple sentences? 
B. Does he use sentences of at least six or 
seven words in length? 
Speech production~ 
A. Is he reas·onably free froin defect's? 
B. Is-his speech-understood by his classmates? 
Hearing· comprehension·. · · · · · 
A. Does the child understand stories· r·ead to him 
lr~ Does tlie child have a hearing impairment? 
Visual comprehension. · 
A. Can the child interpret a picture sequence? 
B. Can he anticipate a conclusion? 
c. Does he have a visual defect? " 
1/ Mabel L. Culkin, Teaching the Youngest, The Macmill Compe.ny, 
New York, 1949. p.202. 
g/Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. p.307. 
y 
From her studies Anderson g~eaned that phonic analysis 
is an important factor in teaching reading; •th:=t phonics 
should not be regarded as a distinct method of teaching; 
the.t all children do not need the same amount of phonic train-
ing; +ha.t phonics should be introduced after +he :pupil has ac-
quired ~ vocabulary of fro:m 60-75 words; that phonic training 
sh0uld be conducted at e, sepe,rate period from thPt of the reg-
ular work in reading; th.?t. ear end voice training should preced« 
eye training; and the.t short drills e.nd games are desira1Dle 
media for the teaching of :phonics. 
The above studies e.nd the comments and suggesti_ons of 
the aforementioned authorities on reading :make us agree with y 
Culkin the,t:--"Langue,ge is the essential skill for beginning 
school work. 11 
·y-
The Emotional Factor;- .. A study v:as :made_ by Wi_l~ing to_ . 
determine whether personality maladjustment was a cause cf read-
ing disability. He said he cou!d discover in the literature 
on the subject only one case where the emotional difficulty 
preceded the reading difficulty. 
1/Eune. l·[. Anderson, Phonics and Its Relation to Reading in 'the 
Primary Grade~ Master's Thesis, 1940, Eas-t Texas State Teacheis College. 
g/MabeJ L .. Culkin, o:p. cit. :p.l88. 
,YS. Vincent Wilking; "Persone,li t.y Maladjustment as a Causative 
Fac+.or i:n Reading Disability·, Eleinenti:u'y School -J"ourna.l, 
Vol. XLll, Nt~ber 4, December 1941, pp. 268-279. 
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Witty emphasizes the close association between subject 
failures and emotional disturbances. He quotes from many 
s+.udies carried on at Northwestern University which present 
evidence of clear relationship between poor reading and emo-
tional problems. He stresses their importance of preventing 
failures anci concludes:-- 11This can most effectively be accom-
plished by providing successful first experiences in reading." 
We have not obtained conclusive evidence of the necessity 
for social and emotional adffiustment as a basis of reading, y' ' 
Falk says, yet:--"The shock of finding themselves living for 
several hours of the day in the presence of thirty or forty 
other children is sufficient to cause emotional strain for cer-
tain children. " 
On the same subject the same author continues:--nM~s:tt 
kindergarten teachers should be more concerned about the mental 
hygiene of their pupils than about their sense of rhythm, their 
memory of poems, or any other single phase of development." 
JjPaul Witty; ReadTng in Modern Education, D. c. Heath and Com-
pany, Boston, Massachusetts, 1949, p. 447 
g/Ethel Mabie P.P.lk, "The Development of Basic Attitudes and 
~abi ts in the Primary Grades", Reading Readiness", Recent :mrends 
in Reading; Vol. Number 49, 1939, University of Chicago Press, 
Illinois, pp. 45-60. 
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The part played by the emotions in our Reading-Readiness 
. v 
picture is clear to Harrison , who says: 
"General emotional stability is one of'- the personal 
:factors that is required before a· child can react with 
intellectual efficiency to a new problem. Poor en-
vironmental background during his early years. may. ma~e 
it quite impossible for him to meet the new and d~ff~cult 
situations without emotione,l strain. Difficulty in 
adjusting to the scho0l situation may bring about emotion 1 
maladiustment to such an extreme th?,t learning is inter-
:fereduwith. The kindergarten has amorig its aims those 
of stabilizing the child's ~m~ti~nal status and adjust-
ing the child. to the school situations." 
In speaking of. t.he emotional factor of Reading-Readiness, y . . 
Smith says:--"At",the outset the ch~ld must he,ve the habit 
of success in all his undertakings." y 
According to Betts social adjustment and emotional ad-
justment loom large among the many interrupted factors in 
readiness for reading. He _continues: 
"One of the chief' goal·s of education is social ad-justment; hence, one of the primary factors to be con-
sidered in readiness for reading is social adjustment. 
Personality is something to be achieved. Emotional 
conditionings during pre-school years and the early 
school years appear to contribute substantially to 
personality. Desirable adjustment is reflected in 
self-confidence, persistance, ability to concentrate 
attention on the task at hand, desirable school atti-
tudes, an'"d general emotional stability. Persnality 
problems appear· to;t.in:fluence behavior in reading ·situ-
ations in two ways. First, the personality of the 
j}'Lucille M .. Harrison-;· Reading·Rea·diness t Houghto~ Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1939, :PP.• 27 and 28. 
g/Charles Smith and My;vtle R. Jens-en, "Educational Psychol.o"gica 
and Physiolo-gical Fact'Ors in· Reading Readiness 1. 11 Elementary 
School Journal, Vol. 36, :Humber 8, April, May, 1936, p.682. 
. ~ - . . 
~ett Alb"ert Betts, Foundations· o:f Reading Instruction, New 
York, American Book Comrany, 1946-ih950, p.117 •. 
beginner may :facilitate or int.er:fer·e with adJustment in 
reading activities. Second, inabilftY "to sticcee·d· in 
reading situations may ":Produce unde:Birs.blel:P~sonali ty .. ' . 
traits.In short, personality· ·characteristics may be ·cas~l 
or they may grow out of thEf rea-ding situation. · In any . 
event; they are Important·· factors for the ·teacher to con-
sider. s·ocial adjustment i"s on"e o!' t.he factors in· readi-
ness for reading that the teacher can do something about." 
·y . . . - .... . 
He emphasizes his belief as :follows: 
"Pro~essional literature on- readiness ·for reading 
emphasizes social and emotional adjustment as one of' the 
major fac·tors in succes·s vri"th reading ·actl vi ties. Some 
of the specific goals may be outlined as follows: 
VIbid 
1. To· stimulate a desire for and an interest in 
reading. 
1. t·o maintain the child 1 s attitude of 
wanting-to-knowness, 
2. t·cr ·promote ·the child's insight into the 
relationships between symbols and the 
things fcir which they stand · 
3. to encour·age the bhild to browse" in books 
4. ·to stimulate the childt s interest in stories 
and books. 
11. To broaden in·ter·ests: 
1. to advance interests· in various types of 
children's literature · 
2. to extend interest in environment" 
3. to promote interest in music, arts, and 
the·· crafts 
4. t• set the stage so the.t learning is a 
personal problem :for +he child .. · · · 
5. ·to devel'op attitudes of interest in the 
activities of others 
111. To develop independ"e:ht work habits·; · 
p.l53. 
1. to" .dev·elbp habit·s of· concentration for 
reasonable periods of time 
2. to develop-ability to assUl!Je responsibility 
for·ov.m supplies 
3~ to develop ability to assume responsibility 
for own conduct 
l02 
4. to develop alJiJ.ity to follow instructions 
5. to d'evelop ability t'o wo'rk vii thout interrupt· 
ing activities 'of 'classmates . .. 
6. to develop the ability to begin an actiV:ity 
without dawdling · · 
7. to develop the ablli ty t·o pJ.an a sequence 
of s'teps 'fo'r 'completing a task 
8. to pr·omote ·a feeling of satisfaction ir.i 
c?m:t:let.i?g an ~cti vi ty 
lV. To develop an awareness of pupil responsibility 
to the group 
1. To develop the ability to co-operate with 
committee· 
2. to develop ability to plan group or indiv-
idual activities under guidance of the 
teacher -
3. to develop the 'co-operative atti ttid'e 
4. to' develop' the ability to share ideas and 
:possessions with other children 
5. to develop the abiJ.itY to participate 
constructively 1h an activity · · ·· 
6. to "develop the ability to evaluate (iuali-
fications for leadership 
7. to further the child's ability to. concede 
individual ideas in favor of group decisions. 
v. To promote socia.l adequacy. 
1. to encourag·e the pupils to make friends 
~-~. with teacher end other children · 
2. to :promote ability to enjoy play activities 
with other children · 
3. to develop the e,bili ty to give and take 
in social activities · · · · 
4. to promote self-confidence borne of self-
respect · 
5. ·to develop an intelligent and reasoning 
attitude towards authority 
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Vl. To develop courteous respon·ses in social situations. 
l.to devel<'p poise in meeting people 
2. to develop the ability to listen attentively 
3. to sensitize the child to the heed for 
·taking turns in informal. discussions. and pla-;y 
activities without monopolizing the st·tuationFo 
4. to develop habits of courtesy hi conversation" 
such as,, 11 yes 11 , instead of "uh--huh. 11 
5. to develop habits of working without interupt~ 
ing the teacher when she is working with 
other children ·· 
6. to develop a healthy attitude towards critici~m. 
Vll. To develop loyal'ty. 
1. to encour·age loya·lty to group 
2. to encourage lo · yal ty to ·s-chool 
3. to :Promote religious tolerance 
4. to· develop tolerance and :pride in :foreign 
pe..rentage." 
·y 
Bond and Wagner note that i:f the child is emotionally 
immature or insecure for any reason, his reading will su:f:fer. 
·y· .. 
Much the same idea is expressed by Storm and Smith ·who say: 
--"It is not only what a child does that educates him. The 
. . . 
emotional reactions which accompany the doing play a crucial 
. y 
part. 11 And by Leary : 
!And 
- ·"Emotions are important determiners o:f su·ccess or 
:failure in learning t·o read. No teache·r can afford to 
take chances with an atmos·phel:'e that is anything bU:t 
:fri·endly, calm, and livable, :free :from str€dn and pres-
sure, and· :from unnecessary noise and confusion • 11 
. - ·y 
by Fuller : 
"The child learns better when he is well adjusted; 
he is well adjusted wnen he liv·es in an environment where 
he :feels reasonably secure; he :feels secure when he is 
with contemporaries-in situations where enough eohtrol 
exists ·to keep his· pattern of living somewhat consistent, 
yet where enough :freed.oin exists to pern1i t :free expression 
o:f his creative impulses. 11 
yBond and Wagner, op. cit. p. 56. 
:104 
VGrace E. Storm and Nila B.· Smith, Reading AC'tivi t"ies in th~ · 
:Frimary Grades, Ginn and Company, .Boston, Massachusetts,. 1930. p 56. 
yBernice c. Leary, n·what Does Research ·say about Reading?",···· 
J"ournal of Educat'iona.l Research, Vol. 39, February 1946, :p. 441. 
. . . .. -··· 
~~e Forty-Sixth Yearbook o:f the National Society for the Study 
o:f Education, Part 11; 1948; ·university o:f Chicago Press, 
Chicago 37, Illinois. p. 104. 
y 
Washburn~ also thinks the same: 
"A child who is very much ups·et emot"ionally· as a 
result of a nome si·tuation, as a result of trouble· 
between his father''ahd mother, or by being pushed at 
home, or by being P8.lPI>el'ed, or by jealousy of a younger 
brother is not emotionally ready to learn some of the 
things we would like to teach him." 
. . ·y .. 
Adams, Gray, and Reese have much to say concerning social 
adjustments: 
·· 
11All :persons need to f'eeT want-ed and to have a·-
sense of belonging. A teacherts warm acceptance of 
each child is essential to his sense of well being·. 
She must· make him· feel tha.t 'he is a weiJ;oome and important 
member of the school family. 
A smile·, a pat, or a cheery· conftneht will show a 
child the affection which the teacher feels. Ready 
appraisal· of the child t s accomplismnents; no matte·r 
how minor, pays· dividends. The· teacher should dis-
cover the "isolates" and the 11neglectees." y . 
They list as the basal needs for social adjustment: 
"1. The desire fmr social a];)];)roval 
2. The desire for security 
3. The desire for in'dividuality 
4. The desire for mastery 
5. The desire for new experience. 
................... ~ ......... . 
An attidt1lde of' whoJ:e·some sel'f-pride is essential to good 
mental health and reading-readiness. 
Sociometric studies indica·te that the child's status 
in the group. affects his att'itud"etowards scnool arid l"eads 
to tne·conclusion· that, in general, the more social re::.:. 
lationship the happier the child, whether he is mentally 
bright or mentally dull ••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ycarleton w. Washburne, op. cit. p.33. 
-·· -
g/ Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, Teaching· Children 
to Read, The Ronald ~ress Company, New Yor~ 1949, p.l41. 
£/Ibid p.ll5 
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· Children who have deve1o~ed the ~uality of self-
dependence learn to read more easily. The skilled t·ea-
cher sees to it that each child has his share of op:por-
tuni ty to :parti-cipate in any· ac'ti vi ty, whether it is· 
r·eading of experience stories, running of errands, or 
:participating in games. She tries to make each child 
feel that he is contributing something unique and worth-
while to group undertakings." y '' 
McKee speaks of the emotional disturbances connected 
with maladjustments in the home, in the school, and in other 
social situations. He suggests that the teacher, to help 
the emotionally immature, might: 
"1. Talk · tactfully with child- and t>erha:ps with 
his :parents to discVver the cause or causes 
of his emotional disturbance. -
2. Help the child to feel that you--his teacher-
are his friend and to· have confidence in you. 
3. Help ~he child to be friendly with the other 
boys and girls and to act as a member of a 
group. · 
4. Help the child to gain self-confidence and to· 
feel tha,t he is im:porta.nt to others. n 
0 ~· R y 
Hinks , after an experiment at Harvard with fifteen 
·children, concluded that the intellectual difficulty is in-
creased by the emotional traits. 
J;/Ibid. :p.ll? 
g/Paul McKee, YJ:lie Teaching of Reading ln the Elementary- f:rchool, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1948, p.l75. 
R ~ • • '~ • -
~lizabeth M. Hinks, "Disability in Reading and its Relation 
to Personali-ty'', Harvard ·]J[onoetraphs in Education,Number· ? , 
Cambridge, ]fussachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1926, 
:PP• l-90. 
1_06 
In a coo~erative study of Reading-Readiness in Madison, 
..... y 
the invest.igators found that about one fourth of the first 
grade children were socially unadjusted. 
.. y' . ' 
Brogan cites several cases showing how self-res~ect 
was ~ostured in six year olds. 
- - - y - - ... . .... 
Broom places importance to music in the ~re-reading 
:pro~ram because it offers o~~ortuni_ty ~or the ex~ress_ion 
of feelings t:-l.nd emotions that· are satisfying to children. 
···y 
It is summed up by Witty in this way: 
"¥-eadiness for ·reading depends also u~on emoti'Cmal 
dev·elo:pment ·and social··maturi ty, which are reflected 
in a child's activities as well as in his social re-
lationshi~s. .. The child' 'who is prepared best for read-
ing is able t·o work in harmony with other children. 
He should be-able to express his own ideas clearly. . He 
should have··developed the ability to give and sustain 
attention as he ·n:stens to stories. And he should 
have learned to approach new learning situations· with 
feelings of self-confid'eri.ce and security. Stable home 
environment and good classroom atmosphere contribute 
to develo:pment of these abilities." 
It is clear that the reading authorities place im~ortance 
. . . 
to the emotional factor in reading-readiness)but it is clear 
we need statistical ~roof of its value. 
1/Madison Public Schools, A Co-o~erative Study of Reading 
Readiness, Madison, Wisconsin, June 1937. 
g/Peggy Dunn Brogan, 11 Builaing Self-respect in Children", 
Childhood Education, Vol. 19, September 1942, ~P· 5-S. 
£1M .. E .. Broom, e·t. Pel.-,- Effective Reading Instruc·tion in the 
Elementary School, McGraw Hill Book Company, Incorporated, 
New York, 1942, p. 96. 
!/Paul Witty, "Reading Success and· Emotional Adjustment 11 , 
Elementary English XXVll, May 1950, ~· 64. 
. 0? 
:Y 
Experience Factors.-- Lamoreaux and Lee speak of the 
need for plenty of experiences: 
"A chi'ld must have a. background of experience. 
Our only means of unae·rstanding, of interpreting what 
we see and hear and feel is· through our o'Wn experiences, 
real and vicarious. - '\\'hen a childts backgrounei of' ex-
pe~ience is so limited that he can £ind in it no basis 
for in·t'erpreting the material he reads,it vdll have no 
more meaning for him than highly· te-chnical material in 
unfamiliar field would for us. Teachers must be very 
sure that every child has a background of experience to 
make the story meaningful." 
.. . . y' . 
Adams, Gray, and Reese offer six ways for broadening the 
general background and providing experiences: 
11 1. Excursions about the neighborhood to a fire 
station, pet store, post office, house under 
construction~ · · 
2. Making things from clay and blocks of wood. 
3. Teacher read·ing ·or telling stories. 
4. Poems read or learned. 
5. Pets brought to s·chool and cared for. 
6. Collections of various kinds. 
7. Filin strips. · 
8. Science corner. 11 
'Y 
Harrison stresses the fact that there can be no reading 
without meanings and that there can be no meanings without a 
wealth of concepts, 
lOB 
1/Lillian Lamoueaux,·Dorris Lee, Learning to Read Through 
Experience, New York, _7Appleton-Century, _Incorporated_, 1943, P• • 
y'Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, Dora Reese' Teaching Children to Rea , 
The Ronald Press Comrany, New York, 1949, P• ~49. 
!2./Lucille M. Harri·son, Reading Readiness, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts, p.34. 
"Types of first hand experiences. 
1. Excursions 
2. Social experience 
3. Construction activities 
4. Practical experience 
5. Games 
Vicarious experiences by means of: 
1. Stories·· 
2. Pictures 
3. Poems 
4. Songs 
5. Discussing and relating experiences." y····· 
Experience she says shouli be in connection with fields 
of subject matter which are within the comprehension of the 
children and from which the story matter of first reading 
books have been taken. y 
11 1. Excursion to neighborhood grocery store 
2. A trip to any market garden 
3. A trip to tne dairy 
4. A tril) to J'apanese florist 
5. A trip to campers greenhouses 
6. An excursion to a busy s'treet' corner 
?. An excursion to a railroad station 
8. To the airport to observe ~l.M~IS 
9. To a broadcasting station 
10. To a chicken hatchery 
11. To a boy1 s house to see chickens and rabbits, 
pigeons, and ducks. 
12 • To a farm. 11 
Social experiences in school give concepts: 
1/ Ibid 
g/Ibid p.39. 
Birthday celebrations 
Entertaining others 
Sharing experiences and possessions 
The Toy band 
Dramatic activities 
1.09 
Construction Activities: 
]~aking toy airplanes 
Making a bus 
Making toy boats 
Making a booklet, vegetables, toys, fruit. 
Practical exy.erience: 
Games: 
y· 
~obs in the kindergarten 
Planting a garden 
Planting bulbs for gifts 
A kindergarten sale 
Playing shadow tag 
Playing zoo • 11 
Monroe believes the making of experience charts is val-
uable: 
"The role of experience is i:£ special sign1fi qanoe 
when the child is introduced to reading materials~ The 
first words to be read should be related·- to his O.wh ex-
periences at home and in school. The use of pupil-
di"ctated charts of'fers an effective way of providing 
reading materials associat·ed w±th''first h"and· ·observatl"on 
and experience. From these charts a· vocabulary can be . 
developed to constitute each child's basic stock of sight 
words • 11 · y 
Cantor made a study of the knowledge, skills, and atti-
tudes gained from nine planned kindergarten excursions. She 
states that more than two hundred conc~~ts were given back-
ground in experience through excursions. 
~arion Monroe, op. cit. p.93. 
~A~a Cantor, An Hist~rical·Philos~phical a.n~·-scienti~ic_ St:UdY 
pf K~ndergarten ExcursJ.ons as a Bas~s for Soc~al Adapt~on and 
~eading Readiness, Unpublished :Master's thesis, University of 
Cincinnati, 1935. 
1:10 
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y 
Culkin has much to say on the value of excursions. 
She cautions that such excursions must be organized care-
fully. The teacher's :methods are informal, but _she must 
know exactly what she is doing. She suggests carryin~ a 
basket to bring back souvenirs and allowing time for "talking" 
over the trip. 
·g; 
Waters studied the type of experience that pupils should 
have in order to read and understand the content of the read-
era used in the first grade. She then provided in the kinder-
garten types of experience in -~h~c~ ~he_ pupils were deficient 
and _found that the experimental group mad_e far more rapi_?. 
progress in reading during the first grade than a control 
group which had not had similar experience. 
In ··regard to providing wide experience, the opinion of 
'Y 
many men is as follows: 
"Pupils who are pr'epar'ed to learn to read when they 
enter school usually spend from four to six weeks· on 
reading lessons based on experiences before they are 
introduced. This is on the assumption that eighty or 
i/Mabel L. Culkin, op. cit. pp.59-'74 
. . 
g/Dori s Waters, "Pre-Reading Experiences", Education, 54 .• 
1934, PP• 308-12. 
3/The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Pub-
lishing Company, p.38. 
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more minutes are devoted daily to'reading or to activit"ies 
which prepare for reading lessons-. ·Instruction of this 
kind should be continued.until pupils acquire keeri interes 
in reading and a sight vocabulary sufficient to enable 
them to recognize without help a large majority of words 
in a primer. 11 
&?stilling a Desire to Read.-- Another factor in the read-
ing-readiness program is creating a desire to learn t'o ·read. y 
In her plea fDr better books for children, Smith de-
clares~--~A_ love of reading is one of the greatest gifts 
which mchool or home can give to children, and love of reading 
is achieved first of'all through finding pleasure in books." y· - . 
So thinks Cole who says:--"A child who avoids looking at 
books, never looks at pictures·, is not ready to read. Until 
he wants to learn there is not much use in trying to force him.' 
On the question of arousing interest in reading Storm 
'ij 
and Smith write: 
"Psycho-logis-ts are· agreed that intere-st is a funda-
mental factor in any type of economical learning. \illh.en 
an individual is-keenly desirous of entering into an·activ" 
ity, there is a:vailable a funa·of energy that is'in-a· · 
11.2 
state of indifference or disaster. In·terest begets at-
tention and learning is acquired more rapidly and permanen ly 
1/Dora. V. ·Smith, "Literature end Personal Reading", Reading in . 
the Elementary School, The- Forty.;.Eighth-·Yearbook of the NationaJ 
Society for-the Study of Education, Part 11, University of 
Chicago Press, 1949. 
g/Lucille Cole, op. cit. p. 291. 
'ijGrace E. Storm and Nila B. Smith, op. cit. p. 121 
when the lear-ner is working at a high level of attention. 
All this emphasizes the importance of the kindergarten's 
contribution in building up interest in reading." 
- .w·• •• 
As· a help in creating a desire for reading, the st;Une y 
writers suggest notices on the board to tell: 
"You may water the plants, John.··· 
You may feed the goldfish, George. 
You may put the books neatly on the table, Rose. 
You may wash the blackboard, Mary. 
You· may clean the erasers, Laurence. 11 y ..... . 
Harrison also suggests: 
"Because interest is a fundamental factor in any 
typ·e of learning a wise kindergarten teacher shows how 
pleasure and satisfaction may be gained from the ability 
to read. Have a reading corner filled with attractive-
books. Having children from an upper gracfe invited to 
read to kindergarten children is good. Learning to 
write a few words on a typewriter stimulates an interest 
in reading." 
3~ 
Six ways of creating the desire to read are given by McKee 
e,s follows; 
111. Teacher may read aloud. It is importa.nt to 
reading, however, that the success of the tea-
cher's oral reading in stimulating the child's 
desire t.o learn to read depends almost entirely 
upon the degree to which t.he material fits the 
child's interests. 
2. Plenty of picture books on low book shelves; it 
is not intended that the pupil. re~.d the tex-t 
given-in the books; the books are to serve as 
sources in which good pictures can be perused· by 
the pupil, in which the teacher can find available 
selections to read aloud, and which the pupil can 
turn to go through interesting illustrated se-
lections which teacher has read f'loud. 
3. Letters, records of group experiences, notices, 
rules 9 poems, etc. dictated by the class to the 
!/Storm a~d Smith, op. cit. p.66. 
g/Lucille Harrison, Reacling Readiness, Houghton 1\Kifflin, 1939. 
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teacher may be printed on blackboard or reading 
chart. 
4. A §crapbook should be made containing good pic-· 
tures representative of experiences of the class. 
5. :Pupils from the first or second grade ma>y be in-
vited to read aloud to the class. 
6. Posters or printed directions should abound. 
Objects about the roommay be labelled." 
The research on this subject is scanty • 
. 11 
Wotor Skills.-- Gessell's studies included motor skills 
emphasizmmg the hand and eye combination. At the five year 
age level he included under motor :cteveU:~pnent; steadiness in 
the fish test, copying a square, a triangle, and a hexagon; 
tracing a cross, a>nd copying a diamond in ink. 
. y 
To quote Monroe : 
"Poor motor control is often observed in children who 
show the following cheora.cteristics in reading: 
1. Excessive reversals and repeti tion·s · 
2. Erratic, impulsive behavior with fEequent 
failure to attend to reading for more than 
brief periods. 
3. Variations in the rate af' reading such as 
very slow-rate or impulsively rapid, Jerky, 
or spasmodic reading. -
4. Stammering during oral reaning. 
5. Erratic, uncontrolled eye movement. 11 
In September 105 first grade children were given the Gates 
Reading Readiness Test, the Pintner Cunningham Test of Mental 
Ability, the Murphy Test of Visual and Auditory Discrimination, 
11.4 
!/A. Gessell, Mental Growth of the Pre-School Child, Macmillan, ~926. 
g/MHrion Monroe· and·- :Ber+ie· Ba·ckus; Remedia·l Readin·g, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, ].fussachusetts 1937, pp. 19-20. 
and an original test of Motor Skills. Reading achievement was 
measured by the Detroit Word Recognition Test in February. 
. - - 11 -' ' . . 
It was a study by Saunders to show the relationship of certain 
readiness factors to achievement in beginning reading. 
1. All factors studied showed fairly low positive 
correlations. 
2. The factors ranged in this ~rder--
Metital age .545 
Auditory .424 
vi·su~,l • 348 
Readiness Tests .348 
Motor Tests .02? 
3. A study of sex differences in the factors showed 
the correlations of auditory and visual discrim-
ination and reading-readiness to be high~r wlith 
reading achievement for the girls and mental age 
with reading achievement was higher for the boys. 
..... .. ~ 
4. Motor skills do not seem to be an important fac-
tor in reading-readiness. 
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1/A. ].[. Saunders, The Relationship of Certain Readiness Factors-
to Achievement in Beginning Reading, Unpublished Master's thesiE, 
Baston University, School of Education, 1947. 
As a st~mary of an investigation concerning the influence 
of muscular activity upon the formation of concepts, Mott v 
concluded thc-t children 51 to 72 months learn faster doing than 
seeing.--"In other words, tee,ch this age through his muscles." 
. •.. ,.. . 
She se,ys we do he.ve some evidence that muscular activity is an 
aid to concept formation. y· 
:Monroe reminds us that reading is also a motor process re-
quiring a delicate muscular adjustment. The eyes must be 
trained to follow a line of text, eyes and voices must be co-
ordinated in ora.l reac.ing, end movements of other parts of the 
body must be inhibited to e, large ex+.ent during reading. 
'Y 
Betts believes +,hat a child should not be forced to use 
the non-preferred hand f0r unim~mua.l e.ctivi t.ies such a"s writing. 
The ~dded burden is not worth t.he cost. He vvrites:-"There prob 
_.#~ 
ably is some degree of relationship between motor control and 
ree.diness for reading. Unfortunately, the development of motor 
control is given t.oo little. attention after the child leaves· the 
kinderrarten." 
1/Sina 1\[ott, l~uscular Activity r'tJd Concept Formation", Child 
D~velopment X.Vl, Mt'trch-.June 1945, p. 108 
g/r·:~erion llfonroe, op. cit. 
~mmett Albert Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, Row, Bterson Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1935, 
pp. 22-38; 67-91. 
tl6 
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Hildreth:; observes that the child's development in motor 
co-ordination can be estima,ted by the teacher through observ-
ing the way he handles books, sits dowm walks, skips, and runs; 
his deftness in catching and throwing things, his co-ordination 
in dancing, in going up and down ste.irs, in using playground 
apparatus,end in many other physical adjustments he is obliged 
to make. 11 The teacher should also observe the finer muscle 
dexterity used in the following activities; drawing and writing; 
1.1.7. 
handwork and artwork; use of chalk, cr.ayons, paste, and s·cissors." 
To aid in the appraisal of growth in mot<r control, New 
.. - y· -· ... 
York City teachers have drawn up a check list of motor abiliti~s 
for the first and second grades, as follows: 
(1) large-muscle activity; walking, running, dancing 
(2) small-muscle activity 
dexterity (3) 
(4) emotional reaction to motor activity. y·· 
The Oseretsky Mo+.or Test.s are s~~ple to use in rating the 
child's accomplishments in motor'skills. 
- . . . . .Y" . 
Childcraft :meacher' s Guide has a,n informal set of develop-
mental tests. 
1/Gertrud Hildreth, "Reading Programs in the Early :Primary :Feriod 
Reading in the Elementary School, Forty-Eighth Yearbook,·Part 2, of 
the N8tiohal Society for the Study of Education, Chicago, Illino s, 
1949, p.61 
~ploring a Fi:nst Grade Curriculum, A Cooperative Project in Tpxee 
Selected Scliools by a Committee of the Division·of Instructional 
Research- anC! Divis if'n of Tests and Measurements, J?ureau ·of Refe·r 
encem Research, and·· Statistics; Publications, :Humber 30, New Yor 
City, Board of E~ucation, 1942. 
" ' 
4_/Published by ~uarrie Corporation, Chicago, Illinois. 
Other F act.ors: -The afore-mentioned factors are mentionec 
by all the authorities. There seems to be a few odd factors 
tha.t crop out here and there in the literature on the subject. 
- -. ·y 
A. Kinesthetic Apyroach.--About 1920 Fernald and Keller 
introduced a method in teaching reading, the basis consider-
.. . . ~ 
ation of which was word-tracing or t.he kinesthetic appro_a~_h. 
They felt it was necessary for the child t.o develop a certair 
kinesthetic background before he could apperceive the visual 
sense.tions for which t.he printed words are the stimulus. 
- gj .. -- --- . 
Gates in a series of experiments showed that deaf chil-
dren could learn without. the kinesthetic-oral approach. 
He ques+.ions the vaiidi+,y of it.-- 11 
----y --
To quote Witty;--"It is clee.r that methods more natural 
than the kinesthetic ce,n be used in the ena.bling children 
to note details and to build vocabularies." 
. . -·· • .... 
B. Ho~~---~.C?.~~!;'_9,,:t!,ndy- The home background is seen as a strong 
factor by Betts : 
"A potent factor in the child.' s nevelo:prnent is the 
education and intelligence of the :parents. A child's 
1/G. 1[. ~erna.ld and H. Keller, "Effect of Kinesthetic Factors in 
the Development of, Word Recognition in· the case o:r· Non-Rea.ders", 
Journal of Educational Research, Vol. lV (1921), pp.355-357. 
g/Arthur I. Gates, o:r;>. ci~. 
b'Paul Witty· and· David Kope·l; ·Reading and· the Educative Process, 
Ginn and Compm y, Boston, J\[assachusetts, 1939. 
1/Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. 127. 
-1.:18 
-facility in the use of English may be conditioned by parent 
who speak on'Iy a foreign language in the home. -Home back-
ground may have ·contributed to the development of a whole-
some outgoing personality or to a withdrawing child, tho 
dependent upon the parents. 
Parents who hear reading lessons at home in the belief 
that theY are help"i'ng the sit·uatwion"" often do more harm ··· 
than good.-- Home backgrotind ··as a factor in readiness is 
a something the teacher can deal with directly. 11 y· 
Hilliard and Troxell studied as en experiment the i~f?r.m-
ational background as a factor in reading-readiness. Their 
study showed that, other things being equal, children with rich 
backgrounds are more strongly· equipped to attack the printed 
page tlhan are pupils og meager ba_ckgro~d, because '?f enrich.~d 
meanings and thought which the·former bring to the school task. 
·y 
A study \vas made by Ladd at Columbia University concerning 
,..... --
the social and economic characteristics in readng ability. 
In her conclusi~!l she_ state_a:--"No me,rked relationships have 
been found between ree.ding ability and gross scores on socio-
economic status of the home." 
j)G. H. Hilliard and E. Troxwll, "Informational· Backgro·una as a 
Factor in Reading Readiness and Reading Progress-t•; Elementary 
School .Tournal, Vol._38, Dece~?er 1937, :pp.255-263. 
g/Margaret Rhoda Lader, The Relationship of Socia~, Economic, 
and Personal Chara.ct·eristics ·in Reading Ability, Teachers 
College Contributions·toEducation, Uumber582, New York 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1933. 
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On the other hand, Witty and Kopel believe home backgrounc 
has a relation to success in reading. They assert on the same 
subject: 
ttReadin·g ins tr·ucti on should build upon language 
patterns e-stablished in the home. At home the ·child 
employs wordw chich relate to his e"fforts- in obtaining 
food,- putting on clo--thing, ·and other natural- activi t1es·; 
His vocabulary thus acquired should be used as the basis 
for his first reading activities. Increasingly; the 
value of rich and varied first-hand experience is being 
recognized in preparing the child to· read.-----
The readiness of a. young child for reading depends 
to a considerable degree on the smo·othness of his transi-
tion from home life to school life and the quality of 
home experiences he brings to new kinds of learning in 
school. 11 -
Y 
Behrens studied the effect of social background and ex-
periences and physical status. of 206 first-grade children to 
reading-readiness and concluded that successful functioning of 
many factors assures success, which the inability of one or 
more may hinder the child in reading. 
1/Paul Witty, Reading· in Modern Education, D. c. Heath and 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts, p.56. 
g/Minnie Sophia Behrens, An Evaluation of Readin·g--Read'ihess, 
Doctor's 19~0, George Peabody College for Teachers, Peabody, 
Nashville, 1940. 
c. The Part o:f the Parents.--Teacher should be re~dy, accordi"ng 
--17--
to Murphy to give specific suggestions to parent§ o:f things 
they might do to insure success in beginningreading. 
II (1) • 
( 2) • 
(3). 
( 4) • 
In looking at picture bookst always ask 
questions· concerning the picture wli ch 
would cause the child to look from left 
to right~ · 
Be- sure thflt he turns the pages in the 
correct order. ·- · · 
Games· of matching sounds detecting what 
a noise might be give good practice in 
audit-ory discriminatiorf; ~· 
Call attention·· to similarities in appear-· 
ance of ·objects the child uses dailYt as 
the shape of blocks and the colors in 
flowers." 
D. Memory Span of Ideas.--The ability to read fairly complex 
- .---
sentences aloud and to say it again (without reversals; 
substitutions, omissions, or mutilating) is called "Audi-
tory spe.n 11 or 11memory span for ideas." 
... y. - ... 
Betts and VanWagenen have emphasized the positive 
relationship of this ability to first-grade reading and 
~ •• w -·· 
ha,ve developed tests to measure this "memory span for ideas.' 
17ffelen A. Murphy, "Skills Instruction in Primary Reading 
WJ.aterial", Elementary Principal, December 1949, Bulletin of the 
Department of Elementary School Principals, Washington, Dis-
trict Columbia, p. 10. 
gj Eimnett L. Betts, op. cit. VanWagenen, op. cit. 
:12:1 
y 
Witty and Kpoel believe these tests are secondary in 
importance to more important consideratiors such as background 
of experience and general maturation. 
Summary:-- All the reading authorities agree there is 
value to a progre~ of Reading-Readiness. All admit the import-
ance of the physical factors of sight, hearing, speech, and 
health as well as intelligence, visual discrimination, auditory 
discrimination, and language factors. Some educators include 
in the program, emotional factors, language factors, instilling 
a desire to read, motor skill, and some other factors. It 
is evident that a definite program for the before-reading perio 
does exist, and that program is broad in its scope. 
Witty and Kopel, op. cit. 
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MATERIALS FOR READTITG-READINESS 
Intxoduction:-- A broad program of Readinesst as was out-
lined in Chapter 11, makes use of many materials. 
treats of only a few of the ones most widely used. 
··- ·-
This ahapter 
Reading-Readiness Tests:-- :Much evidence has been accum-
ulated during the past few years to prove the value of reading-
readiness tests in predicting reading progress. A com~rehen-
y' 
sive summary of such was made by Roginson and Hall. They 
tri~d to ~~scover to what ex~ent the results of reading-readi-
n-e:ss test.s coul.d :be .us.ed· a:s ~. :t>a:s-i s for. planning .. the r.eadiness 
rrogram for individual pupils. They set up five questions • 
.. _ .. _ 
1. How reliable are the tests? 
2. How well do they predict reading success? 
3. What guides may be used in selecting the best 
reading-readiness test? 
4. What is the relationship of reading-readiness 
tests to intelligence tests and rating scales as 
prediction of success? 
5. If the present tests are limited, in their effecti 
ness, how may:/ reading-readiness -ealuation be im-
proved? 
1942. ' 
J .':' :.,· 
6. Can reading-readiness tests give teachers guidance 
in planning the instructional program for begin-
ners? 
They rendered the conclusion that lfB.ding-readiness te.sts 
are highly reliable, reliability coefficient tending to be in 
. ~ . ~· .. 
the .90's a.nd that they are fairly good predictoss of later 
rea.ding success,· but no ibetter than intelligence tests and 
scareely as good as reliable ra+ing scales. y·· 
One of the earliest investigators was Deputy who gave 
first grade pupils a mental test, a visual association test, 
a word_ selection. test, a. vi s11:~1-audi t.ory associat~on test. 
Correlations between the scores on the tests showed that the 
mental test provided the best single means of predicting read-
ing achievement. y 
Later Lee, Clark, _an_d Le_e prepared a test whic~, accord-
ing to their data, has a reliability coefficient of .9a and 
predicts scores on reading tests better than two intelligence 
... ~ ....• . 
tests and more accurately than did the kindergarten teachers 
~ . . . - . 
through the use of a scale of qualities designed for the purpose~ 
VE· c. Deputy, "Pr·edictirtg·First· Grade Reading·Achievement--A· 
Study in Rea.ding Readiness", Contributions to Education, N-426, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930. 
gj:r .. M. Lee, W. W, Clark, Doris M.- L·ee, "Measurement of Reading 
Readinessn, Educational School :Journal 34, 1934, pp.656-66. 
Other reports on the predictive value of tests have been 
. -·y . . ' 'y· 9.1 .. y. 
published by Wright , Gates and Bond , Broom , and Dean • 
.w . 
Hildreth suggests three methods for ascertaining how far 
beginners have advanced in readiness and mental development. 
11 (1). Observation and rating of the pupils when they 
respond in the classroom, and on the praygroundt 
when they ar·e occupi'ed with play materials; · 
when· they are as·sociating with other children, 
and when· they·a.re talking with and responding 
to the teachers. 
(2). Making reports--school recprds of pe.rents con-
cerning the home backgrouns and out-of-school 
experiences. 
(3). Ad..Ibinister"ing- tests-prim·ary group intelligence 
tests suitable for school beginners, general 
and composite· readiness tests,readiness·tests 
and readiness tests for spcific subjects. 11 
1JW. w. Wright, Reading Readiness~-A Prognostic Study, Eulletin 
of the School' o·f Education, Vol. 12, Nttmber 3, Bloomington, 
Indiana,, Indiana University, 1936. · 
gjA. I. Gates and G. L. :Bond, "Reading Readiness; A study of the 
Fa"ctors Determining Success· and Failure· in· Beginning Reading", 
Teachers College Record! 3?, :Me;y 1_~36,_ pp. 6?9-8~. 
~/M .. E .. Broom and others~ Effective· Reading In-struction in the 
Elementary School, McG:raw Hill Company, N_~w ~ork, 1942 • 
..1/Charles D. Dean, ttpredicting First Grade· Reading Achi·evement 11 
Elementary School Journal, Vol. 39, April 1939, pp.609-6l6. 
- . 
§/Gertrude Hildreth, op. cit. p.44. 
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11 One educator would like a complete testing pro~ram as 
the following: 
"In considering a testing program f'or purposes of' 
predicting promotion and r·eadiness for reading. It 
would be advisable to choos·e a.n individual test of read-
iness for reading if time can be arranged· 'for t'esting- · · 
ee.-ch child individually. This would probably require an 
examiner or assist~nt teacher other than the reguiar · 
kindergarten teacher. Tf this-is not possible, a group 
test which tests a wide range of abilities is advised. 
In addition to one· of these tests it would be very well 
to have the information provided by the tests of' visual 
sensations and perceptions, tests of dominance,. end tests 
of hearing. 
t>.ne or more tests of' intellig·ence are also desirable 
as additional measures of general ability and mental ma-
turity. Such a batteryof' tests given at the close of 
the kindergarten year or beginning of the first grade, 
supplemented by observations of the abilities of each 
child by the kindergarten te·a.cher in the learning acti vi-
ties carried on in the kindergarten should reduce the 
number of' unsuccessful readers in +he first grades to a 
minimum." y· 
Pratt studied 266 children in Erie County, Pennsylvani~, 
with two problems in mind.· He found that pupils having pre-
vious experience in kindergarten ranked higher than non-kinder-
garten children on Reading-Readiness tests and that it was de-
sire.l::le to treat kindergarten and non-kindergarten children 
J]Lucille ]K .. Harrison, o:p. cit. 9.98. 
g/vlillis E. Pratt, "A Study of' the Differences in·the Predic-
tion of' Reading Suc·cess of Kinderga.rten Children", J"ournal 
of Educational Research, XLXX, Me.rch 1949, :pp.525-33. 
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differently in testing Re~==tding-Readiness. y 
The Reading-Ree.diness test is :preferred by Washburne 
who says:--"As between group intelligence tests and regular 
reading-readiness tests, +.he le.+ter are prob$.bly slightly 
- -
superior t A single group intelligence test does not give 
enough light on e.n individual childt s development to be very 
helpful." 
y' 
Bona and Bond name and describe +he ten tests following: 
(1). Group ~est for Auditory Discrimmnation for 
GrP.de 1, Helen A. J'!"ur:phy. 
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(2). Group ~est for Visual Discrimination for Grade 1 
Helen A. ·:Murphy, Rhode Island College of Educa-
tion, 1941. 
(3). Beginning First-Grade Intelligence Tests by 
Anna M. Engel. and Harry J. Baker, copyright 
1935, World Book Compe.ny. 
(4). California Mental Maturity Pre-Primary Battery, 
by Elizabeth J". Sullivan, Willis w. Clark, and 
Ernest·M .. Terga; Southern California School 
Eook Depository, Hollywood, California, 1936 (group test). 
(5). Pintner-Cunningharn Primary Mental Test. by 
Rudolph Pintner, Pess V. Cunningham, e.nd Walter 
1'~. Durost, World Book Company, --Yonkers-on-the-
Hudson, New York, 1939 (a group test). 
( 6). Gates Ree.ding Readiness Tests by Arthur I. Gates 
Bureau of Pu~lice.tions, ~eachers ColJege, Colum-
bia University, New York, 1939. 
!?carleton W. Washburne, "Primary Grade Origins of Later 
Remedial CaRes", Childhood Education, 16, September 1939, p.31. 
~ond and Bond, op. cit. 
(7). Metropolitan· Readiness Test·s by G'ertrude H'ildret' 
an·d Uellie Griffiths, ed-ited by Jacob S. Orleans 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-the-Hudson, New 
York, 1933. 
(8). ]l.[onroe Reading Apti tU:de Tests by·Jvrarioil Monroe, 
Hought?n Mifflin ~omp~y, Boston, 1935. 
(9). Classification Test for Beginners in Reading, 
by Cla.rence R. Stone and E. C~ Gr·over, Webster 
I'ublishing Company, St. Louis, 1933. 
... . 
(10). Reading Readiness Tests, by M .. J" .. Van·wagenen, 
Educetional Test Bureau, Incorporated, ]Jinnea-
polis, 1932. 
11 
Hildreth says the most widely used Standardized· Tests a»-e: 
g/Bet"ts Ready-to-Read 'T'ests ·· · ·· 
:2/A'r!lerice.n School Rea.cl.ing Readiness Tests 
!/Gates Rea.ding-Ree.diness Tests 
2/Lee-"Clark Readiness Tests ;·: ·· 
§I 1~etropoli tan Reading-Readinges Tests. 
1/Gertrude Hildreth, Readiness-for School Beginners, Yonkers-on-
+.he-Hudson, New York, World Book Company, 1951. 
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g,IE. A. Betts, Betts Ready-to-Read Tests, ].[eadville, Pennsylve.niFJ.,, 
Keystone View Company. 
Q/Robert v. Young, Willis E. Pratt, Carroll A. Whitmer, .Ainericar. 
School-Readiness Test, Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Pub-
lishing Company. 
YArthur I .. ·Gates; Gates Ree.dihg Ree.diness T·ests, New York, 
Bureeu of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University. 
. . 
.Q/]Kurray J"~ Lee, W. W. Clark, Le·e-Cl8.rk Reading Readiness Tests, 
Los Angeles, California, Test Bureau. 
- - . 
.§/Gertrude H. Hildreth, Nellie L. Griffiths~ llfetropoli ~an Readi-
ness Tests, Yonkers, New York, World Book Company. 
1/Honroe Reading Aptitude Test · · 
§/)'.~urphy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading-Readiness Test 
~/New York Reading Readiness Inventory __  
l.Q/!{eading Readiness·Test(individual) 
li/Stone-Grover Classification Tests for Beginners 
in Reading. 
,tt.M:arion Monroe, Monroe Reading Aptitude Test, Boston, Massa-
chusetts, Houghton Mifflin Company. 
§/Helen A. Murphy and Donald D.-Durrell, Durrell Diagnostic 
Reading Readiness Test, Yo~ers, New York, Vforld _Book _Com:p~,ny. 
2,/1Tew York Reading Readine·ss Inventory; 1-Tew York, Bureau of 
Reference, Research and Statistics, Board of Education. 
lQ..A~ .. J" .. Va,n Vlagenen, Reading Readiness Test (individual), 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Educational Test Bureau. 
lJ/C. R. Stone and c. c. Grover, Stone-Grover~Cla·ssification 
Test.s·for-Beginners in Reading. St. Louis, Missouri, Webster 
Publishing Company. 
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Harrison says that: 
(1) • Betts Ready to Read Tests attCJ.ch merely the 
mechanics of the reading process and do not indicate readiness 
for reading for comprehension. 
(2). Lee-Clark test in limited in its scope. It 
is of no great value as a test of reading-readiness for all 
phases. It is good to measure ability to see likenesses and 
differences. 
(3). Metropolita!l test is good. 
peiods, but it is interesting to children. 
(4). Monroe Test is e:xceJlent. 
It takes four 
Its only weakness 
is in measuring extent and richness of vocabulary. y 
Betts takes all the tests mentioned by last two authors 
and breaks them up into sub-tests. 
To evaluate the ]Jietropoli tan Readiness tests in terms of y 
how well they· predicted later progress in r·eading, Grant ·· 
te_sted 260 pupils in Cincin~ati, Ohio in grade one_~Im Septem-
ber, he administered the Metropolitan Readiness Test and the 
Pintner Cunningham Primary ].[ental Test. In May achievement 
was checked with the Gates Primary Reading Tests. 
i/Lucille M. Harrison, op. ~it. 
g/ Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. 
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YAlbert Grant, "The Comparative Validity of the Metropolitan 
Readiness Tests and the· Pintner-Cunhihgham Prim~~rY Mental Test', 
Elementary School Jounnal, 38, April 1938, p.604. 
liis 'e.nalysis of the data sugge_sted these tenta:tiv_e_ co.n-
clusions:--"(1) The Metropolitan Readiness Tests measu:--e fa~tors 
which are significantly related to later success in reading; 
131 
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(2) The ]~etro:poli tan Readiness. Test_::J are on a_ :rn"r with _the. Fin ttl ~r ... 
Cunningham Frimary Mental Tests in providing a basis for predict 
ing later achievement in reading." V Columbia University in 1934 a study was undertaken by 
Gates to test the value of types of tests. He considered 
his conclusions significant: 
From the total list of test ratings, those who gave 
the best prediction of reading abili+-y, one, two, or 
three yee.r·s later were: · -
(~) tests of word recogniticn 
(b) tests of ability to complete e. J:l~trtially 
told story 
(c) tests giving .. words which end with- and which 
begin with same sound as a given letter 
1 d~l tests of blending word sounds given orally test of reading letter of alphabet ratings of previous instruction in reading. 
They are tests of techniQue v.rhich can be lee.rned <1nd therefore 
taught. y 
J'ellison compared twe>.lve Reading-Readiness tests, noted 
. - . 
the different. items tested, and counted the number of times eacr 
item appeared. She discovered that visual discrimination has 
e. total of 541 items in all twelve tests. Vocabulary items arE 
.i/A. I. Gates and G. L .. :Bond and D. H .. Russell, "Methods of 
Determining Reelting Ree.diness", Elementary School J'oU!!nal, 
Vol. 40, November 1939, pp.l65-16?. 
g/J'une L. J'ell±son, An Ane.lysis of Twelve Standardized Reading 
Reediness Tests, Unpublished :Master's thesis;1' Boston University! 
1948. 
next with a total of 353 i terns·, while informet.ion and memory 
follow, with 20? items and 152 items respectively_._. Auditory 
items totaled 13?. Motor learning words and laterality had 
the least number of items with 59, 28, and 13 respectively. y 
Sulli ven and JV!:cCarthy compared five tests of Reading-
Readiness. They summe,rized the factors used and found that 
visual discrimine>tion was the highest. ~he tests were the 
Lee-Cle>rk, 11Ietropoli tan, Monroe, Van Vlagenen, s.nd Gates. 
The test.s were administered and they tried to find the order 
of difficul +y of the i terns tre~>ted, as a use for future tests. 
The rank order of difficul+.y was as follows: 
(1) Let.ter-card matching--capital; 
(2) Letter-card matching--small capitals 
( 3) Fi ctt.U' e card me.tching 
(4) Let.ter-card ~atching (small capitals) 
( 5) Word matching 
( 6) Ti cture .iil.t.~;ttching test 
(?) Rhyming test 
(8) Word-card ma.tching (capital) 
(9) Worcl-cc>.rd matching(lower case) 
(10) Initial sound test 
(11) Motor co-ordination 
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They found no statistical differences in sex in the twelve test • 
VHelen Sullivan a.nd McCe>rthy, "An Evaluation of Reading Readi-
ness 1Vfaterials", Education 62, September 1941, pp.40-43. 
y 
According to Gates: 
11 The diagnostic value of a battery of reading-
readiness tests is of greater general usefulness than 
the predictive services of such tests. The :predfuction 
of reading progress made by any of reading-readiness 
test or group of tests vary with the skill of the teacher 
in adjusting her instruction to individual needs. 11 
As s. result of a detailed study involving the use· of the 
Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test and a Reading-Readiness 
- ' ,._ ... -
Test of seven parts, the same investigator cnncluded that both 
. 4-··- .• 
e. mental test and a Reading-Readiness Test shouJd be used in 
studying <?hildren. Each test supplements without supplanting 
the other. 
·y 
Senour compared the value of the Detroit First Grade In-
telligence Test and the Metropolitan Reading-Readiness Test. 
He found tha.t either test may be used to advantage in predict-
ing success in reading and that neither test has a distinct 
superiority over the other. 
·y 
Witty and Kopel remind us the,t although the Van Wagenen 
and some of the other readiness tests have high validity co-
. . 
efficients, it must be remembered that these tests are valid 
as predictive devices only to the extent to which the children 
and theirreading program are similar.to the population an~ cur-
riculum respectively on which the tests were standardized. 
1/A. I. Gates, tt:Basal Frinciples in Reading Readiness Testing", 
T_eachers College Record, V?l• 40, March 1939, P~502. 
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g./A. c. Senour, 11A Compartson of Tw6 Instruments fir Jreasuring ; 
Ret>.dine Readiness 11 , The Role· o·f Res·~ch irr ·Educe,t}&Eal f.r~op·e:a: = 
Officie;l Re:c>o:rt" _·Ame-ttc~~~ :m&:uc~+t-emal-Res'ea~61h, 1937, pp .1 ?8-8 • 
7./"P..,n1 'll'H.±t"tr omr'! _Tio'ITiii Vt'\'rlt=>T .. "Rt=>~nino ~nc'l t.l1P "R?l1jl"::l.t.inn "Prnl"ess 
Ginn and Com:p~my, J?oston, Massachusetts, 1939, p.448. 
, 
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Wilson.:!::/ Made an extensive s+.udy in the Horace Mann School 
e.t Columbia Uni yersi -ty and carried it on for ~everal years to 
discover the value of reading-reacl.iness tes+s. His c0nclusion 
was that they gave very little evidence of predictive value as 
--- ~. . - ~ 
to reading progress in grade one. 
-g; ... 
Gates believes that reading-readiness tests as constructed 
at present pre not sufficiently reliable to use as instruments or 
prediction. Their chief value is a guide to indicate to the 
teacher areas in which the child's experience or ability needs 
supplementing. y 
In 1941, in Durham CoUnty, North Carolina an experiment 
was carried on to ascertain which was more effective in de-
ter.mi?ing the groups ~or a first grade reading~ readiness tests 
or teacher's judgment. The investige,tion proved that: 
"The average estimate of the teachers for purposes of 
relative ranking is about as good as· the best prediction 
obtained with ree.diness-to-read tests. But when groups of 
pupils are rele,ti vely homogeneous, as in the case wheh they 
are composed o·f retarded pupils, the tests may be used in 
helping the teacher to make the fine distinctions which 
~ d II . . 
are neec.e • ~ 
In the light of evidence it seems to Stone that many of the 
concepts required in some of the tes+.s included in widely used 
1/Fo T. Ylfilson, and A. Burke, ·"Reading Readiness in a Progressive 
School," Teachers Colles;e Record, Vol. XXXVlll, (193?). 
. -
gjA. I .. G8.tes, "An Experiment-aT Evaluation of Rea,d1ng Rei;tdines·s -
Tests", Elementary School .Journal, Vol. 39, March ~939, pp.445-5p8. 
'ij.John w. Ct=>.rr and 1l'ratilda, C. Michaels, "Reading Readiness Tests 
and Grouping of First-Grade Entrants 11 , Elementary :English Review , 18 
April 1941, p.l38. 
!/Clarence R. Stone, op. cit. 
be.tteries of readiness_ tests. are n_ot essential to early book 
reading and therefore are inappropriate for inclusion in read-
ing-readiness tests. The same observations may be made with 
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respect to many preparatory l;rograms ot1tlines in courses of stu.c W 
and also wit h'respect to some reading-readiness workbooks • 
. 1/ .. . -. 
Hildreth suggests checking with the parents by means ~f 
a questionaire of forty items. It would include such ques-
tions as: - "Can the child put on his rubbers without assistance? 
And, is ~he child obedient most of the time?" She also men t ior s 
a check list for pe.rents in which they are asked to indicate 
the various sorts of familiar life experiences the children had 
had before entering first grade and the use of anecdotal recorde 
by the teacher. 
From the research submitted it appears that much has been 
written concerning the value of reading-readiness tests. SomE 
of the evidence shows readiness tests superior to intelligence 
tests in predicting reading ability. Some readiness tests 
seem to rank higher than others. :More intensive studies are 
needed in this area before definite conclusions e.re made. 
i/Gertrude Hildreth, op. cit. p.46. 
Reading l~terials for Readiness Period.-- Workbooks are 
often used in connection wiLh the Reading-Readiness progr~, but 
- - -~ ~ . . .. 
there is no agreement on the subject of their value. 
In speaking of the seat work which often preceded the pre-1/ -
primer, Betts says :--"].[ush of the seat work is overdone and 
of little educa+ive value---Poor habits are acquired unless the 
work is carefully supervised." 
.. y .. 
We are told by Adams thC~t Reading-Readiness books are de-
signed to give careful introduction to the skills needed in 
reading. One skill necessary for beginning reading is the 
ability to see likenesses e.nd differences. In most books the 
child is presented with pictures so~e of which are alike. He 
picks the different one. y 
Hildreth warns that readiness booklets should be used with 
discretion. Teachers may fall back o:· readiness booklets in-
stead of providing for beginners the fuller range of experience~. 
Teachers know the.t providing a more functional type of living an~ 
learning e.t school is a more difficult task than assigning work 
skeetslesson. She says that:-"These books should never be usee 
~ett Albert Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading .. 
Difficulties, Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 19~~ .p.29 
g/Fay Ade~s, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to 
Read, The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1949. 
yGertrude Hildreth, Readiness for School :Beginning, _Yonl<:ers-on-
the-Hudson, New York, World :Book Company, 1951. p.l58. 
in kindergarten." 
. y' --
Whipple says: 
"Workbooks __§b.ould not be assigned merely to ke'ep· 
pupils occup'i'e'(l, nor should they be given such as large 
:p~rt of the reading time thc:tt other types of materials 
are overlooked. Excellent summaries· of th.e advantages 
and disadvan~ages of w~rkbooks have &een.pregented b~ 
Bett!!f', Bond , Hockett , e.nd G'inzton , Stone , Gates · and· 
Russell in comparing the progress of two beginning reading 
groups, distinguished between workbooks in the sense o'f · 
:preparatory hooks, e.nd in the sense of service books, e.nd 
reported unfavore.ble results in the use of extensive revie 
materials"~ 
II 
1/Gertrude Whipple, Desirail11e Materials, Facilities and Re-
sources for Reading, n Reading in the Elemente,ry School, The 
Forty-eighth Yearbook of the ·National 8oc1ety for the Study , 
of Education, Part 11, University of Chicago,Press, 1949, pl54. 
g1Emmett L. Betts, op. cit •. 
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£/Guy L. :Bond and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read, New Yor , 
]Tacmillan Company, 1943. 
1./ e.nd Q/J"ohn A. Hockett, Artemas lt[cGann Ginzton, nA study of 
the Use and Evaluation of Prime.ry Reading Workbooks"; Ca.lifornii 
J"ournal of Elementary Education, VIII, February 1940 • 
.§/Cle.rence R. Stone, Trogress in Primary Reading, Webster Pub-
lishing C ompany, St. Louis, Missouri, 1950. 
J/A. I~· Gates amd D. R. Russell, 11 Types of l[aterials, Vocabular~ 
J3urdens, V!ord Analysis, and other Factors ·in'J3eginning Reading" 
1 and 11, Elementary School rrournal 39, 1938. 
Pupils found to be ready to undertake systematic learning 
to read soon e-f'ter entrance in the :first grade do not pa.rticu-J/ . 
larly need such ma.terial, says Stone • However, if no reading 
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readiness test is_ available_ and sui tab~e readiness workbooks arE , 
the teacher can make a tentat_ive grouping_, start each group in i[he 
workbook, shift pupils from group to group as needed, and let tl~ 
grot:ps proceed Ftt different rates through the workbook. :lTatur-
ally those pupils :rating high ~n readiness will progress ra~idl;>, 
come to the end of the v~rork1Jook in a relatively short time, 
a.nd proceed in pre-primer reading. 
There is, however, a great di~ference in readiness workboo~s 
with respect to the functions for which training is given and 
in the effectiveness of the practice exercises provided. For 
example, to test visual discrimination ad~quately and to cJ.evelOI 
the skill effectively so a.s to function in the visu8,l percep-
tion and discrimination of words in reading,_ ,n-e 1"1Ust g_o much 
farther thc:m merely to have the children observe similarities 
and differences of drawings that are very large in compariso!l 
to the size of words. FurtherMore, the nu.mber of i terns in s 
practice exercise must be le.rge enough mnd the i terns must incre~ se 
in difficulty sufficiently to bring il"'lprovernent in the child's 
ability in visual discrimine.tion of letters a:rd words. 
ystone, op. cit. p.291. 
In writing of the important points of such workbooks 
·.v h~ states: 
Too often the reRdiness workb'ook does n0t go much 
beyond··merely having the children· :practice in observing 
likenesses and differences in drawings that· are very much 
h\rg?.r than 'the word form which +.hey will have to be· able 
to discriminate. Another· :plan rela;te·s to ·the number· of 
i terns in a practi c exercise that are rec;tuired ·fer· the ex-
ercise +.a be effect."i ve in improving· the child 1 s .. skill ;in' . 
the function involved; ·Evidently a few l·arge· sized·- i 
of one page wfll not be enough. In tlie writer's judg-
ment a· practice exercise of this t;y:pe should 1iicrea.se in· 
difficulty,· the items should pr-eferably decrease in size," 
and the exercise shoulo. occupy at· least ·two ojSposi te pages 
in the workbook, :m~king e.lto~et.her twelve ~o twent;r items." 
F~om the same author,S~_one, _we q_uote the o:O~iectives in de-
signing readiness-workbook pages~ 
"Ob.i ecti ves in designing reading-readiness vvorkbook 
pages:- · · 
(1) To J?rovide +.he experience e.na to develop· 
the experience end to develop t.he conce:Pt 
mast Widely embo lilied in ;pre-prim·ers·. 
This object is attained thro't1gh en abundance 
of :pictures and· their c6opera.tive, ·cohver-
sat.'iorml interpretation; t.hrough the· res-
ponses invo l·ved in 'the exercises, and 
through correlated activities. 
l 
!/ 
[2) Td ·ae~elop a sen~~ of sto~y-sequence. 
This· objective is attained tbroush ·tne use rr/ 
ys+.one, 
of im":ny sets of pi.cttires in ·~Sequence for· 
cooperative interpretation ·on ·the· pa.rt of' 
t.he. children undeJ1 the guidance of the +.ea r. 
( 3) 'J'o d.eveTop wo rd-forrn disc·riminati on. 
In the early ·stages of learning· to read, the 
child connect·s ·the· right meaning to reading 
symbols by means of-picture and context clu 
and word form clues; ·Lack of ~vord-form 
discrimination and proper habits of perce:p-
ti on a.ccounts for· most failures in be·ginnin 
reading ··on the part of children vri th· ade-
quate mentality and background of experienc 
o:p. cit. p.317. 
( 4) 
(5) 
Consequently many exerciees :for. ·developing 
word form discrimination, espec1ally word-
form ~md letter-form discrimination, are 
needed. 
To increase "the ·child t s oral fam iliari t~ 
with tne vocabulary. · . 
Picture-interpretation ·activities and many 
o.ther exercises 'help the child. ·to become 
mor·e fainiliai' ·8rally vfith the pre-primer 
vocabulary frmm the standpoint of both 
meanin~ 8n,d correc~ pronunc~ation. 
To insure a successfuJ start in word recog-
nrt"Iori. ·· . 
Too many children encounter difficulties in 
reading ~md develop wrong heJJi ts and un-
fortunate attitudes because they fail to 
make ~:(· success.fi.il s·tart in word ·reco'gni tio!l. 
Bence a corisidera1Jle· portion of· a readiness 
workbook may be ~.§W.Q::t.~.ci-::to interesting vo-
cabulary-learning acti viti es so that the· 
child may have a working knowledge of the 
words appearing most widely and commonly in 
pre-primers. · · · · · · 
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Expert students of primary reading are gen~ 
erally agreed that pre-primer reading s'hou1a· 
be based upon visual perception and meaning~ 
and the.t auditory or phonetic e.ids should . 
not be introduced until later. Some autho-
ities, however, think that some exercises· in 
auditory discrimination should be included 
in the first readiness book •• 11 
In ?peru<ing of the fact that slow learners are guesers y 
Sullivan says:--.11 If teachers do not use the ?'orkboo~s correctly. 
e.nCI. check them as the work is done, they shouldn't have workbook~ .. 11 
1/Helen Blair Sullivan, "Skills Instruction for ·the Slow-
Learning Child in Regular Classroom", The Nat1.onal Elementary 
I'rincipal, December 1949, Bulletin of the Department· of · · · 
Elementary School :Principals, ·National: Educational Association 
Washington, District Columbia, p.42. 
f41. 
,,..;. ; 
Hildret~ approves of workbooks but believes that in the · 
.~ ~-, . 
first grade ~h:ey shou~d ?_e closely superv?-sed so that bad habits 
-poor technique, and ignorance may be prom-ptly- detected. y 
Falk does not place high value on workbooks. :!heY. may, 
. 
.. 
she hints, keep us from making more careful analysis and seek-
. 
ing more vital experiences. There are no--pencil-and-pa-pe~ 
substitutes for taking-the children out into the worla and 
teaching thew to see:--"Nq objective measure, workbook, nor other 
~-)~ ·- . ~ -- ~ 
mechanical device can· discover some of the more illusive but. 
·- ·-~ ,. . -
:-·· 
important aspects· of. ri~n-readiness an~ ?oml;>ensate for tJ?.em. 11 
In the teachers' edition o:f' tb.ei:r.~~s'l'l'b-:p:rnimam;y:;workbook y· 
Durrell and Sullivan say: 
. 
"The -pur.;gos-e ·of "Ste.-ps· to Reading" is to enable the 
child to develo-p;· in acccfrdance with his individual -poten-
tialities, the required backgrotmd abilities for success 
in learning to read, write, s-pell, and converse.··· It begi!l s 
with sim-ple language and motor abilities;· leads gradual·ly 
into other abilities, a.p.-preciations, a.nd· ·a-pecifi"c skills; 
and finally develop -progress ·· V'ii th the· basic phrases of' 
two related abilities tha.t are essential for· successful 
reading---the ability to see differences between printed 
letters and words (visual discrimination) and the ability 
to learn the sounds in spoken words (that is called auditoxy 
discrimin~tion)." 
On the subject of Workbo ol<:s, again scientific evidence is lackir g • 
.JJGertrude Hildreth, "Reading Programs in the Early Primary Peri<: P.", 
Reading in the Elementary School, Fo.rty-Eighth Yea.rboolc, Part lJ 
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Chicago, IlJinois. 
. . 
. . 
g/Ethel ].[abie Falk, "The D'evelo-pment of-Basic Attit·udes·and Hab"ts 
in the Primary Grades", Reading·Readiness, Recent Tresds in 
Reading, Vo1.·1, Ntimber 49, 1939, University of Chicago Press, 
Illinois, pp.4e~6o. 
'§/Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, "Steps to Reading' 
Part 1, We Meet New Friends. 
Experience Charts;-- All the writers concur on the value 
of wide experience as a backgroun_d f<?r re~ding. This leads 
to the use of experience or record charts, and their use 
proves to be a~cpntroversial subject. 
.. b' As far back as 1924 
it was written: 
11Kindergarten and primary teachers should prov.ide a 
wee,lth of interesting·; vivid experiences about the home, 
the community, animals, flowers, trees, end the common 
relations of group and community life. Various group 
activities should be organized, such as gardening, caring 
for pets, building bird houses, etc. The pupils should 
be encouraged to discuss such experiences freely and to 
add r·aridly to their stock of ideas. The larger the · 
number ·of interesting ex·periences which they encounter, 
the broader will be their background for the interpretatio 
of what they read. Simple stories, poems, and songs form 
e. second source of valuable experiences. 11 • 
·y 
The true purpose of reading charts as seen by Dolch 
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is to develop the various kinds of readiness, school e.nd langua e 
readiness, attention and interest readiness, and finally per-
ceptual readiness. w ····· 
Smith tells how one-class used charts. The cl.e.s.s pre-
pared stories, poems, and news items to put in their l)ooks. 
They were composed by the teacher and children working together 
The teacher wrote each sentence on the board e.s it was suggeste • 
!/The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of·the National Society for the 
Study of Education~ Bloomington, Illinois, Public School Pub-
lishing Company, p. 38. 
gjE. M. Dolch, Teaching Prime.ry Reading, Chapter 1, The Garran 
Press, Champaien, Illinois, 1941. 
YIH.la Banton Smith; American Reading Institution, Silver, 
Burdett and Company, New York, 19~4. 
Later she printed the sentences on a large sheet of paper. 
The next day they were read by the group from this printed 
chart. 
After two or three days of this kind of work, the :f::eacher 
prepared strips of sentences to correspond with tfw_se on the 
chart. As soon as a child could match and read all the sen-
tences, he was permitted to paste a typed reproduction of the 
. .. . . ~ .. .. 
chart in his own book, which he was building up. Then he 
proceeded to illustrate the contents with crauon or water color • y 
Miss Thurston tells how in Hartford, Connecticut, she de-
veloped reading-readiness. They made about three charts a 
week. She presented a blue and white gingham horse. They 
talked about it, drew its picture and then wrote four lines 
about it. 
Because children e.re told whe.t the cheort says e.nd repeat 
- - .. . ?:/ .. 
the lines largely from memory, the teacher should; Dolch says: 
"(1) use the most natural phrasing; (2) pay attentio!l to the 
repetition of words; (3) use _short sentences and as few as poss ble; 
(4) divide sentences, when necessary, by phrase units." y ... ---
Betts cautions that teachers who plan to build charts 
based on children's interests should a.cq_uaint themselves vYi th t e 
J:/Mildred Thurston, nHow One First Grade Developed Reading Read·-
ness", Childhood Education, 12, "November 1935, pp.79-81. 
g/E. U. Dolch, op. cit. p. 132. 
£/Emmett Albert Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Difficulties, Row, Peter·son and Company, E'Vanston, Illinois, 
1936, pp.22-38; 67-91; 85-91. 
vocabulary of chi_ldren at ~ g_iven_ age level. 
terms as characte~istics of desira~le charts. 
He lists what he 
"(ab) Stories .based on class interests and experiences. 
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( ) Short one-line simple sentences. If-:±he lin·e-
is broken, it should be done omly between phrase~. 
(c) Haximum of five or six simple sentences for-·begir 1-
ners. (Avoid too many sentences in beginning 
lessons.) 
(d) Vocabulary directed by teacher ao as· to prepare 
children for- the vocabulary of pre-primers. 
(Avoid too many words in each lesson). 
(e) Writing, rreferably manuscript.,- done on black-
board or large sized chart-paper, oak-tag, or 
white wrapping paper. · · -
(f) Lettering of pribnting done in 1arge letters with 
wide lines end liberal spacing between the words 
and betwe~n the lines. 
(g) Flaced on level wit.h the childrents eyes." 
11 
According to the same writer , these Ftre the chief e.dvanta~ es 
of the use of charts: 
"(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
Left to right eye progression can be established 
under ·cont"i'olled conditions. rroo frequently 
teachers take for granted such simple readihg · 
inform·ations ahd- skills-~ In addition to this, 
some children experience confusions, regarding 
the left-right eye movements. -· 
rrrhe le.rge size tyre read at a distance of four 
to ·ten feet dces not require the degree of vi'suaJ 
acuity or eye corordination that reading small 
type at ten inches requires. 
SymlJols e.re immedia-tely associated with meaning 
because the group has thought out the content· 
ancl the teacher has l'ettered or printed it for 
them. For +he same reas·on, tlie rrt8.teri8,ls posset s 
added interest for the· learner. 
Correct 10ra.l reading ha1)its, such e,s rronunciaticp, 
ce,n be achieved vri +h the att.en+.ion and help of tl e · 
group. 
Silent reacing habits, such as reading without 
lip movement' can be fostered vri th the s.id of' the 
group.: · · 
A common cente·r of attention is afforded +.he e;rotiP· 
Children are :provided wit'b en o:prortunity to leait'l 
fro!!l ee.ch other • 
~xnerience cha.rts e~re of interest to children be-
cause +.hey have helped to l)UiJ.d +.hem. 11 
We are told how to develop t.he experience records in a 
ll 
systematic sequence. 
11 A. -mhe children e.re prep:?.red by mea.ns of special 
experiences anc discussions .. 
:B. A ree,son for recording the experience is clearlJ 
established. 
C. A group decision i·s made regarding the organi-
za+ion of the record. 
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D. The rreliminary draft is a cooperative enterprh ~. 
:E. 'I'he editing PnC! fine.l revi sian is done co-oper-
atively. 
F. The teacher or :pupils puts +he che.rts in :per-
mrment form. 11 
Not e.ll writers are enthusiastic about the use of experien, e 
charts. Some feel th:::>t moPt of the children read +hem on the 
·basis of memory reading. Advocat2s of the method assert that 
reading which is based on children's immediate e,ctivi ties is mo e 
purposeful and interes+.ing than the,t which is isolp.ted from 
.·.· . y 
experience. However, Leary believes the,t experience reading 
method uses content that is too difficult and too extensive 
. . 
Also the teacher makes the chart sto:ri.e.sJ. from 
• • • • • y ~ • 
VOC?-bUlary. 
children's statements and she lacks the ~bili ty to do so. 
She says: - ":Besides, e.xpe!imentation .shows _tha_t the experience 
method dC'es not solve the :problem of first grade reading becaus1 
l)'Emmett Albert :Betts; Foimdations o:f Reading Instruction, 
American Book Company, New York, 1946-1.950_. :p.435. 
. . 
gj:Bernice E. Leary, "Current Issues Relating to :Basic Instruc-
tion in Reading", ·Recent Trends· in Readi!!._g, ·Vol. ·1, ·Num1Jer 49, 
1939, University of Chicago Press, Illinois, :p •. ~33. 
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it is based on the false assumption the.t all children are in-
... . . .,, . . . . .. . 
teres ted alilce in group activities e.nd will like to read about 
them." 
11 Stone critizes the experience method as en approach to 
reading: 
"The theor·y that all reP ding P.cti vi ties :nmst be re-
lated to, and grow out of,+hese act"ivities,· is psychologica ly 
un·sotind, i.induly restricts ·the Iirograrn in reading, and in· · 
practice fails to r-rovide adequately f'or 'the instructional 
needs of children; · It should parallel rather than supplan ~ 
a systematic and sequential plan in beginning reading." 
·y 
Another criterion comes from Doir.ch : 
11EJCperience charts t!io develop the d; :(fer·ent kinds of 
reediness but ·they are not sufficient t.o develop a 'sigbt 
vocabulary hecause they t=l.r·e bound to ti.s'e new words at a:'-
tremendous rate and are unable to give repetition to most 
of the words." y 
J(url;h:y cautions the beginning teacher to be careful if she 
uses it because: 
"She is ar·t to neg"lect to· control the ·di:ffi cul ty 
and scope of the me.terihl she··wri tes·. · It Is an excellent 
me·thod· of rpoiri ding supplementary reading material 1f the 
teacher controls the vocabula.ry by using .. feiN new words· at 
a ti:me, and by pr·oviding many re:peti tion;::~. of words needed 
in sight vocabulary •. '' · 
'4=./ 
Of the same opinion are Eond e.nd Wagner : They say:- "The 
experience chart, if used, should be used as a supplement2.ry aid 
1/Clarence R. Stone, "Cur'rent Exp·erience Hethod in Beginning· 
Reading", Element~_ry School.. J"ournal, Vol. 36, October 1935, p.lO • 
g/E. W. Dolch, op. cit. p.l33 • 
.£/Helen A. :Murphy, "Skills· Thst.ructi on· in· Prima·ry Ree.ding11 , 
Hational Elementary Trinci!al, Vol •. 29, Decemher 1949, Bulletin 
of the Departl"'lent of Elemente.ry School Principals, We.shington, 
District Columbia. p.5. 
,i~Guy L. :Bond anc :Cva Pond '\iiftgher, '1"ee.chirie; the 'Child. f. o :Read, 
Revised ECli tion. Me.c:millan Comnany- :Hew York~ 1950~ -'P• 96. 
It has a positive contribu+.ion to me1<e in the learning of 
reading." 
The eb6ve evidence tends to meJ.:e this student believe that 
the incidenta.~ reading of exrerience charts he.s an important 
place:: in beginning reading, yet it he.s its li:mi tati ons as an 
adequate preparation for the basal textbook. 
·.v -
Audio-Visual Aids.-- Adams, et al show the need for the 
ability to arrange pictures in sequence and to recognize the 
relationship of one picture to another. Until they have t~at 
~tbili ty it is useless to try to read stories asa thought-gettin 
process, they believe. y· 
Davis, et al conducted an experiment to determine the 
effect on reading-readiness of pictures presented on slides .• 
They used 28 ldndergarten children and fo llovved their progress 
. . ... - . ~ 
through several semesters. They decided that among other re-
sults the perceptual training given had facilitated progress i 
learning to read. 
. y 
:McCracken tells of using d~ily text:film strips to accom-
pany the basie reader in Grade 1. He speaks of the need of th 
47 
( ,, .•• f 
slow learners for more vivid explanations, more sensory ex:perie es 
1/Adams, Gray, and Reese, op. cit. 
g/Ioui se F. Davis, Vi vien:se Ilg, K. Springer·; ana_ Doreen A.· Han 
Ter_g_eptual Training in Yormg Children, l!onograph;:: on Language Ar 
published under the Cl.irection of the· Research Department of Row, 
Teters on ~mel Comreny, 1949, 1Tumber 56. 
2./G'lenn licCracken, "Better Reac1ine; through filrastrlps", se·e and 
:rTee.r, Vol. 6, 1~ovember 1950, The 1TFJ+.ional Audio-Visual J"ournal, 
Chicago, Illinois, p.l7. 
' 
and more concrete nlustrations. He says: 
"The ±extfilm 
We are inclined to 
reading program is 
the f2ct that very 
to be below normal 
y' 
provides just such lesson a:Pproaches. 
assume that this new addition to our 
in a great measure responsible for 
fevi of our first· grade children seem 
in reading growth." 
Sitty tells of a filmstrip made by a first grade cl9;ss. 
A child's goat was brougr.t to class. The teacher photographec 
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the pupils caring for their pet and they wrote a story to follcw 
the picture story. They called it "The Stiff-Lege;ed Goat. 11 
·y 
Gray in speaking of filmt sayR films provide motivation 
for the beginning reader and they help in vocabulary growth. 
~ . . . 
Crossley used lantern slides to teach sounds and ~e~elop 
language. She tried to find the affect on learning rat.e, 
auditory discrimination, and visual discrimination. 
elusions were that: 
Her con-
(1). The experimental group was superior to control 
group· in all analyses of auditory discriminC~.tio 1. (2). No statistically significant difference in visu 1 
discrimination. · 
(3) There were significant differences in learning r~te. 
(4) It is possible to teach letters as beginnings 
and endings at the same time. 
(5) 1To statistically important differences in sex. y . 
Vfuipple believes that audio-visual aids are helpful at a.J 1 
grade levels. 
YPaul Witty, op. cit. 
g/H. A. Gray, "Sound Film f0r Rea.ding Programs," School E:x:ecut · ve 
Number 60, February 1941. 
y'Beatrice Alice Crossley, An Evaluation of the Effect of Lant rn 
Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements, un-
published Doctor's dissertation, BoRton University, Boston, 
l:!assachus etts, 1948. · ·· · 
y Gertrude Vfui];>ple; "Desirable Materials, Facilities,· and R e 
' • • • -~- .,.,., "- C" ,'t. ,.,_, +,.,,.. "'[;1,...,.. ""<T. ~ UU.L voo .._ v.L .... ....,....,~ ....... 0 , • ,, 
Eigrth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa ion, 
PP.rt 11, The University of Chicago Press, 1949. 
Summary:-- Mention might be made of flannelgraph picture 
chaxts, phonograph records, and endless others. There 
~ appears to be an endless line of available audio-visual 
aids • 
• 
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.SUMMARY 
The preceding chapters indicate that real progress has 
been made in understanding the factors that contribute to 
..•. •·· .. . ... 
Readii_lg-Readi!less and in developing measures that p_redict 
success in learning to read. With the facts available it 
shoUld be P?ssible tp_ ini ~iate other studies tha_t ~ill clar-
ify thinking on the requisites of learning to read. 
11 
It is summed up for us by Betts when he says: 
"A well-planned, differentiated program for the 
development of reading readiness should result in 
certain gains that woUld at once enlist the co;;..operation 
of school board members, administ·ration officers, and· 
parents. Some of the outcomes can be briefed: First, 
reduction of pupil :failures; second, -elimination of -
much of ·the rem-edial· instruction by shifting the' emphasis 
to d1fferentiated instruction; third, intelligent co-
o:peratiohof parents and teachers- to·· the end that the·· 
broad goals of education are--=-achieved; fourth, be-tter 
adjustment of :pupils; fifth, enlistment of teadier 'in-
terest in reading readiness on an a.ll-school basis·. 
Schools are ·operated for children; hence, the emphasis 
should be placed on the resulting pupil adjustments. 11 
i/ Emmett L. Betts, op. cit. P. 277. 
1.50 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
1. Studies are needed to is~late factors. which have thus far 
not been established eJs essential to the reading-readiness 
period. 
2. Studies of the :prograss of individual children before, dur-
ing, and after-the reading-readiness period are needed. 
. . . 
3. The advisability of requiring a complete physi~al e~ami?a­
t.ion before entering school can be studied on a long-term 
plan. 
4. More evidence is needed of the necessity for social and 
emo-tional adjustment as a basis for reading. Is adjust-
ment a corollary of success, or can it be secured before 
reading begins? Does adjustment during the readiness 
' . 
period insure adjustment through reading progress of ele-
ments,ry school? 
5. More study is needed on how to take reading-readiness into 
the home, or stated differently, a study of parent education 
for participation in reading-readiness is needed. 
6. We should seek to discover what experiences are important 
. . 
in order to acquire concepts to make beginning reading mean-
ing:ful. 
?. More scientific studies could be undertaken to rate the 
value of various ways of utilizing the workbook. 
; ,!) I 
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